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A B S T R A C T

High voltage power cables for bulk AC power transport use the Milliken
conductor design from a certain cross section up to decrease transmission
losses. It is not possible to reliably assess their AC losses by simulation or
other calculation methods in advance, as the performance of this complex
design strongly depends on manufacturing processes and quality. The exact
knowledge of the AC resistance is important, because it is a critical design
parameter for the thermal dimensioning of the cable and whole cable
systems. Therefore, it is necessary to accurately determine the AC losses
by measurement using the electrical or the calorimetric method. This work
focuses on the electrical method solely, as it can be performed much faster
with less logistical effort. The goal is to have a measurement setup, where
the measured losses are as close as possible to the true losses. The true losses
result in conductor heating, which limits the transmission power. They are
also called Joule losses.

Theoretical calculations, FEM simulations in Comsol Multiphysics and mea-
surements have been used in combination to evaluate different, possible
influences in AC resistance measurements. After the problem definition
and the presentation of the methodology, past advances and concepts
focusing on AC resistance determination were shown. Then, after the
basics were made clear to the reader, the measurement circuit was defined
and different error sources in measurement setups were evaluated. These
included the influence of the sheath and return conductor position upon
true and measured losses, the influence of current homogenization and
placement of voltage tap-offs. A recommendation for the preparation, setup
and measurement procedure was given. At the end, multiple Milliken
conductors were measured using the proposed method and compared to
the IEC standard.

It was shown that the electrical measurement method is able to measure
the true AC losses of complex conductors consisting of insulated wires. One
important requirement is that the voltage pick-up loop is large enough to
capture enough complex magnetic field originating from the conductor
under test. On the other side, complex magnetic fields caused by eddy
currents in adjacent conductors should not be captured by the pick-up
loop as they also affect the measured losses. Using 2 equally spaced return
conductors in the same plane as the conductor under test and the average
of at least 4 evenly distributed voltage pick-up loops located at the surface
of the insulation of the cable, will deliver results of sufficient accuracy.

The findings of this thesis indicate that great care must be taken for multiple
aspects in the AC resistance measurement of complex conductors. Engineers
performing AC resistance measurements have to be aware of error sources,
specifically the interplay between conductor positions and apparent losses.
The electrical measurement method needs to be thoroughly prepared, espe-
cially regarding the contacting of current path and voltage tap-offs. Never-
theless, the effort concerning time and logistics is still significantly smaller
compared to a calorimetric measurement.



Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Hochspannungskabel für die Übertragung großer Mengen elektrischer
Energie verwenden ab einem bestimmten Querschnitt die Millikenleiter-
Bauweise zur Senkung der Wechselstromverluste. Es ist nicht möglich, die
Verluste dieser komplexen Leiter verlässlich vorab zu berechnen, da die
Performance dieses Leiterdesigns unter anderem stark von Einflüssen der
Fertigung abhängt. Eine genaue Kenntnis der Wechselstromverluste ist
allerdings zwingend notwendig, da diese zur thermischen Dimensionie-
rung des Kabels und ganzer Kabelsysteme genutzt werden. Es ist daher
erforderlich, die Verluste durch Messungen zu bestimmen. Zur Auswahl
stehen die elektrische und die kalorimetrische Messmethode, wobei sich
diese Arbeit exklusiv auf erstere fokussiert. Diese ermöglicht eine schnellere
Messung der Verluste mit geringerem logistischen Aufwand. Das Ziel jeder
Messung sollte sein, dass die Diskrepanz zwischen gemessenen und den
echten Wechselstromverlusten des Innenleiters so gering wie möglich ist.
Die echten Verluste sind unbekannt und tragen in Betrieb maßgeblich zur
Erwärmung des Innenleiters bei, was gleichzeitig die Übertragungsverluste
des Kabels senkt.

Um verschiedene mögliche Einflüsse in Wechselstromwiderstandsmessun-
gen zu evaluieren, wurden Theorie, FEM Simulationen in Comsol Multiphysics
und Messungen in Kombination eingesetzt. Nach der Definition des Pro-
blems und des Ziels wurde die Methodik vorgestellt. Anschließend wurden
relevante Konzepte zur Ermittlung von Wechselstromverlusten aufgezeigt.
Darauf folgt die Definition des Messaufbaus und das Herausstellen rele-
vanter Einflüsse auf die Messungen. Als am relevantesten stellten sich der
Einfluss von Kabelschirm und Rückleiter auf die gemessenen und echten
Verluste des Kabels heraus. Hinzu kommt ein signifikanter Einfluss der
Stromhomogenisierung und der Positionierung der Spannungsabgriffe auf
dem Leiter. Danach wurde eine Empfehlung für die Vorbereitung, den
Aufbau und die Durchführung der Messung gegeben. Am Ende wurden
verschiedene Millikenleiter-Designs mit den vorgeschlagenen Methoden
vermessen und mit der aktuellen IEC Norm verglichen.

Die Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dass die elektrische Methode unter
gewissen Voraussetzungen dazu im Stande ist, die echten Wechselstrom-
verluste von komplexen Leitern mit isolierten Einzeldrähten zu messen.
Eine Anforderung ist beispielsweise, dass die Spannungsmessschleife groß
genug ist, um komplexe Magnetfelder, die vom zu untersuchenden Leiter
erzeugt werden, einzufangen. Allerdings darf die Messschleife nicht so
groß sein, dass andere komplexe Magnetfelder, erzeugt von Wirbelströmen
in umgebenden Leitern, in die Messschleife einkoppeln. Diese können die
gemessenen Verluste sonst direkt beeinflussen. Der empfohlene Aufbau zur
Messung der Wechselstromverluste von Millikenleitern verwendet 2 äquidi-
stant platzierte Rückleiter, die in einer Ebene mit dem zu untersuchenden
Leiter liegen. Die Messung der Spannung erfolgt aus dem Mittelwert von
mindestens 4, gleichmäßig um die Oberfläche der Isolation des Kabels
verteilten, Spannungsmessschleifen.



Die Analyse des Problems hat gezeigt, dass die Wechselstromverlustmes-
sung von komplexen Leitern genauer Kenntnisse über mögliche Störeinflüs-
se bedarf. Die Auswirkung der Positionierung der Leiter auf die gemessenen
Verluste sollten vom Anwender verstanden sein und in der Versuchsvor-
bereitung und Ausführung weitestgehend eliminiert werden. Auch für die
elektrische Methode müssen daher einige Maßnahmen und Vorbereitungen
— insbesondere hinsichtlich der Kontaktierung der Spannungsabgriffe und
Strompfadkontaktierung — zur akkuraten Messung getroffen werden. Im
Vergleich zur kalorimetrischen Methode sind diese vorbereitenden Maßnah-
men allerdings wesentlich weniger zeitintensiv.
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j imaginary number: j2 = −1
~X indicates that X is a vector
X indicates that X is a complex quantity
X̂ indicates that X is the peak value
X̂ indicates that X is a phasor
~̂X indicates that X is a vectorial phasor

X abbreviation used for ~̂X
‖X‖ indicates that the norm (absolute magnitude) of X is taken
RX ||RY resistance RX is parallel to resistance RY
X∗ shows the complex conjugate of X
X′ indicates the derivative of X
× cross product
∧ logical “and”
X> gives the transpose of matrix X
. . . indicates that a formula is continued on the next line
d~s vector boundary element
d~A vector area element
dV volume element∮

C line integration around closed boundary curve C∫∫
A surface integration over surface A∫∫∫

V volume integration over volume V
d

dx
differentiation with respect to x

∂

∂x
partial differentiation with respect to x
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arctan inverse trigonometric function of tan
berν, beiν Kelvin functions – real and imaginary part of Jν

ber′ν, bei′ν derivatives of Kelvin functions berν, beiν

cosh hyperbolic cosine
G1,2,3 abbreviation for combined Bessel functions
Hν Bessel function of the third kind and νth order
Iν modified Bessel function of the first kind and

νth order
Im takes the imaginary part of an expression
Jν Bessel function of the first kind and νth order
Kν modified Bessel function of the second kind

and νth order
kerν, keiν Kelvin functions – real and imaginary part of Kν

ker′ν, kei′ν derivatives of Kelvin functions kerν, keiν

ln natural logarithm
logb(x) logarithm of x to base b
Re takes the real part of an expression
tanh hyperbolic tangent function
un,vn Kelvin functions (obsolete notation)
u′n,v′n derivatives of Kelvin functions (obsolete notation)
Yν Bessel function of the second kind and νth order
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S Y M B O L VA L U E C O N S TA N T N A M E U N I T

c 299 792 458 speed of light m/s
e 2.718 281 828 . . . Euler’s number
ε0 8.854 187 . . .× 10−12 permittivity of vacuum As/(Vm)
µ0 4π × 10−7 permeability of vacuum Vs/(Am)
µcgs 1 permeability of vacuum

in emu cgs system
π 3.141 592 653 . . . pi

S Y M B O L S

S Y M B O L D E S C R I P T I O N U N I T

a front voltage tap-off
A conductor cross section m2

A, ~A magnetic vector potential V s/m
AL surface area of voltage loop m2

b rear voltage tap-off
bb real part of ξ (abmhos is a unit in

√
abmhos cm/s

emu cgs system ( Section 3.1.3))
B,~B magnetic flux density V s/m2

c factor in bi-media conductor formula
C factor in tubular conductor formula
d distance between two conductors m
dCUT diameter of the CUT m
dmin minimum distance (influence of m

proximity effect losses < 0.1 %)
dVL extension of voltage leads perpendicular m

from CUT’s surface
dVL,min minimum extension of voltage leads m

necessary to account for true losses
D, ~D electric displacement field A s/m2

E,~E electric field intensity V/m
f frequency 1/s
f0 frequency value at reference 1/s

temperature
fT frequency value at measurement 1/s

temperature
F mechanical force N
g factor in proximity effect calculation

√
s/(abmhos cm)

hn factor in proximity effect calculation
√

s/(abmhos cm)
hr height of rectangular conductor m
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H, ~H magnetic field intensity A/m
iim internal current through the voltmeter A
I, I total conductor current A
J, ~J current density A/m2

Js surface current density A/m2

Jt total current density A/m2

(conduction plus displacement current)
Jx,AC x-component of AC current density A/m2

Jz,AC z-component of AC current density A/m2

Jz,DC z-component of DC current density A/m2

k Kelvin function argument for solid & m−1

tubular conductors
kk geometric ratio for proximity effect

calculations
ks function argument for loss calculation

(IEC 60287-1-1)
l length of the conductor m
lmeas measuring length m
lto,i length between voltage tap-off and m

insulated conductor section
LiAC AC internal inductance per-unit length H/m
LiDC DC internal inductance per-unit length H/m
m Bessel function argument for solid & m−1

tubular conductors
me f .omega angular frequency (Comsol Multiphysics) s−1

me f .Qh volumetric loss density (electromagnetic) W/m3

(Comsol Multiphysics)
Mn factor in proximity effect calculation m−1

n running index
nn Bessel function argument for bi-media m−1

conductors in medium n
Nn factor in proximity effect calculation
on factor in proximity effect calculation

√
s/(abmhos cm)

p principle of similitude parameter
√

m/(Ωs)
(pos parameter)

pn geometric parameter of proximity
effect calculation

pV volumetric loss density W/m3

PC isolated conductor losses W/m
PCUT losses in the inner conductor due to W/m

skin effect and cable sheath
PProx,M additional losses in inner conductor W/m

caused by metal framework
PProx,P additional losses in inner conductor W/m

caused by other phases of the system
PProx,S additional losses in inner conductor W/m

caused by cable sheath
PSkin,C skin effect losses of W/m

of inner conductor alone
q factor in proximity effect calculation
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S Y M B O L D E S C R I P T I O N U N I T

Qn factor in proximity effect calculation
r radial coordinate (distance to con- m

ductor center in cylindrical coordinates)
r1 inner radius of tubular conductor m
r2 outer radius of tubular conductor m
rc radius of conductor m
R resistance per-unit length Ω/m
R0 resistance per-unit length Ω/m

at reference temperature
RAC AC resistance per-unit length Ω/m
RAC,C analytical AC resistance per-unit length abmhos/cm

of an isolated solid conductor
RAC,Ref AC resistance of reference CUT Ω/m
RDC DC resistance per-unit length Ω/m
RDC,0 DC resistance per-unit length Ω/m

at reference temperature
RDC,n DC resistance per-unit length Ω/m

of medium n
RDC,Ref DC resistance of reference CUT Ω/m
RDC,T DC resistance per-unit length Ω/m

at measurement temperature
Rim internal resistance of the voltmeter Ω
Rmeas measured AC resistance Ω/m
RT resistance measured at Ω/m

measurement temperature
Rtrue true resistance of the CUT Ω/m
Rvirt virtual resistance of the CUT Ω/m

(obtained by simulation)
RVL resistance of voltage lead wires Ω
Rλ specific thermal resistance K m/W
s geometric parameter of

proximity effect calculation
S,~S Poynting vector W/m2

t conductor thickness m
T temperature K
T0 reference temperature K
TSF temperature scaling factor
u voltage V
umeas measured voltage V
vdiff diffusion phase velocity m/s
V electric scalar potential V
w factor in proximity effect calculation
wr width of rectangular conductor m
x Cartesian coordinate m
xs skin effect factor argument (IEC 60287-1-1)
XAC AC electrical reactance per-unit length Ω/m
XiAC AC internal electrical reactance Ω/m

per-unit length
Xmeas measured AC inductance Ω/m

per-unit length
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Xvirt virtual reactance Ω/m
(obtained by simulation)

y Cartesian coordinate m
ys skin effect factor (IEC 60287-1-1)
z Cartesian coordinate m
z0 Bessel function argument for

proximity effect calculation
Z0 analytical AC internal impedance per-unit abmhos/cm

length of an isolated solid conductor

α function argument for
√

abmhos/(cm s)
Infinitively Wide Strip formula

αT temperature coefficient 1/K
γ Bessel function argument for m−1

coaxial cable calculation
Γ Bessel function argument for

√
abmhos cm/s

proximity effect calculation
δ skin depth m
δn skin depth in medium n m
∆Rvirt increase in virtual resistance caused Ω/m

by the AC losses of the sheath only
∆T temperature drop across a material K
∆V; ∆ϕ potential difference V
εi induced emf V
εr electric permittivity
ζ Bessel function argument for

√
abmhos cm/s

proximity effect calculation
λn factor in proximity effect calculation
µ product of magnetic permeability Vs/(Am)

of the conductors times µ0
µ′ product of magnetic permeability Vs/(Am)

of the space between conductors times µ0
µr magnetic permeability
µr,n magnetic permeability of medium n
ξ Bessel function argument for

√
abmhos cm/s

proximity effect calculation
Ξ1,2,3,4 prefactor of Bessel functions
$ electric charge density A s/m3

σ electrical conductivity S/m
σ0 reference electrical conductivity S/m
σn electrical conductivity of medium n S/m
σsd standard deviation
υl relative maximum error

of length measurement
υRAC relative maximum error of RAC
υT relative maximum error of

temperature measurement
υo maximum relative overall error

of the measurement
Ψ0 gauge-fixing potential A/m
ω angular frequency (ω = 2π f ) 1/s





1I N T R O D U C T I O N A N D S C O P E O F T H I S W O R K

The beginning is the most
important part of the work.

Plato

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to high voltage (HV)
power cables and the motivation of this thesis. At the beginning, a brief
description of recent developments in electric power transmission networks
is given. Moreover, the rising demand for HV power cables is pointed out.
Next, a typical power cable setup is displayed, giving the reader a better
understanding of different components of HV cables. Afterwards, the target
value of this thesis—losses due to Joule heating in the inner conductor—is de-
fined. Following, recent international standards for power cable ratings are
reviewed as well as different available measurement methods to evaluate
conductor losses caused by Joule heating. Some similar measurement meth-
ods are described afterwards, which also lay stress on similar aspects as the
herein used electrical measurement method. As a basic understanding of
the underlying problematic is then present, the chapter is concluded with
the motivation and goal of this thesis.

1.1 electric power transmission networks

Expected growth in demand for electrical energy worldwide during the
next decades, makes an expansion of existing power grids inevitable [Ben09;
EUR13; IEA17]. Especially in Germany and other countries, where integra-
tion of renewable energy sources is favored, it is necessary and planned
to extend the existing power grid [Deu10; Tag15; 50H+17]. According to
the network development plan presented by the German transmission
system operators—50Hertz Transmission GmbH, Amprion GmbH, TenneT TSO
GmbH and TransnetBW GmbH—depending on different possible scenarios,
new alternating current (AC) transmission systems with a total length
of 1200 km are required for a safe network operation until 2030. Moreover,
existing power line routes shall be extended by new systems—overhead
lines (OHL) and cable systems with direct current (DC) and AC—of approxi-
mately 7600 km to 8500 km in length [50H+17, p. 99].

In addition to the generation and consumption, one crucial element in the
supply chain is the transmission of electrical power. Depending on the
extent of power to be transmitted, environmental impacts, the distance and
other requirements, different transmission systems are used. In general, it
can be concluded that for bulk power transmission commonly high voltage
alternating current (HVAC) systems are used1. For longer distances—from
approximately 80 km up for cable systems and from round about 600 km
up for OHL—high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission systems can
be more cost-efficient [Hof12; Sie14]. The main benefit of applying high
voltage is the possibility to decrease the conductor current, while keeping

1 This is valid for distances of tens of kilometers for submarine cables and underground power
cables and—depending on the voltage level—distances up to hundreds of kilometers for OHL.
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the transferred electric power constant. By reducing the magnitude of
necessary conductor current, transmission losses are lowered. Even though
dielectric losses also increase with higher voltages, losses in the inner
conductor make up most of the losses in power cables.

Some reasons to give HV power cables priority over OHLs can be:

I limited space for OHLs in urban areas,

I limited social acceptance for OHLs,

I installation in submarine environment,

I possible reduction of operating costs under certain conditions [BP10],

I lower failure rates compared to OHLs [HDS10],

I reduced exposure of magnetic fields compared to OHLs [Ben09].

Nonetheless, choosing an appropriate transmission system always depends
on the specific situation. Giving a generalized recommendation is not
sensible.

With the advantages listed above, increasing experience and stability of HV

power cable systems, HVAC cables will remain a crucial element in future
energy grids worldwide. As the maximum transmission voltage is fixed by
OHL networks, it is in most cases more reasonable to increase the ampacity
of a cable first instead of further increasing the operating voltage [Meu12,
p. 15].

1.2 high voltage power cables

Figure 1.1 shows a schematic drawing of a power cable. Even though there
are many different power cable designs, some basic components are almost
always present.

(6)(5)(4)(3)(2)(1)

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of an exemplary HV power cable; (1) inner conductor; (2) con-
ductor screen/shield; (3) insulation; (4) insulation screen/shield; (5) metallic sheath
or screen wires; (6) polymeric outer sheath

The inner conductor (1) carries the current and is typically made of highly
conductive metal such as copper or aluminum. It is designed to have mini-
mum losses and enable bending of the cable. Later, in Section 3.2, a detailed
description of stranded and segmented conductors, typically used for HV
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power cables, is given. Conductor shield and insulation shield (2 & 4) allow
a homogeneous radial electric field distribution in the insulation material (3).
Moreover, they avoid gaps in regions of strong electric field distributions (in
between conductive parts) [PO99, p. 31]. They typically consist of a semi-
conductive material like graphite. If needed, additional radial water barriers
can be applied to prevent water entering from the cable’s surrounding. The
insulation for HV and extra high voltage (EHV) cables is either build of im-
pregnated paper or extruded polymer. In terms of estimating the long-term
behavior of a cable, this component is the most critical one [PO99, p. 30].
The metal sheath of a cable (5) has multiple tasks and its design strongly de-
pends on parameters like: rated short-circuit current, laying pattern of the
cable system, environment and the maximum allowed weight of the cable.
Typical designs include: copper or aluminum wires (with an optional cop-
per counter helix) in combination with a thin aluminum laminated sheath, a
lead sheath, a solid aluminum sheath (optional: spiral or ring corrugated) or
steel pipes. The latter is used for gas pressure or high-pressure oil cable sys-
tems [PO99, p. 34]. Some of its main purposes—given by [PO99, p. 32]—are
to:

I return the capacitive charging current,

I conduct fault currents,

I reduce the electrical influence on the surrounding in case of a fault.

The outer polymeric sheath (6) serves as a mechanical protection for the
metallic sheath. In addition thereto, it protects the cable against corro-
sion by water. Usually another corrosion protection made of bitumen-based
compounds is necessary to completely protect the cable sheath from mois-
ture [PO99, p. 35].

1.2.1 Definition of Target Value & Losses

In this thesis, the focus lies on the evaluation of losses due to Joule heat-
ing in the inner conductor, also called ohmic heating or resistive heating. As
stated 2016 by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Joule
losses in transmission cables account for approximately 2.5 % of the transmit-
ted power [IEC06a]. Reducing these losses by only a fraction, can prevent
wasting tremendous amounts of electrical energy and hence tons of CO2
emitted worldwide. Electric current I—given in A—in combination with
a conductor’s resistive characteristic causes Joule heating. This undesirable
heat loss PC—given in W/m—limits the current carrying capacity of a wire
or cable by heating it up [And97, p. 115]. This further increases its electrical
resistance and thereby the thermal load on the conductor or cable. The heat
generated by Joule losses is not further used and will escape the cable by
heat convection, heat conduction and radiation. The efficiency of heat dissi-
pation depends on multiple cable system parameters such as laying depth,
surrounding material, relative position to other phases and so on [And05].
Losses due to thermodynamic effects such as the Seebeck effect, Peltier effect
and the Thomson and Seebeck effect are not part of this thesis, as their con-
tribution to the overall losses in power cables is negligible, if present at all.
Nevertheless, for the measurement of small voltages these effects should be
known and reviewed, when temperature gradients are present in the mea-
surement setup. In case of HV power cables, one way to subdivide the total
losses is shown in Figure 1.2.
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total losses in a cable

current dependent
losses (in

conductors)

conductor losses:
PC

isolated
conductor
losses:
PSkin,C

additional
losses caused

by cable sheath:
PProx,S

additional
losses caused

by metal framework:
PProx,M

additional
losses caused

by other phases:
PProx,P

sheath and
screen losses

metal framework
losses

voltage dependent
losses (in
insulation)

dielectric & char-
ging losses

PCUTFigure 1.2: Classification of losses in HV power cables including information taken
from [Meu12; Bra96]; the interaction between both (e.g.: current dependent losses
heat up the insulation and increase voltage dependent losses) are neglected

The total losses in a cable consist of losses in the dielectric of the cable—
voltage dependent—and losses related to the current in conductors [Meu12].
In this thesis all materials are linear and losses and resistances are always
given per-unit length for better comparison. In case of non-magnetic
conductors, current dependent losses are proportional to the magnitude of
the total current squared times the resistance of the conductor2. Current
dependent losses can arise in all conducting materials near the cable. Hence,
they are further subdivided into losses in the actual conductor PC, losses
in the sheath/screen of the cable and losses in nearby metal framework,
which is not part of the cable itself. Sheath and metal framework losses
additionally depend on their grounding condition.

It will be shown later, that all of these losses can influence each other. Be-
cause the main share of losses appears in the inner conductor PC, the fol-
lowing work focuses exclusively on these losses. In Figure 1.2 PC is further
subdivided3 into:

I losses apparent when the conductor is not affected by any other
conducting material or currents (isolated) PSkin,C

4,

I losses whose origin is the proximity to the sheath or
sheath currents PProx,S

5,

I losses whose origin is the proximity to metal frameworks of any
kind PProx,M,

I losses whose origin is the proximity to other phases of the
cable system PProx,P.

The geometrical configuration of inner conductor and sheath for a specific
cable is known and remains constant along the cable system above a certain

2 This neglects heating effects which are typically negligible [Arn41b, p. 53]
3 Note that sheath losses and metal framework losses can be subdivided analogously.
4 "Skin" and "Prox" are abbreviations for the skin effect and proximity effect, which are extensively

described in Chapter 3.
5 Later it will be shown that these additional losses can be neglected for typical power cable

sheath geometries. This was also shown exemplarily in [HR15].
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manufacturing tolerance. Contrary thereto, the location of additional metal
framework and other phases depends on the installation location and actual
laying configuration of the system. These losses—PProx,M and PProx,P—will
be disregarded as they will vary for every phase and every specific applica-
tion of a given cable. As the sheath currents can also vary under operation
and hence change their influence on PSkin,C, this thesis primarily focuses
on PSkin,C only. In general, these losses of the inner conductor—which is the
conductor under test (CUT)—are given in W/m and are defined as:

PCUT = PSkin,C =
1
l

∫∫∫

V
pV · dV =

1
l

Re
(∫∫∫

V
~E ·~J∗ · dV

)
. (1.1)

In Equation (1.1), adapted from [Alb11, p. 104] and [LŠT66, p. 18], l is the
conductor length in m, pV is the volumetric loss density in W/m3, Re takes
the real part of the expression, ~E is the intensity of the electric field in V/m,
~J is the current density in A/m2, V in combination with the integral sym-
bol indicates a volume evaluation of the integral. The volume in this case
is the complete CUT. Complex vector quantities are root mean square (rms)
values and ∗ indicates the complex conjugate. These field quantities depend
on location and angular frequency ω. In most cases 2D problems and homo-
geneous conductors are considered. With the conductor axis being parallel
to the z-axis and constitutive relation

~J = σ~E (1.2)

Equation (1.1) simplifies to Equation (1.3):

PCUT = σ
∫∫

A
‖Ez‖2 · d~A =

1
σ

∫∫

A

∥∥∥Jz

∥∥∥
2
· d~A . (1.3)

Above, σ is the electrical conductivity in S/m and A in combination with the
integral symbol indicates a surface evaluation of the integral. The surface
in this case is the cross section of the CUT. Underlined symbols indicate
complex quantities. The double vertical lines take the norm of the expression
embraced. The resistance—DC and AC—of a conductor in Ω/m can generally
be derived from its losses by

R =
P

‖I‖2 , (1.4)

where P can be a placeholder for any of the losses mentioned previously
and I is the total rms current through the regarded cable part and defined
by:

I =
∫∫

A
~J · d~A . (1.5)

In measurements I is the test current through the CUT and used as the refer-
ence phase. Even though the general case is always given, theoretically I is
purely real in these cases. All vector quantities are given in rms as only the
time-harmonic case is investigated in this thesis. If no magnetic materials
affect the conductor and thermal heating is neglected, the resistance of a
conductor is independent of the current [Arn41b, p. 53]. Under operating
conditions HV cable sheaths are typically grounded on one side, on both
sides or cross-bonded. Typical cable sheath geometries do not influence PC
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significantly. This will be further shown in Chapter 4.

Concluding one can say that the target value of this thesis is the isolated
AC resistance, respectively the AC losses of the inner conductor only. To
include or measure losses originating from other conductive parts nearby
is not desirable as these losses can vary in every configuration or operating
condition.

1.2.2 Standards for Power Cable Ratings

There are different standards available for calculating the current carrying
capacity of a power cable. The IEC released its most recent power cable
rating standard in 2006 [IEC06b] with an amendment from 2014 called
IEC 60287-1-1:2006/AMD1:2014 [IEC14]. In 2005, the international council on
large electric systems called Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Élec-
triques (CIGRE) released brochure B1.03, which deals with the calculation
of losses, especially for large segmented power cable conductors [Cig05].
The related standard from the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engi-
neers (IEEE) was released in 1994 and reaffirmed in 2014 [IP94].

While all these brochures are giving advice on how to calculate these losses
up to certain cross sections and the IEC giving an empirical value called
ks factor6, there is no standard for the measurement of the AC resistance
of a power cable. Nevertheless, CIGRE Working Group B1.03 points out
different measurement methods and techniques to improve accuracy [Cig05,
p. 45]. This shortage is currently being tackled by CIGRE Working Group
D1.54, which makes an assessment of available measurement methods and
recommends appropriate methods to determine AC and DC losses of power
cables with large cross sections by measurements [Cig18]7.

Table 1.1—taken from the most recent IEC standard—provides ks factor
values, which should be used for loss calculation if no measurement can
be performed. Function argument ks is used for the calculation of the skin
effect factor argument xs.

Depending on the value of xs Equation (1.7), Equation (1.8) or Equation (1.9)
is used to calculate the skin effect factor ys.

xs =

√
ωµ0

πRDC
ks (1.6)

For 0 < xs ≤ 2.8 : ys =
x4

s
192 + 0.8x4

s
(1.7)

For 2.8 < xs ≤ 3.8 : ys = −0.136− 0.0177xs + 0.0563x2
s (1.8)

For xs > 3.8 : ys = 0.354xs − 0.733 (1.9)
RAC

RDC
= 1 + ys (1.10)

6 A solid round conductor has by definition a ks factor of 1, whereby a conductor without AC
losses would have a ks factor of 0.

7 At this moment, it shall be pointed out once again that the author took direct part in creating
and editing this CIGRE brochure. Any information used from the brochure is cited appropri-
ately. If no work is cited and found in the CIGRE brochure as well, it is the author’s own work.
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Equation (1.10) neglects the proximity effect. RDC is the DC resistance in Ω/m
at 20 ◦C, RAC is the AC resistance in Ω/m at 20 ◦C, ω is the angular fre-
quency8 in s−1 and µ0 is the permeability of vacuum in Vs/(Am).

Table 1.1: ks values from IEC 60287-1-1:2006/AMD1:2014; Milliken conductors are in the focus
of this work and are described in detail in Section 3.2.2

type of conductor conductor ks

insulation system

Copper (Cu)

Round, solid All 1.000

Round, stranded Fluid/Paper/PPL 1.000

Round, stranded Extruded/Mineral 1.000

Round, Milliken Fluid/Paper/PPL 0.435

Round, Milliken, insulated wires Extruded 0.350

Round, Milliken, bare unidirectional wires Extruded 0.620

Round, Milliken, bare bidirectional wires Extruded 0.800

Sector-shaped Fluid/Paper/PPL 1.000

Sector-shaped Extruded/Mineral 1.000

Aluminum (Al)

Round, solid All 1.000

Round, stranded All 1.000

Round, Milliken All 0.250

Figure 1.3 shows the resulting resistance ratios according to the IEC stan-
dard for different conductor types using the conductivities defined later
in Table 2.3.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

cross section A in mm2

R
A
C
/
R
D
C

Cu ks = 1.00
Cu ks = 0.80
Cu ks = 0.62
Cu ks = 0.435
Cu ks = 0.35
Al ks = 0.25

[May 7, 2018 at 20:24 – Draft PhD thesis Suchantke ]

Figure 1.3: Resistance ratio at 50 Hz plotted over conductor cross section for different ks factors
at 20 ◦C according to IEC standard 60287-1-1:2006/AMD1:2014

The ks factors are approximations and qualitatively show the differences
in losses for different conductor types. Nevertheless, the recent standard re-
commends a measurement for the determination of the AC resistance [Cig05,

8 The angular frequency is defined by frequency f with ω = 2π f . Unit Hz is defined as 1/s.
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p. 52; IEC14, p. 5]. The reason is that the manufacturing of a complex
conductor—especially the condition of the strand insulation—has a great in-
fluence on the performance, which can hardly be assessed without measure-
ment. The construction of segmented conductors is extensively discussed in
Section 3.2.

1.2.3 State of the Art AC Resistance Measurement Methods

A variety of methods is available for AC loss determination of power ca-
bles. Electric methods derive Joule losses from a direct measurement of elec-
trical parameters, whereas calorimetric methods derive Joule losses from a
rise of conductor temperature. For both methods multiple variants are avail-
able. The most important ones are briefly sketched below. The measure-
ment of the magnitude and phase of the current through the CUT is typ-
ically conducted with high accuracy current transformers, Rogowski coils
or by determination of the voltage drop across a resistance standard with
low inductance (also called shunt resistance) [Gra79, p. 102; Ols+99]. Inde-
pendent of the chosen method, Joule losses in other metallic parts can in-
fluence the measurement. This is further discussed in Chapter 4. For both
approaches, if the measurement is not performed at operating temperature,
the results have to be extrapolated to the maximum operating temperature,
which is typically 90 ◦C for cables with polymeric insulations. This is shown
in Section 2.4.2. Nevertheless, measurements at operating temperature can
be advantageous as some conductor properties—which affect Joule losses—
potentially change with temperature [Gra79, p. 102].

1.2.3.1 Electrical Methods

In general, when using electrical methods, great care must be taken to avoid
the influence of electromagnetic fields upon the measured voltage, due to
pick-up loops formed by the voltage lead wires, the CUT and the measure-
ment system [Gra79, p. 102]. This effect is extensively discussed in Chapter 4
and presents the main challenge of this method. Measurements with power
meters are often impracticable, because the voltage drop across typical HV

cable conductors often lies in the nV to µV range for short sample lengths
and practical measurement currents [Däu+00]. Figure 1.4 shows different
options available for current and voltage measurement. The order of the
following variants of electrical measurement methods is chronological re-
garding their first use. More information on these principles can be found
in [Cal13].

ac bridge method First AC resistance measurements were performed
with Heaviside bridges in 1915, in 1935 with Arnold bridges and later
in 1978 with precision Kelvin bridges [Arn35; Kat+78; Liu16, p. 10]. Some
power cable measurements using AC bridges can be found in [FG33; MBH51;
Ast55; YD63; CMR77]. The basic working principle of an AC bridge is a
comparison of the unknown resistance—the CUT—to multiple known and
calibrated reference resistances. The resistances are commonly arranged in
different legs of a bridge circuit. When a state of balance is reached—the
resistances in both legs are identical—the unknown resistance can be calcu-
lated with the help of the known resistances [Cal13, p. 100].
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ac potentiometer Measurements with AC potentiometers have been
presented in [Sal48; ME49; BM68; Jac70]. According to [Cig05, p. 46], AC

potentiometers only have a limited applicability because of the long time
it takes for them to be properly tuned. AC potentiometers basically com-
pare a known voltage to an unknown voltage and change the resistance of
the potentiometer—similar to an AC bridge—until it draws no more current
from the measurement circuit. This indicates a balanced state and can pro-
vide the phase and magnitude of the unknown voltage signal [Jac70].

lock-in amplifier Lock-in amplifiers use a reference signal, in this
special case the conductor current, which provides the measurement fre-
quency and then amplify the signal of interest—the voltage drop over the
CUT—which has the same frequency. It provides information about mag-
nitude and phase of the measured signal [Sta95]. Measurements performed
with Lock-in amplifiers are shown in [Ols+99; Juu+11] and are also used for
AC loss measurements of superconductors. In [Cig05, p. 48] the application
of a Lock-in amplifier in combination with compensating coils is described
for cable conductors with large cross sections.

adc ac voltmeters This variant is used throughout this work and is
based on digitizing the measured voltage signal with the help of an analog-
to-digital converter (ADC). Afterwards, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) makes
the voltage of the base frequency analyzable. It is described in detail in
Section 2.2 and was first presented 2011 in [RSS11a] and [SKP11a]. More
measurement results of power cable conductors using digital sampling
voltmeters were later shown in [SKP11b; Sch+12; Sjö13; Sch+14; Sch+15a;
Sch+15b].

methods to improve accuracy CIGRE brochure [Cig05, p. 48] pro-
poses different methods to increase the accuracy of electrical measurements,
as the inductive part of the measured voltage can be many times greater than
the resistive part in some measurement setups. It is recommended that one
can either superimpose a suitable signal compensating the measured induc-
tive part or eliminate the inductive component by using FFT [Cig05, p. 48].

pick-up loop

power
supply

voltage
measurement

ACAC bridge

shunt

transformer
rogowski
coilconductor under test

AC bridge

potentiometer

ADC AC voltmeter

Lock-in amplifier

current
measurement

voltage leads

current

current

Figure 1.4: Overview of electrical methods for the AC loss measurement of power cables; the
light blue rectangular area indicates the dimensions of the pick-up loop
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1.2.3.2 Calorimetric Method

As Joule losses result in conductor heating, one can derive the conductor resis-
tance from temperature changes. This method is referred to as the calorimet-
ric approach. Figure 1.5 shows an exemplary measurement circuit. In this
case, for an accurate loss calculation one needs accurate temperature mea-
surements, a sufficient sample length and thermal insulation9 at the ends
to avoid temperature dissipation along the cable axis. Moreover, the exact
value of thermal conductivity of the insulation and multiple temperature
sensors along the CUT are required [Cig05, p. 52; Sch+15a].

loading
transformers

transformer
rogowski
coil

conductor under test

current
measurement

heating current

insulation

metallic sheath
polymeric sheath
thermal insulation

temperature sensors

current

Figure 1.5: Schematic drawing of the calorimetric method for AC loss measurements of power
cables; typically multiple temperature sensors are applied along the conductor
axis [Cig05, p. 52]; here, the temperature sensors are attached on the surface of:
CUT, conductor insulation and thermal insulation

According to [Cig05, p. 51] the AC resistance of the CUT can be calculated by:

RAC =
∆T

‖I‖2 · Rλ

. (1.11)

In the equation above, ∆T is the temperature drop across the conductor in-
sulation or thermal insulation in K and Rλ is the specific thermal resistance
in K m/W of the material between both temperature measurement points
(e.g.: conductor insulation or thermal insulation). As sheath currents gener-
ate losses as well, which influence the temperature measurement, prior to
measurement one has to consider how to electrically connect the sheath or
remove it if necessary.

1.2.3.3 Comparison of Electrical and Calorimetric Method

Table 1.2 shows a comparison of the electrical and calorimetric method.
It shall be pointed out that some limitations depend on the cable and
conductor properties. Others are of practical nature rather than physical
limitations (e.g.: measurement of multiple frequencies). Larger conductor
cross sections generally lead to smaller AC resistances and for a given
current, less conductor heating and a smaller voltage drop. The latter

9 A thermal insulation is optional but can speed up bringing the conductor into its thermal
steady-state.
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increases the demand for an accurate voltage measurement for the electrical
method. Less conductor heating also makes it more difficult to bring the
cable into a thermal steady state condition when using the calorimetric
method. Linear power conductors—no use of non-linear materials (e.g.: dia-
magnetic materials such as iron)—have a current independent AC resistance.
Using smaller currents is more cost-efficient and does not require special
connectors designed for larger currents. In addition, the use of smaller
currents can be advantageous if non-linear materials are in proximity to
the measurement circuit. Saturation in non-linear materials caused by
large magnetic fields could make the measurement current-dependent. On
the other side, larger test currents allow AC resistance measurements at
operating temperature and increase the magnitude of voltage drop over the
CUT, which can be advantageous.

Table 1.2: Comparison of electrical and calorimetric measurement method for AC loss determi-
nation of power cables

method advantage disadvantage

Electrical · fast preparation · pick-up loops

Methods and measurement susceptible to parasitic

· currents < 10 A electromagnetic fields

possible · susceptible to

· measurement of thermoelectric voltages

multiple frequencies

possible

· very short sample

lengths measurable

Calorimetric · no pick-up loops · time consuming to

Methods · loss measurement at bring the cable into

operating temperature thermal steady-state

possible (hours up to days)

· large currents are

necessary to heat up

the cable (kA range)

· larger logistical

effort necessary

In the end it depends on the user to choose an appropriate measurement
technique. In any case, the user should be informed about possible mea-
surement errors and limitations of the applied measurement technique. Due
to its inherent advantages—short preparation time enabling a cost-efficient
measurement of the AC resistance at multiple frequencies—the electrical
method with an ADC sampling voltmeter is used in this thesis.

1.2.3.4 Similar Measurement Techniques

It is reasonable to check for similar electrical measurement methods, where
small voltage drops are measured, to profit as much as possible from avail-
able knowledge during this investigation. Therefore the next section lists
some methods, which also focus on the measurement of small voltages.
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acpd A four-point alternating current potential drop (ACPD) measure-
ment is a non-destructive technique used to determine properties of conduc-
tive materials such as thickness, electrical conductivity, magnetic permeabil-
ity and the size of cracks in samples [BB07, p. 817]. A typical measurement
probe of this method is shown in Figure 1.6.

I I

umeas

conductive sample
I

Figure 1.6: Schematic drawing of the ACPD method with test current I and measured voltage
umeas (own drawing based on [BB07, Fig. 1])

A small time-harmonic current—usually in the range of some ampere—is
injected into the sample at a frequency of some kHz. From the voltage drop
measured with two additional electrodes and an accurate mathematical
model, one can derive the sample’s electrical parameters. Even though AC

brings along difficulties in the measurement, it can be the preferred choice
compared to direct current potential drop (DCPD) measurements. In large,
highly conductive samples, the voltage drop caused by the DCPD method can
be too small for an accurate measurement. When using the ACPD method,
the current flow is restricted to a small area beneath the surface. The ten-
dency of the current to flow primarily near the surface is called skin effect and
is further discussed in Chapter 3. Preventing the current to flow homoge-
neously through the whole sample cross section reduces the available cross
section for the current and hence results in a larger voltage drop. Thereby
the measurement accuracy is increased. Choosing the DCPD method, one
would have to increase the magnitude of the current to increase the voltage
drop, which can result in unwanted sample heating, changing the sample’s
properties [Mat10]. Theory and recommendations from researches of this
technique—especially for contacting voltage lead wires and the positioning
of the pick-up loops—are reconsidered in Chapter 4.

current shunts Another application where an accurate voltage
measurement is necessary is in current shunts. A current shunt—also called
resistance standard—is a low resistance, low inductance circuit element
with an accurately known resistance and high temperature stability. Some
low inductance current paths used in shunt designs are shown in Figure 1.7.

Current shunts are mostly made of manganin, which is an alloy with a
very low temperature coefficient αT of only 10× 10−6/K [RSF93, p. 2.26].
The principle of current measurements with a current shunt is based on
keeping the measured inductance as small as possible to reduce phase angle
errors [LSW04, p. 2]. Nevertheless, to achieve a sufficient voltage drop, one
has to form a current path with significant resistance. Pick-up loops in cur-
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rent shunts—designed to capture a minimum of magnetic flux—will also
be reconsidered in Chapter 4. Basic considerations for current shunts can be
found in [Sil30; WS70; Bey86, p. 317; Sch10, p. 179]. The design of a current
shunt and the position of the voltage lead wires strongly depend on the
application and is in detail described in [Sil30; Sch10; Cal13, p. 191].

(1) (2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 1.7: Exemplary low inductance current paths for resistance standards; (1), (2) & (3)
show bifilar windings to reduce external magnetic fields; (4) shows a coaxial setup,
where—in case of perfect concentricity—magnetic fields are only present inside the
conducting domains and between inner and outer tube; the arrows indicate the
direction of current flow I

other investigations Additional insights related to interpretation of
voltage signals and magnetic field distributions in close vicinity to complex
conductors are obtained from measurements of superconductor and also
reconsidered in Chapter 4.

1.3 motivation and goal of this thesis

Joule losses due to the AC resistance of a power cable conductor mainly limit
the current carrying capacity of a cable system. Therefore—to increase effi-
ciency and decrease the overall costs of a cable system—it is vital to reduce
the AC resistance as much as possible [DM07]. To lower AC losses in the
conductor, which add up to inevitable DC losses, special conductor designs
are used. For HV power cables with cross sections larger than 1000 mm2,
segmented conductors—also called Milliken type or M-type conductors—are
used [Nex11]. Their construction is described in detail in Section 3.2.

AC loss determination of segmental conductors by measurement started
with their first use in the mid of the 20th century. Some often cited refer-
ences listing results for different M-type designs are [Sal48; Wis48; ME49;
MBH51; BM68; CMR77].

As shown previously, some values are embedded in the recent IEC stan-
dard. These values have been obtained empirically. Nevertheless, AC losses
of identical designs can vary from manufacturer to manufacturer and even
from cable to cable depending on manufacturing quality and stability. This
is depicted in Table 1.3. Designs which should have an identical AC resis-
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tance according to the IEC standard show significant variations in their resis-
tance ratios at 50 Hz. An extensive collection of published AC resistances of
Milliken conductors can be found in Appendix A.1. In addition to that, new
optimized conductor designs, variations in the manufacturing processes and
conductor cross sections reaching up to 3500 mm2 demand for reliable ways
to access the Joule losses of such conductors. Hence, to accurately determine
AC losses, measurements are the preferred choice [IEC14, p. 5]. As recom-
mended by CIGRE Working Group B1.03 this test could be performed when
the cables are type tested [Cig05, p. 52]. Often, the customer demands a
proof of conductor performance by an acceptance test anyway. Accurate
characterization of the used conductor is also of great importance as sub-
sequent ampacity calculations often depend on the AC resistance measure-
ment. Imprecise measurements can cause wrong thermal dimensioning of a
cable or complete cable system. At worst this results in irreparable damage
of equipment.

Table 1.3: Collection of some published RAC/RDC ratios for Milliken conductors (no proximity
effect); A is the conductor cross section; T is the temperature of the conductor in ◦C;
in [DM07] measurement results including proximity effect are shown10

A in conductor design/ f in T in RAC/RDC reference

mm2 material insulation Hz ◦C

1600 Cu blank 50 20 1.23 [Cig05, p. 14]

1600 Cu blank 50 20 1.04 [CMR77, Dis]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.24 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.495 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 80 1.16 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu blank 50 80 1.23 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu enameled 50 20 1.04 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu enameled 50 90 1.04 [DM07]

2000 Cu oxidized (hp) 50 80 1.137 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu oxidized (lp) 50 80 1.086 [Joa98, p. 55]

2500 Cu oxidized (hp) 50 80 1.23 [Joa98, p. 57]

2500 Cu oxidized (lp) 50 80 1.152 [Joa98, p. 57]

Table 1.2 displayed advantages and disadvantages of different available
measurement methods. Because of inherent advantages of electrical
methods—especially when using fast ADC sampling voltmeters—multiple
measurement systems have been developed at the Department of High
Voltage Engineering engineering of Technische Universität Berlin. The first
version was presented in [SKP11a]. A recent successor version—used for
measurements in this thesis—is described in Section 2.2. To make use of
the advantages given by the electrical method, one has to thoroughly revise
the measurement circuit. Measurements of electrical quantities on complex
conductors are related to many theoretical consideration and practical
limitations. Due to the nature of non-conservative electric fields at AC, the

10 The ks factor could not be calculated in most cases because often the DC resistance or lengths
was not available. Moreover, if no frequency was given, the typical power frequency of the
country, where the investigation was performed was assumed. If no temperature was given in
the reference, then 20 ◦C was used. “Dis” in the reference stands for discussion, “hp” stands
for high pressure (mechanically) and “lp” for low pressure.
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voltage measurement becomes a complex task, which is to be understood
completely to avoid the introduction of measurement errors.

Therefore, the goal of this work is the theoretical discussion and practical
application of the electrical measurement method using ADC sampling volt-
meters to accurately determine AC losses of complex conductor designs.
When set up, performed and interpreted correctly, the electrical method
makes the evaluation of recent HV power cable design much more effi-
cient compared to all other recently available measurement methods. Even
though the focus lies on AC losses, inevitable some remarks and recommen-
dations about the measurement of DC losses are also given.





2M E T H O D O L O G Y

The first principle is that you must not fool yourself. . .
and you are the easiest person to fool.

Richard Feynman

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with definitions of used
technical terms and material parameters. Additionally, the used measure-
ment system is characterized in detail with the aim of making the results
more transparent and reproducible. The accuracy of the used measurement
system is determined afterwards and it is shown how measurement values
are interpolated and corrected to different temperatures. At the end, the
tool used for numerical simulations and basic simulation principles are pre-
sented.

2.1 definitions

To allow better understanding for the reader, in the following some impor-
tant synonyms and technical terms used throughout this work are described.
This helps to prevent confusion in complex theoretical considerations and
searching for previously defined terms.

2.1.1 Synonyms

Table 2.1 shows the used synonyms in this thesis to improve understanding.

Table 2.1: Synonyms used throughout this thesis

expression used synonym(s)

analytical solution explicit solution, exact solution, closed-
form solution

end effect terminal effect
in-phase component real part of the component

in-plane component vector component into the paper plane

Joule heating resistive heating, ohmic heating
measured losses/resistance apparent losses/resistance

Milliken conductor Milliken type conductor, segmental con-
ductor, segmented conductor, M-type
conductor

out-of-phase component imaginary part of component, quadra-
ture component

voltage lead wires voltage leads

stranding twisting, pitching

strand wire
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2.1.2 Technical Terms

Table 2.2 shows the used terms in this thesis to improve understanding.

Table 2.2: Important technical terms used in this thesis

term short explanation

annulus a ring-shaped selection (e.g.: annulus of wires
refers to wires with the same distance to the cen-
ter)

blank wire a wire without insulation

cable core geometric center of a cable

core conductor the central conductor in M-type conductors,
which is solid or stranded but not segmented

core wire the innermost single wire of a bundle or segment

current crowding for conductors with corners, the current distri-
bution also depends on the sharpness of these
corners under AC (Section 3.1.3.10)

CUT conductor under test; this is the conductor of in-
terest and in most cases the inner conductor of a
cable

eddy current a general term to refer to circular flowing in-
duced currents

edge effect refers to the influence of the sharpness of corners
on the current distribution (e.g.: in rectangular
conductors; also see current crowding)

enameled wire a wire with a thin insulation made of coating
usually of some µm thickness

end effect refers to a change of field quantities due to a
change of conductor geometry or properties at
the end of a sample

go circuit is a circuit where two or more conductors are
connected in parallel

in-phase magnetic field magnetic field components, which have the
same phase as the overall current I, which gen-
erates them; induces inductive (quadrature/out-
of-phase) voltage components in the pick-up
loop

layer collection of wires; in stranded conductors this
refers to wires in one annulus

lay length for stranded conductors, this is the distance
where every wire completed one helically turn
around the center of rotation

measured/apparent . . . losses, voltage or resistance is that value indi-
cated by the measurement system but does not
necessarily have a physical meaning for the CUT

out-of-phase magnetic field magnetic field components, which are 90° phase-
shifted to the total current I, which generates
them; induces resistive (in-phase) voltage com-
ponents in the pick-up loop

normalized all values are divided by the maximum value
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oxidized wire a wire with a thin, breakable oxide insula-
tion; formed naturally on aluminum and copper
wires at ambient air or by additional processing
of copper wires

pick-up loop a loop formed by voltage lead wires, CUT and
measurement system together, which is suscep-
tible to electromagnetic induction

return circuit is a circuit, where the return conductor for the
current path is included

segment pie shaped conductor bundle formed by me-
chanical compression used in M-type conductors

segment core center of a conductor segment (at the position of
the core wire)

stranding helically arranging wires around the center of
a conductor to increase mechanical stability of
bundled conductors

true/real . . . losses or resistance of the CUT; physical meaning
is linked to Joule heating

voltage tap-offs contact points of voltage leads on the CUT

virtual measurement measurement performed in the finite element
method (FEM) simulation; it delivers the same
value, which would be measured in reality with
the ADC AC voltmeter

2.2 used measurement system

Even though the most important resistance values are those at DC and
at operating frequency, which is 50 Hz or 60 Hz, measurements in this
investigation are typically performed in the frequency range from 0 Hz
to 300 Hz. This offers some advantages over other methods. First, frequency
variable measurements enable the noiseless interpolation of the resistance
at 50 Hz or 60 Hz. Second, the measurement circuit can be evaluated
more thoroughly when using a conductor, where the analytical solution
is available. As parasitic effects on the pick-up loop will increase with
frequency, one can benchmark different measurement circuits more easily
at higher frequencies, where some of these effects become more signifi-
cant. Third, AC resistance determination at higher frequencies can give
insights into the impact on losses from harmonics. Moreover, as shown
in Section 3.1.2.6 the AC resistance of a conductor or a set of conductors
remains unchanged at higher frequencies, if the geometric dimensions are
scaled accordingly. Theoretically, this creates the opportunity to investigate
some effects in large conductors on smaller downscaled conductor sam-
ples with increased frequency as the resulting AC resistance will be identical.

The measurement cycle is automated, taking only a few minutes for 15 mea-
surements in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 300 Hz. The maximum mea-
surement frequency is limited to approximately 1000 Hz. The measurement
system was first presented in [SKP11a] and also later in [SKP11b; Sch+12;
Sch+14; Sch+15a; Sch+15b]. It is shown in Figure D.1.
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2.2.1 Setup of the Measurement System

A schematic drawing of the measurement system is shown in Figure 2.1. It
basically consists of a signal generator (1), a power amplifier (2), a current
shunt (3), two ADCs synced by a common clock (4) and a data processing
unit. The signal generator provides a frequency variable, sinusoidal current,
which is then amplified. The power amplifier delivers a test current with a
maximum rms of 11 A. The small test current prevents typical high voltage
power cables from heating up. To access losses at operating temperature, the
measured values have to be adjusted to or ideally be obtained at operating
temperature in a climate chamber. Over the high resistance entrances of the
ADCs, the voltage is measured and the current and voltage signals are sent
to the data processing unit. Only the base frequency is evaluated using FFT

algorithms.

conductor under test

measurement system

(2)

(3)

pick-up loop

(1)
Data

Unit
(FFT,...)

PCADC

ADC i(t)

u(t)
Processing

(4)

voltage path

current path

II

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the used measurement system (yellow box); (1) variable fre-
quency voltage source; (2) power amplifier; (3) current shunt; (4) sync clock

With test currents of only a few ampere, sample lengths down to a few
meters only and cross sectional sizes reaching over 2500 mm2, the voltage
measured by the ADC lies in the µV range.

2.2.2 Accuracy of the Measurement System

error of the measurement system The resistance is calculated
from the measurement of current and voltage. Hence, its accuracy depends
on the accuracy of these measurements. The current measurement is per-
formed by an ADC voltmeter on a resistance shunt. The voltage signal is
directly measured by an ADC sampling voltmeter. Instead of assessing the
accuracy of every involved part separately, it was obtained by the following
procedure:

1. The accuracy of the DC measurement was found by performing mea-
surements on a calibrated 1 mΩ current shunt [bur15] with a guaran-
teed accuracy of ±0.02 %.

2. With the maximum deviation obtained by these measurements, the DC

resistance of a 10 mΩ coaxial impulse current shunt was determined
within a certain range. This coaxial current shunt remains to act like a
pure DC resistance in the measurable frequency range (up to approxi-
mately 1000 Hz) [HIL17].
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3. Afterwards, AC measurements were performed on this manually cal-
ibrated coaxial shunt and therefrom the relative maximum error of
RAC—called υRAC —which is caused by the measurement system, was
computed for every frequency and different confidence intervals.

Having performed a significant number of measurements combined
with the assumption that the error is normally distributed, the standard
deviation σsd can be calculated. The shaded areas in Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3 show the confidence interval 3σsd and 2σsd plotted over different
frequency ranges. A 3σsd confidence interval means that in ≈ 99.73 % of
the cases, the real value lies within this interval around the value indicated
by the measurement system. A 2σsd confidence interval relates to≈ 95.45 %.
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Figure 2.2: Relative maximum error υRAC of the measurement system with the blue and red
surfaces indicating 3σsd and 2σsd confidence intervals up to 80 Hz
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Figure 2.3: Relative maximum error υRAC of the measurement system with the blue and red
surfaces indicating 3σsd and 2σsd confidence intervals up to 1000 Hz

It can be seen that at the most important frequencies of 0 Hz and 50 Hz the
deviation of the real value to the value shown by the measurement will be
less than ±0.1 % for a 3σsd confidence interval. When losses or resistances
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change from 0 Hz to 50 Hz, the deviation of the measured value, for conduc-
tor sizes investigated in this thesis, is typically much larger than the error
of the measurement system. Hence, this measurement system satisfies the
accuracy requirements for the following investigations.

error of the temperature measurement For the temperature
measurements a calibrated PT100 sensor of tolerance class A is used [GSG].
In combination with the temperature measurement device [GHM], the max-
imum error of the temperature measurement in the temperature range
of −18.5 ◦C to 55.5 ◦C is ±0.06 K. With the temperature coefficient of cop-
per (defined next section), this results in a maximum relative error in the
temperature measurement of υT ≈ ±0.02 %. The annual drift of the PT100
sensor is given with 0.005 K/annum.

error of the length measurement For straight unbend conduc-
tors and cables, the length measurement is performed with a laser range
finder, whose accuracy is ±2 mm [Too13]. For cables with slight bends a
standard tape measure is used, which was backchecked with the laser device
and found to have no deviation from the displayed value of the laser range
finder at a length of 1 m. Hence, the accuracy of the length measurement
remains ≈ ±2 mm and is generally defined as υl = ±100 % · 2 mm/lmeas,
where lmeas is the measuring length in m. Note that the ks value is sensitive
to errors in length measurements as it takes the DC resistance in Ω/m as an
input argument. Great care must be taken as—for example—a length mea-
surement error of only 1 cm over a total length of 5 m, relates to an error
of 0.2 % of the ks value, which is already larger than the maximum relative
error of the measurement system. Nevertheless, often only the resistance ra-
tio is analyzed to see the qualitative behavior of a conductor at AC. Here, an
identical absolute deviation at DC and AC will not influence the results.

error due to emfs When measuring large conductors with small test
currents, as done with the available measurement system, the resulting volt-
age lies in the micro volt range. Hence, when junctions between dissimilar
metals are present (e.g.: aluminum CUT and copper voltage lead wires) ther-
mal electromotive forces (emfs) can arise, which can influence the measured
voltage. When temperature gradients are present in the measurement setup,
thermal emfs due to Seebeck or Thomson effect can arise at junctions. Even
though no temperature gradients are present, thermal emfs can arise when
current flows over a dissimilar metal junction. This so-called Peltier heating
can increase the temperature gradients at the junction and can then cause
emfs by Seebeck effect [WS70, p. 841; Row06, pp. 1-2]. To prevent thermal emfs

in measurements, the DC value is obtained by a bipolar measurement. As the
direction of existent thermal emfs only depends on temperature distribution,
taking the average value of a bipolar measurement—as also automatically
done at AC—averages out the influence of these emfs [Tek16, pp. 3-6; Bür95,
p. 3].

overall error of the measurement equipment The maximum
overall error υo in percent of the used equipment is the sum of the different
errors discussed above. This assumption can be made if the errors are inde-
pendent of each other. Measuring absolute resistances at AC and DC includes
the error of the measurement system, the error of temperature and length
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measurement. In sum, regarding the 3σsd confidence intervals for 50 Hz, it
amounts to

υRAC(50 Hz) + υT + υl = υo , (2.1)

(±0.10 %) + (±0.02 %) +

(
±100 % · 2 mm

lmeas

)
= (±0.12 %) + . . .
(
±100 % · 2 mm

lmeas

)
.

(2.2)

When observing the resistance ratio only, the error of length
measurement vanishes and the relative overall error at 50 Hz is
υo = (±0.10 %) + (±0.02 %) = ±0.12 %.

Error bars are not plotted in this thesis for the sole reason that variations
on the vertical axis plotted over the horizontal axis are in all cases much
larger than the error bars. In other words, the error bars are too small to be
displayed clearly.

Another detailed uncertainty analysis for a very similar measurement sys-
tem can be found in [RSS11a].

2.3 material properties used in simulations and calcula-
tions

Table 2.3, provided by IEC standard 60287-1-1:2006, shows material parame-
ters for metals used in electrical conductors.

Table 2.3: Electrical parameters of common conductor materials used in simulations and calcu-
lations according to IEC 60287-1-1:2006 [IEC06b, p. 59]

material conductivity σ temperature coefficient

in MS/m at 20 ◦C αT in 1/K at 20 ◦C

aluminum ≈ 35.38 4.03× 10−3

copper ≈ 58.00 3.93× 10−3

These values are used in every calculation and numerical simulation
in this thesis. If not stated otherwise, the simulations and calculations
are performed at a temperature of 20 ◦C. Copper conductors used for
electrical applications are typically made of Cu-ETP-1, Cu-OF-1 or Cu-OFE.
Depending on type and manufacturing quality, the actual conductivity of a
conductor can slightly vary [Deu17]. For aluminum conductors EN AW-E
Al99,5 is the widest used conductor material [Kam11, p. 678].

In the temperature range of interest (1 ◦C to 100 ◦C), using a linear approx-
imation for the temperature correction is valid for both materials [KAF04,
p. 2; Kam11, p. 678]1.

1 In [Sjö13] different temperature coefficients for copper conductors for AC and DC were mea-
sured. This effect can possibly be attributed to the change of insulation properties in complex
conductors as predicted by [Gra79, p. 102].
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2.4 processing of measured data

To avoid interferences caused by equipment operated at power frequency,
direct measurements at these specific frequencies—50 Hz, 60 Hz and their
harmonics—are avoided. Moreover, to make measurements comparable
with other labs, it is necessary to scale the measurements obtained at an
arbitrary temperature to the reference temperature of 20 ◦C. The processing
of measurement data is shown in the following.

2.4.1 Interpolation of Measurement Data

As the resistance at 50 Hz or 60 Hz is not directly measured due to possible
interferences caused by nearby equipment operated at power frequency,
this value has to be interpolated. Multiple measurements at frequencies
close to this value allow for accurate fitting of the measured resistance
at 50 Hz or 60 Hz.

To fit the measurement data, the functions recommended by IEC stan-
dard 60287-1-1:2006/AMD1:2014 (Equation (1.6) to Equation (1.9)) are used
in combination with a least root-mean-square deviation algorithm. The xs
value enables piecewise application of these function to certain frequency
ranges.

Even though more accurate, this method requires at least two measurements
at different frequencies to enable a fitting for the desired frequency value
at 50 Hz or 60 Hz. With the used measurement system described previously,
measurements at multiple frequencies can be easily performed.

2.4.2 Temperature Correction of Measurement Data

In most cases, the grid operator is interested in the losses of the cable under
maximum loading conditions. The allowed permanent temperature under
maximum loading conditions for HV power cables with polymeric insula-
tion is typically limited to 90 ◦C. As one advantage of electrical methods
is the use of small test currents, measurements will typically not be per-
formed at the maximum operating temperature. If not performed in a cli-
mate chamber, the measurement is performed at room temperature, which
typically is 20 ◦C± 10 ◦C. For the sake of comparability, the resistance has to
be extrapolated to 20 ◦C or 90 ◦C. Even though often used for extrapolation,
Equation (2.3) is only valid for DC.

RDC,0 =
RDC,T

1 + αT(T − T0)
. (2.3)

The reason is that the conductivity of a conductor changes with temperature.
It also directly influences skin effect losses. For example, with increasing
temperature, the conductivity of copper decreases, therefore additional
skin effect losses decrease and hence, the RAC/RDC ratio decreases as
well. Changing the temperature thus results in a stretching (correction to
higher temperatures) or compression (correction to lower temperatures)
of the resistance ratio curve plotted over the frequency. In other words,
the resistance ratio at a certain frequency will not be the same at different
conductor temperatures. AC loss mechanisms as skin effect are further
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described in Chapter 3. In the equations above, RDC,0 is the conductor’s
DC resistance in Ω/m at the desired reference temperature T0 (e.g.: 20 ◦C
or 90 ◦C) and RDC,T is the conductor’s DC resistance in Ω/m obtained at
measurement temperature T (e.g.: 23 ◦C). Values for αT can be taken from
the previous section.

Nevertheless, according to the Principle of Similitude—introduced later in
Section 3.1.2.6—the resistance ratio of a proportionate conductor geometry
only depends on the ratio of frequency to DC resistance. Hence, when alter-
nating the DC resistance (by changing the conductivity through higher or
lower temperatures), one needs to adjust the frequency to remain the same
resistance ratio. A disunited temperature scaling factor TSF is introduced
and can be calculated by:

TSF =
RDC,0

RDC,T
=

1
1 + αT(T − T0)

. (2.4)

TSF is used to generate the new frequency f0 and resistance R0 at reference
temperature T0:

f0 = fT · TSF , (2.5)

R0 = RT · TSF . (2.6)

f0 in Hz is the frequency value for the resistance R0 at reference temper-
ature T0. fT in Hz is the original measurement frequency at measurement
temperature T and RT is the originally measured resistance in Ω/m at T.

Figure 2.4 gives an example of how temperature scaling works by using
the Principle of Similitude. The object under investigation is a tubular copper
conductor with inner radius 1 cm and outer radius 2 cm. The red curve
shows the analytical solution at 28 ◦C (see Equation (3.41)). The markers
show the resistance values at 0 Hz, 49 Hz and 51 Hz. The blue curve plots
the corrected resistance curve to the desired reference temperature T0
using the method introduced above. As expected, the DC resistance is lower
at 20 ◦C but due to the higher conductivity, AC losses increase slightly
faster compared to 28 ◦C. Resistance R0 plotted over the adjusted frequency
vector f0 is identical to the analytical solution directly obtained at the
reference temperature T0 = 20 ◦C—dashed yellow line—which is plotted
for verification. Note that the scaling changed the position of the frequency
markers and the markers now give the AC resistance at frequencies other
than the original 49 Hz and 51 Hz. If one would only use Equation (2.3)
for the whole curve—DC and AC values—one would only shift the original
red curve downwards. This negative offset however would not coincide
with the blue and yellow curve as at the original larger measurement
temperature, the increase in AC losses appeared slower.

Calculating the ks factor with the help of the recent standard directly as-
sumes that the measurement is performed at the desired temperature of
evaluation (exactly 20 ◦C or 90 ◦C), which is typically not the case. Even
though more accurate than extrapolations using Equation (2.3), this method
requires either two measurement values at different frequencies to enable
a fitting for the desired frequency value at 50 Hz or 60 Hz; or calculating
the necessary measurement frequency from the current measurement tem-
perature in advance, so that scaling to the desired reference temperature
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directly outputs the resistance at 50 Hz or 60 Hz. Multiple frequencies can
easily be measured with the used measurement system described in the next
chapter. Using Equation (2.3) presents a worst-case, as it does not involve
the decrease in AC losses due to lower conductivity at higher temperatures.
Nevertheless, it does not represent the real behavior and resistance of a con-
ductor.
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Figure 2.4: Use of Principle of Similitude for temperature correction on a tubular conductor;
markers in red and yellow are at frequency values 0 Hz, 49 Hz and 51 Hz; blue mark-
ers are at these frequencies times TSF (the curve needs to be moved downwards and
compressed along the horizontal axis when downscaling temperature values)

This method of temperature correction is limited to the case, where factors
influencing the AC resistance do not vary with temperature (e.g.: insulation
properties of single strands in complex conductors,. . . ). It should be noted
that according to [Gra79, p. 102], it is possible that the performance of a
Milliken conductor indeed varies at much higher temperatures, as this can
affect insulation properties of the single strands.

The measurements performed in this thesis are all performed close to room
temperature (20 ◦C± 10 ◦C). As there is no significant change expected in
insulation capability of enameled or oxidized wires in M-type conductors
from room temperature to exactly 20 ◦C, using the principle above will then
deliver the true conductor losses at 20 ◦C.

2.5 applied simulation technique

Even though the FEM is elaborated and extensively described in the
literature—for the sake of completeness—a short introduction is given at
this point.

2.5.1 Fundamentals of the Used Simulation Program

Throughout this work the AC/DC module of Comsol Multiphysics 5 is used2.
The applied physics interface depends on the field quantities, which shall
be obtainable after simulation. Table 2.4 shows, which field quantities are
calculated in the different physics interfaces.

2 Comsol Multiphysics is a numerical software package to simulate physics-based systems and
can be found at www.comsol.com (visited on 21/11/2017).

www.comsol.com
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Table 2.4: Comsol Multiphysics’ solvers for eddy current simulations applicable for investigations
in this thesis; explanation of the symbols follows

physics interface calculated

field quantities

magnetic field physics interface (mf interface) J, B

magnetic and electric field physics interface (mef interface) J, B, E, A, V

Even though the accuracy of the simulations would be sufficient using
the quasi-static approximation (discussed in Section 3.1.2.2), including
displacement currents in the frequency domain equations does not result
in additional computational costs [Com13, p. 256]. Therefore, simulations
in the frequency domain include displacement currents3. The magnetic
and electric field (mef) interface without gauge fixing is used in this work
as it calculates the relevant field quantities by keeping hardware expense
relatively small.

When neglecting moving conductors and additional external currents, the
governing equations in Comsol Multiphysics’ mef physics interface become
the following.

∇ · Jt = 0 (2.7)

∇×H = Jt (2.8)

B = ∇×A (2.9)

E = −∇V − jωA (2.10)

Jt = σE + jωD (2.11)

The nabla operator ∇ is defined in Appendix C. Bold symbols denote
vectorial phasors (vectors with complex amplitude). Jt is the total current
density including the displacement current, H is the magnetic field intensity
in A/m, B is the magnetic flux density in Vs/m2, A is the magnetic vector
potential in V s/m, V is the electric scalar potential in V, j is the imaginary
number and D is the electric displacement field in A s/m2. The magnetic
vector potential A and the electric scalar potential V are the dependent
variables in simulations with the mef physics interface [Com13, p. 6].

Equations (2.7) to (2.11) can be used to build a system of two linear equa-
tions: by using Equation (2.8) and Equation (2.10) in Equation (2.11)

∇×H = σ(−∇V − jωA) + jωD . (2.12)

Using constitutive relation from Equation (3.5) then leads to

∇×H = σ(−∇V − jωA) + jωε0εrE (2.13)

where E is substituted by Equation (2.10)

0 = −σ∇V − jωσA + jωε0εr(−∇V − jωA)−∇×H (2.14)

3 Nevertheless, explicitly modeling non-conductive, non-magnetic materials as conductor insula-
tion and providing their electric permittivity is neglected, as only magnetic fields are analyzed
outside of conductors.
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and substituting H with constitutive relation from Equation (3.6) and then B
with Equation (2.9) leads to

0 = −σ∇V − jωσA + jωε0εr(−∇V − jωA) . . .

−∇× (µ−1
0 µ−1

r (∇×A)) . (2.15)

This equation can be rearranged to:

0 = (jωσ−ω2ε0εr)A +∇× (µ−1
0 µ−1

r (∇×A)) . . .

+ (σ + jωε0εr)∇V . (2.16)

A second independent equation can be derived by inserting Equation (2.11)
in Equation (2.7)

0 = ∇ · (σE + jωD) (2.17)

and then using Equation (3.5) and Equation (2.10)

0 = ∇ · (σ(−∇V − jωA) + jωε0εrE) . (2.18)

From replacing E by Equation (2.10) follows

0 = ∇ · (σ(−∇V − jωA) + jωε0εr(−∇V − jωA)) , (2.19)

which can be rearranged to

0 = −∇ · ((jωσ−ω2ε0εr)A + (σ + jωε0εr)∇V) . (2.20)

By numerically solving Equation (2.16) and Equation (2.20) simultaneously
for A and V, the electromagnetic fields can be calculated. Here, ε0 is the
permittivity of vacuum in As/(Vm), εr is the electric permittivity and µr
is the magnetic permeability. On the boundaries of the calculation domain
the tangential component of the magnetic vector potential and the normal
component of the current density is set to zero (the latter except for the
CUT’s cross section). The excitation for the current flow through the CUT

is implemented via a “Terminal Node” on the surface of the CUT’s cross
section. It sets

∫

C
Jt ·~n · d~A = I , (2.21)

where subscript C indicates the boundary of the CUT’s cross section, I is the
overall current specified by the user and ~n is the normal component to the
CUT’s surface.

As it drastically increases computation time, only when it is necessary to
directly access and evaluate the magnetic vector potential A or the electric
scalar potential V in the simulation domain, a Gauge Fixing Node for the
vector potential is applied in Comsol Multiphysics. This forces the magnetic
vector potential to be source-free:

∇ ·A = 0 . (2.22)
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This is necessary to get a unique and numerically stable solution and
is done by adding an additional potential variable Ψ0 = 1 A/m to the
equations above. As only the gradient of Ψ0 is used in the equations, the
absolute value is of no significance [Com13, p. 177].

In Comsol Multiphysics, the calculated fields in time-harmonic simulations
are phasors and not actual physical fields. By default, the phasor is dis-
played at time = 0 [Com13, p. 25]. Any field components shown in figures
in this thesis show the field quantity at that reference phase of the total cur-
rent at 0°. Some fields can contain both: real and imaginary components at
that phase.

2.5.2 Basics of the FEM

Analytical solving Equation (2.16) and Equation (2.20) can be extremely dif-
ficult even for simple geometries. It is much more efficient to approximate
these partial differential equations (PDEs) and hence, find an approximation
of the real solution [Bar06, p. 95; Com16b]. The FEM is only one of several
approaches to discretize and solve the relevant PDEs in a computer model.

In general, the following steps are taken when solving a problem with the
FEM:

I. Subdivision of the calculation domain:
After the user has finished the model building process—creating the
geometry, assigning materials, defining the excitation and boundary con-
ditions (BCs)—the calculation domain is first subdivided into a so-called
mesh. In case of a 1D model (a line), this line is divided into multiple line
segments. For low frequency simulations most solvers use triangles for 2D
and tetrahedrons for 3D geometries. Nevertheless, much more possibilities
to subdivide the domain are available and sometimes more appropriate
even in low frequency applications4.

II. Generation of interpolation functions:
Next, the interpolation functions—also called basis functions or shape
functions—are chosen that shall approximate the governing PDE. The
order of this function plays a major role in the solution process and the
accuracy of the results. The appropriate order primarily depends on the
problem relevant PDEs and expected results. For example: in case of a
Poisson-type PDE—a second-order PDE—Comsol Multiphysics recommends
an interpolation function also of second order [Fre16]. Moreover, in most
single physics simulations5 Comsol Multiphysics recommends to use first
order (linear) or second order (quadratic) elements [Fre16]. Just like an
adaptive mesh, adaptive element orders can greatly increase the accuracy
of the simulation. Nevertheless, one should bear in mind that the higher the
element order, the more degrees of freedom (DOF) exist for each element.
With more DOF the computational effort to solve the same problem with an
identical mesh is also larger.

4 For example: In Comsol Multiphysics the user can add “Boundary Layers” near the surface of a
conductor to increase the resolution of severe skin effect/steep field gradients.

5 Simulations were no coupling of different physical phenomena is performed.
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III. Construction of the equation system:
Subsequently, a system of equations is built. Comsol Multiphysics uses
the Galerkin method—also called residual weighting formulation—as a
discretization method [Com15a, p.185]. With the Galerkin method, one
can numerically approximate the solution of a PDE. When solving the
linear system in step IV one can calculate the residual, which displays
the deviation to the true solution from the present solution [Bar06]. The
residual provides information about the accuracy of the solution of the
algebraic equation system. In combination with an error estimator, which
keeps the discretization error small one can find an approximate solution of
the governing PDEs.

IV. Implementation of the BCs & solution of the equation system:
After embedding the BCs, the equation system can be solved to calculate the
unknown functions (the functions that approximate the PDE). This approxi-
mation must fulfill all BCs.

2.5.3 FEM Errors and Simulation Principles

In general there are multiple sources of errors occurring in the FEM:

I Modeling error
Converting a complex physical system into a mathematical model is al-
ways a simplification of the real setup, ignoring model specific details,
material properties and other physical effects [Bar06, p. 95].

I Discretization/geometrical error
Describes the approximation of the real geometry using a finite num-
ber of elements. This error can be reduced if the number of elements
used to approximate the geometry or the element order of the basis
functions are increased [MG07, p. 200; Com15a, p. 1283]. Most com-
mercial FEM tools have automated error estimators, which can help to
reduce the error for example by adaptive mesh refinement.

I Numerical errors
Summarizes Round off errors due to the limited number of digits avail-
able in digital systems, Integration errors and Matrix conditioning errors.
All of them are generally assumed to be negligible [Com15a, p. 908].

To reduce these errors and, if possible, reduce simulation time as well, here-
after some general rules of thumb are listed that were considered in simula-
tions6:

I first, the user should check for general errors in the model with a
coarse mesh (correct assignment of excitations, BCs and materials),

I observe if the solution converges with a step-by-step refining mesh
(mesh refinement study or mesh convergence study) [Fre16],

I use the geometry’s symmetry whenever possible by applying BCs

(Dirichlet BC7 or Neumann BC8),

6 Additional notes on mesh refinement, post-processing and handling singularities can be found
in [Com14; Com15b; Com16a].

7 This is also called magnetic insulation or perfect electric conductor (PEC).
8 Also referred to as perfect magnetic conductor (PMC).
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I if the analytical solution to the problem is known: optimize the model
in regard to the analytical solution to increase accuracy9,

I if the analytical solution is not known: refine the mesh and alternate
the BD10 until the subsequent solution does not vary more than 1 %
from the previous one,

I use at least two linear elements per skin depth δ [Com13, p. 50] (see
Section 3.1.2.5 for the explanation of skin depth),

I if possible use the “Infinite Element Domain” feature, which allows
close boundaries and thus a reduction of the calculation domain with-
out influencing the fields inside the calculation domain [Com15a,
p. 324],

I avoid small geometric features if possible and necessary,

I as recommended by Comsol Multiphysics: use default element order
(second order) for single physics simulations [Fre16],

I to improve convergence—if necessary—one can apply a Gauge Fixing
Node in the mef physics interface,

I reduce the discretization error by using adaptive mesh refinement,

I for the DC resistance evaluation in the frequency domain of the mef

solver a frequency of 0.001 Hz is applied, as 0 Hz is not allowed in the
frequency domain; this leads to nearly identical results compared to
the stationary electric currents (ec) solver; even for large conductor cross
sections with severe skin effect (e.g. copper solid with a cross section
of 2500 mm2) the deviation of the resistance at 0.001 Hz to the resis-
tance at 0 Hz is negligible. Nevertheless, since the stationary solver
only solves for V and not for V and A like the mef solver, more com-
putational effort is needed for calculating the DC resistance in the mef
solver.

2.6 available methods to determine the ac resistance of mil-
liken conductors

For investigating the AC resistance of Milliken conductor, there are 3 main
approaches, which can be used and should be combined as far as possible.

The first is basic analytical calculations for simple conductor cross section.
Therefrom some conclusions can be drawn about the general dependency
of AC resistance on cross section, conductivity, frequency and so on. An
extensive collection of available analytical solutions for the AC resistance
calculation of different cross sections is presented in Section 3.1.3. Moreover,
algorithms using approximations of these analytical formulas can be used.
An overview of existing calculations methods for Milliken conductors is
shown in Table 3.1.

The second approach comprises numerical simulations such as the FEM.
Numerical simulations are powerful tools to assess more complicated

9 For example: increasing the boundary distance (BD) from the CUT. One should bear in mind
that the magnetic insulation BC represent a hollow PEC cylinder (the return path for the current
if no other return conductor is defined).

10 The success of this routine of course depends on model and BC.
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structures. Nevertheless, their application is also limited due to constraint
hardware resources or because some conductor properties, such as manu-
facturing quality of the single wires, are not known in advance.

The third approach is the measurement—both calorimetric and electrical—,
which is generally not constricted to the complexity of the conductor,
when properly performed. It is the goal of this work to recommend a
measurement setup and procedure for the electrical method, which delivers
a measurement value as close as possible to the true resistance of the
Milliken conductor.

Combining the available tools and back-checking them against each other,
will indicate a value, which is close to the true value. Figure 2.5 shows the
different methods and their applicability to the problem of AC resistance of
complex conductors.
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Figure 2.5: Available methods for the AC resistance determination of conductors and their ap-
plicability concerning the complexity of the conductor geometry

Figure 2.6 shows the excellent compliance of all three approaches for the
simple case of a solid round conductor. The FEM and measurement can
directly be verified by the analytical solution, which is described later in
Equation (3.33).
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of analytical calculation, FEM simulation and measurement of a solid
cylindrical aluminum conductor showing good agreement between all methods
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These results show that the measurement method and the FEM are generally
able to obtain accurate results. Chapter 4 highlights what one should bear
in mind, when performing a measurement on a more complex conductor
such as a Milliken conductor.





3T H E O RY O F A LT E R N AT I N G C U R R E N T L O S S E S I N
E L E C T R I C A L C O N D U C T O R S

Study the past
if you would divine the future.

Confucius

The purpose of this chapter is to lead the reader through the history, impor-
tant principles and formulas of AC losses in electrical conductors. Moreover,
a brief description of the development of power cable conductors is given,
ending with a description of recent power cable conductor designs with
large cross sections.

3.1 skin effect and proximity effect

The following section presents a detailed review of important historical de-
velopments and theoretical works on AC losses, in particular skin and proxim-
ity effect. Skin and proximity effect losses have been the topic of numerous past
researches. Analyzing as much available work as possible, puts the follow-
ing research in Chapter 4 on a solid foundation. The emphasis is placed on
the comprehension of basic principles of AC loss mechanisms. Moreover, to
the best knowledge of the author, the most complete collection of analytical
formulas for skin and proximity effect in electrical conductors is presented.

3.1.1 History of Important Discoveries and Exact Formulas

Today skin and proximity effect losses are well understood. Nevertheless, the
development of a basic comprehension of the underlying principles and
of analytical formulas describing these effects has a long and rich history,
which is in detail presented in the following. The term analytical (also called:
exact or explicit) means that the solution is not restricted to a certain range of
the involved parameters (e.g.: frequency, . . . ). A formula is still considered
"analytical" even if the involved geometric series are infinite.

mid-19th-century : The concept of conservation of energy is already well
understood and established. In the years following, the idea of the continuity
of energy becomes more prominent [Nah02, p. 115].

1873 : James Clerk Maxwell publishes "A treatise on electricity and mag-
netism vol. I [Max73a] & vol. II [Max73b]". In [Max73b, p. 291] Maxwell is
the first to predict an uneven current distribution in a wire cross section in
case of currents with varying intensity.

1884 : Oliver Heaviside1 is the first to state the direction of the en-
ergy flow around a wire [Hea84; Nah02, p. 118]. Only a little later that
year, John Henry Poynting extensively describes the energy transfer in
the dielectric surrounding a conductor with a worked-out mathematical

1 All of Heaviside’s works cited below can be found in his "Electrical Papers
vol. I [Hea92] & vol. II [Hea94]".
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background [Poy84]2. One year later, Heaviside verifies Poynting’s results
in [Hea85].

1886 : Even though the existence of the skin effect was already known to
a few theorists like Maxwell, Horace Lamb and Heaviside [Jor82, p. 123],
its thorough investigation started with the presidential address of David
Edward Hughes for the Society of Telegraph Engineers and Electricians in
January 1886 [Hug86]. Hughes measured differences in the resistance of
conductors exposed to DC and pulsed currents [Yav11, p. 192]. Ignoring
Maxwell’s contribution to imbalances in current distribution in a conduc-
tor from his second treatise, he misinterpreted the measurement results3.
Hughes misapprehension led to a deeper investigation of the skin effect phe-
nomena, especially by Heaviside in April [Hea86c] and June [Hea86a]. His
contribution from June shows the first use of Bessel functions to assess the
current density in wires with circular cross sections. Moreover, by using
the Bessel functions Heaviside derived the analytical formula for the resis-
tance of a tubular conductor having a concentric tubular return conduc-
tor [Hea86b]. The return conductor is placed far enough as to not influence
the current distribution of the inner tube [Hea86b; DW24]. Also in that year,
Lord Rayleigh (named John William Strutt until 1873) presented a formula
for the skin effect in an infinitely wide strip [Str91, p. 486; KLP15].

1889 : Evaluating the Bessel functions without numerical methods or com-
puters was a problem at that time. Lord Kelvin (called William Thomson un-
til 1892) therefore rewrote the Bessel function, splitting it up in its real and
imaginary part and provided tables for the calculation of those. That is the
reason why the real and imaginary parts of the Bessel function are called
Kelvin functions today [Smi14]. Using the Kelvin functions Lord Kelvin first
provided the analytical formula to calculate the resistance ratio of conduc-
tors with circular cross sections in [Tho89, p. 35].

1891 : J. Swinburne first calls the phenomenon of an uneven current dis-
tribution caused by AC: skin effect [KLP15].

1892 : In the third edition of "Maxwell’s treatise vol. II", released 13 years
after Maxwell’s death, the analysis of skin effect in an isolated conductor
with circular cross section was completed by John Joseph Thomson [Max92,
p. 324].

1905 : To simplify calculations, instead of using the unevenly distributed
currents in the conductor for loss determination, P. Boucherot proposes to
use an equivalent, smaller imaginary shell with a constant current distribu-
tion [Duc83, p. 7]. This concept is known as skin depth today and described
in more detail in Section 3.1.2.5.

1909 : Alexander Russell presents the analytical solution for a concentric
tubular conductor having a solid inner conductor as a return [Rus09]. More-
over since 1909, first measurements of the skin effect in conductors are possi-

2 Russian physicist Nikolay Alekseevich Umov described the motion of mechanical energy in
elastic and liquid media in 1874. Because of that, in Russian literature the Poynting vector is
sometimes also referred to as Umov-Poynting vector [TT14, p. 147].

3 Hughes looked at the terms resistance and inductance as independent properties of the wire
during the current onset. In fact they are a function of the current density in the wire [Nah02,
p. 196].
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ble with the rise of wireless communication systems, making accurate high-
frequency AC sources available [Smi14].

1911 : First theoretical considerations and measurements on skin effect in
conductors of rectangular cross section are presented by Hiram Wheeler
Edwards in [Edw11] and a little later in 1916 by A. Press in [Pre16].

1915 : Extensive measurements of skin effect in different conductor types
were published by A. E. Kennelly et al. in [KLP15] and one year later
in [KA16].

1921 : According to [Dwi23b; Mea25], John Renshaw Carson provided the
first analytical formula to calculate the AC resistance of a solid conductor of
circular cross section in close proximity to an identical parallel conductor
(later referred to as: proximity effect) [Car21].

1922 : Charles Manneback derives a new method to attack skin effect prob-
lems, which result in integral equations [Man22]. This method together
with the Poynting Vector was later used to obtain more analytical solutions
and avoid complicated Bessel function integrals at the same time [Dwi23b].
A similar approach was previously conducted by Harvey L. Curtis in
1920 [Cur20].

1923 : Herbert Bristol Dwight presents another analytical solution to an
isolated tubular conductor [Dwi23a]. In comparison to Heaviside, Dwight
uses the Kelvin functions, which could be easily evaluated at that time com-
pared to the Bessel functions used by Heaviside. Moreover, in contrast to
Heaviside he derived the equations from an isolated tube [DW24].

1925 : Sallie Pero Mead provides the analytical formula to calculate the AC

resistance of a tubular conductor in close proximity to an identical parallel
tubular conductor [Mea25]. Moreover, Chester Snow analytically describes
the proximity effect in two non-identical adjacent solid round wires [Sno25].

1929 : Conductors with rectangular cross sections have been investigated
before and unsuccessful attempts have been made to obtain the analytical
solution for the resistance by Heaviside, Lord Kelvin, Lord Rayleigh and
others. More theoretical work on the calculation of AC resistance and cur-
rent crowding4 in isolated rectangular conductors is presented by J. D. Cock-
croft [Coc29].

1937 : A deeper investigation on losses in rectangular conductors was
inspired by the extensive measurement data presented by S. J. Haefner
in [Hae37]. Also this year John Daley presents an approach where one can
analytically calculate the current distribution in an isolated rectangular con-
ductor, if the BC of the differential equation—the surface current density—is
obtained by measurement [Dal37; Dal39].

1940 : The first entirely analytical solution to isolated rectangular and el-
liptical conductors is given by Hans-Georg Groß in [Gro40]. It is not well-
known, as the given solution does not converge fast and required consid-

4 For conductors with edges, the current distribution also depends on the sharpness of these
edges. This is called current crowding or edge effect [KA16].
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erable numerical exploitation. Moreover, this work was only published in
German language [Sil67].

1966 : An iterative method to compute eddy current problems in conduc-
tors is introduced by Jiří Lammeraner and Miloš Štafl in [LŠT66, p. 166].
It is limited to the case of constant permeability. Even though this method
has no inherent limitation, its practicability is often limited as higher order
coefficients can become complex very fast. Nevertheless, it is useful if the
accuracy of first order results is adequate as in [HR15].

1979 : Analytical solutions to skin and proximity effect problems in various
cross sectional shapes and also in case of transient excitation are presented
by Matthias Ehrich in [Ehr79].

1980 : In [HA80] and two years later in [AH82] Manfred Albach and Lud-
wig Hannakam show how to analytically solve a system of rectangular con-
ductors in different geometric configurations including high permeable ma-
terials.

2007 : An analytical solution for a system of an arbitrary number of rect-
angular conductors with arbitrary side ratios for AC and transient excitation
is introduced by Lars Ole Fichte in [Fic07]. In 2004 the eddy current problem
of a conducting rectangular conductor in an external magnetic field was
given by Fichte in [FEK04].

2008 : Ingo Manke et. al. optically determine the current density distribu-
tion due to skin effect in a solid conductor by using spin-polarized neutron
radiography [Man+08].

2013 : An alternative approach to access the analytical solution of eddy cur-
rent problems for harmonic and transient excitations is proposed in [Sta+13].
This method can be advantageous as it does not use Fourier Series decompo-
sitions as usual but space eigenfunction expansion.

2015 : Timothe Delaforge et. al. present a way to analytically solve the
problem of an arbitrary number of parallel round wires in 2D [Del+15a;
Del+15b].

2016 : Cory James Liu derives the first analytical solution to the AC

resistance of a bi-media solid cylindrical conductor in [Liu16, p. 79].

The investigation of the effect of alternating electromagnetic fields on the
current distribution started 145 years ago. Theoretical studies on eddy cur-
rents yielded in a limited number of analytical formulas for mostly simple
cross sectional shapes and conductor arrangements and a large number
of approximate solutions for all kinds of geometries. Even though the
analysis of complex integrals emerging from non-rotationally symmetric
conductor cross sections is much easier with todays computational power
and algorithms, using entirely numerical methods for eddy current analysis
is often the preferred choice. The application of commercial software
using numerical methods (such as the FEM) is more easily accessible to
most engineers in comparison to sophisticated mathematical formulas
and theories. Moreover, analytical methods are mostly limited to certain
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geometries and BC, whereas commercial numerical tools are typically more
flexible and often only limited by the computational resources available.
Nevertheless, analytical solutions are sometimes necessary for verification
of numerical methods and useful for understanding basic physical princi-
ples and relations of the parameters involved.

The evaluation of analytical formulas for solid circular conductors—
involving Bessel functions—presented a challenge at the end of the 19th
century. At the beginning of the 21st century—even with numerical meth-
ods and digital computers available—the numerical evaluation of some
analytical formulas still required a considerable amount of computational
power [Fic07, p. 113; LBV11].

3.1.2 Theoretical Foundations

To be able to tackle the theoretical questions and follow the line of thought
in the next chapter, it is important to understand some basic theoretical
concepts concerning skin and proximity effect. A short introduction is given
subsequently.

3.1.2.1 Maxwell’s Equations

Maxwell’s equations describe electromagnetic phenomena at a macroscopic
level. These equations state the fundamental relations between electromag-
netic quantities. The complete Maxwell equations in the frequency domain
in differential form are

Ampère’s Law: ∇×H = J + jωD , (3.1)

Faraday’s Law: ∇× E = −jωB , (3.2)

Gauss’ Law (magnetic): ∇ · B = 0 , (3.3)

Gauss’ Law (electric): ∇ ·D = $ (3.4)

with the constitutive relations of macroscopic linear material properties

D = ε0εrE , (3.5)

B = µ0µrH , (3.6)

J = σE . (3.7)

Above, $ is the electric charge density in A s/m3. Even though non-
linearities are not considered in this thesis, they are included here, as their
influence is briefly described qualitatively in some passages. Another impor-
tant equation in electrodynamics, taken from [Com13, p. 17], is the equation
of continuity:

∇ · J = −jω$ . (3.8)

3.1.2.2 Quasistatic Approximation

In this thesis typical frequencies dealt with in measurements and simula-
tions are in the range from 0 to 10 kHz. The maximum geometric dimensions
in both cases are limited to 1 km (e.g.: a cable on a drum). The calculation
below follows [Sch13, p. VI.3] and shows, that the electric displacement field
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jωD will—in any case—be much smaller than the conductor current density
J and hence can be neglected in calculations.

|J| � |jωD| (3.9)

|σE| � |ωε0εrE| (3.10)

1� ωε0εr

σ
(3.11)

1� 2π · 10× 103 · 8.85× 10−12 · 2.3
58× 106 (3.12)

1� 2.2× 10−14 Q.E.D. (3.13)

By using these typical parameters for the conductor and insulation of a
cable, it is shown that one can simplify Ampère’s Law to:

∇×H = J . (3.14)

A more detailed justification regarding the use of the magnetoquasistatic
(MQS) approximation using wave propagation times in combination with
the dimensions of the geometry of interest can be found in [Wil05]. This
assumption is usually made for analytical calculations as it simplifies real
3D geometries to the more simple case of a 2D geometry. Then, the field
quantities only vary in the cross section but not along the wire axis [Man22].
In other words, the MQS approximation assumes that the wave length of
the electromagnetic wave traveling along the wire is much larger than the
dimensions of the objects under investigation. This wave can therefore be
regarded as a standing wave [Ehr79].

3.1.2.3 Electromagnetic Fields & Energy Transport

If the electric and magnetic fields are directly linked (e.g.: identical source
of the fields) the Poynting vector S in W/m2 can be interpreted as the energy
flux density [van07, p. 109] and describes the direction of energy flow by:

S =
1
2

E ×H∗ . (3.15)

Conductors for wire-based energy transmissions act as a guideway for
electromagnetic fields. The energy transfer from source to the load of
the circuit takes place in the dielectric surrounding the conductor [Poy84;
Hea94; Ski48, p. 134; Jac96; Leu05, p. 331; GG05, p. 111; van07; Yav11].

Even though a switch-on is much more complex, the following passages
delivers a simplified explanation for what happens, when a power source
is activated at one end of the power line: an electromagnetic wave—excited
by the source—will propagate in the dielectric surrounding the conductor
at a speed defined by the material properties of the dielectric. With the
propagation of this wave, the current is set up at the conductor’s surface
by the displacement current in the dielectric. From there on, this current
diffuses into the conductor and flows in the direction defined by the
potential difference (pd) applied over both conductor terminals. The phase
velocity of the diffusion (see Equation (3.19)) into the conductor depends
on conductor properties such as conductivity, permeability and on the
oscillation velocity of the exciting source—the frequency [ES01; ES03; Leh10,
p. 398].
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In case of static excitation, the current will eventually diffuse into the
conductor completely and the current will be homogeneously distributed
over the complete conductor cross section [Yav11, p. 195]. As the diffusion
velocity is finite, in case of fast oscillating or transient sources, the current
cannot penetrate into the conductor cross section completely before the
direction of the electromagnetic field in the dielectric changes again.
Moreover, due to resistive losses in the conductor, the magnitude of the
penetrating fields decreases.

This limited penetration of electromagnetic fields—and hence currents—
into the conductor, where only one conductor is present, is called the skin
effect and is displayed in Figure 3.1 for a solid circular copper conductor.
The term skin effect refers to the fact that the conductor current is largest
at the surface—the “skin” of the conductor—and decreases towards its
center. Figure 3.1 additionally shows that the phase of the current can be
delayed strong enough, to let currents flow in the opposite direction in
the center of the conductor, than the currents excited at the surface. In
linear conductors the electric field is proportional to the current density
as both quantities are linked by the conductivity (Equation (3.7)). As the
conductor resistance is a property of the cross section available for current
flow, it becomes evident that the electrical resistance is in fact a property
depending on the frequency. Hence, a larger frequency causes an increased
conductor resistance. Opposite to that, the internal inductance of a conduc-
tor decreases with higher frequencies, because less magnetic energy can
enter the conductor. In general, ferromagnetic materials increase skin effect.
With progressing saturation µr decreases and so does the skin effect. Electro-
magnetic fields will then penetrate the conductor more deeply [Duc83, p. 8].

If another conductor is brought into close proximity to this conductor, the
electromagnetic wave, and with it the current density in both conductors, is
distorted. This is called the proximity effect and is displayed in Figure 3.2. If
both conductors build a return circuit, where both conductors carry the same
current but in opposite direction, the electromagnetic wave is concentrated
between both conductors (see Figure 3.4). If multiple conductors form a go
circuit5—having currents of equal frequency and in the same direction—the
wave is concentrated at the sides of the conductors facing away from each
other (see Figure 3.5). In the case of two identical conductors, proximity effect
losses are usually negligible if the distance between conductors exceeds five
times the conductor radii [Mor13, p. 1253]. In special cases the proximity
effect can even lower the AC resistance of a conductor in a return circuit as it
can change the current density distribution in a way that the available cross
section is increased compared to skin effect only [Coc29, p. 542]. For example
the AC resistance decreases, when two thin conductor strips (broader sides
facing each other) are brought closer together [Gra79, p. 49].

An alternative explanation for the skin effect—not using the physical
phenomenon of electromagnetic field diffusion—was shown by Kennelly
in [KA16, p. 548] and by A. Ducluzaux in [Duc83, p. 5] stating:

“One explanation often put forward is that the inductance of the central
filament of current in a conductor is higher than those of the periph-
eral filaments, this inductance being linked to the variation in the en-
veloped flux, which is itself a maximum for the central current filament.

5 In the simplest case they have of a coaxial return path.
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In order to equalize the drops in inductive voltages between the various
filaments, a higher current flows in the peripheral filaments. These dif-
ferent currents are thus more or less out of phase and their arithmetic
sum is higher than the total measured current; as a result there are extra
losses due to the Joule effect. This is equivalent to saying that the effec-
tive resistance is increased. In order to get a better quantitative idea of
this skin effect, and of its implications, it is necessary to use the mathe-
matical arguments developed by Lord Kelvin in 1889 [1](1) based on the
propagation equations established by Maxwell a few years earlier.”

3.1.2.4 Visualization

To improve the comprehension of the origin of skin and proximity effect—the
electromagnetic field surrounding the conductor—some simple drawings
and simulation results are given in the following. Figure 3.1 shows the cur-
rent density and magnetic field due to skin effect in solid circular conductors.
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Figure 3.1: Top: normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) at 0 Hz (left), 50 Hz (middle) and at
300 Hz (right); bottom: normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) (left) and normal-
ized magnitude of magnetic field (right) in the vertical center plane; the conductor
radius rc is 2.5 cm and the conductor material is copper; r is the radial coordinate
and therefore the distance to the center of the cylindrical conductor; the symmetrical
color legend is also valid for every other current density plot in this thesis

Even though two parallel conductors in a go circuit will have increased
current density in the conductor parts furthest apart from one another
(proximity effect, see Figure 3.2 right side), these conductors will attract each
other (inverse proximity effect) [Duc83, p. 15].

The inverse proximity effect will exert a mechanical force F upon the conduc-
tors. This force—based on the Lorentz Force Law—depends on the current’s
magnitude, the length of parallel guidance and the magnitude of the mag-
netic field penetrating the conductors. However, it does not influence the
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current distribution [Hea94, p.31]. In comparison to that, the proximity effect
is independent of the current6 and only depends on conductivity, frequency
and geometrical parameters. The force effect of the inverse proximity effect
can be understood by applying the right-hand rule. Figure 3.3 visualizes both
phenomena.
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Figure 3.2: Top: normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) for a return circuit (left) and a go
circuit (right); bottom: normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) for both arrange-
ments in the center plane; copper conductors with rc = 2.5 cm, f = 50 Hz and
distance d between both conductors set to 10 mm

F F

F

Figure 3.3: Mechanical force F and normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) in two parallel
conductors in a return circuit (top) and go circuit (bottom) in accordance with [Duc83,
p. 15]

Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.7 show the Poynting vector and other electromagnetic
field quantities for different conductor arrangements. No end effects are
present and the short-circuit between conductor and return conductor
is located at the far left end of the circuit. Small differences in the field
magnitudes along the conductor axis are caused due to the finite length
of the simulation model. The scaling of the electric field and the Poynting
vector is not the same in the dielectric and inside the conductor7. The

6 Assuming that no non-linear materials are present and thermal effects are neglected.
7 The magnitude of the electric field and the Poynting vector is much lower in the conductor than

inside the dielectric for typical materials used in energy transmission systems.
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simulations were performed for copper conductors of radius rc = 0.5 cm at
a frequency of 50 Hz. These simulations and drawings depend on different
parameters of the setup and hence only give a schematic representation.

It can be shown that the reduction of the electromagnetic energy in the
electromagnetic field surrounding the conductor, is equal to the power
loss generated in the conductor itself [Hen07]. Hence, the Poynting vec-
tor—indicating the direction of energy flow—will have a component
perpendicular to the conductor axis in the dielectric. Therefrom it follows
that the electric field at the conductor’s surface is not perfectly perpendic-
ular to the surface if the conductor’s resistance is not zero [Hea94, p. 95;
van07, p. 111]. In the presented low-loss cases (Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.7)
this component in direction of the conductor axis—indicating the losses
in the conductor—is much smaller than the component perpendicular to
the conductor axes. The more lossy a conductor, the stronger the Poynting
vector is skewed towards the conductor close to its surface and the more
the electric field at the surface deviates from perpendicularity to the
surface [Yav11, p. 168]. It does not matter if additional losses arise from
a lower conductivity or from an increased frequency causing additional
AC losses. In case of a single phase return circuit (Figure 3.4) the electric
field at the conductor’s surface would show an increasing deviation from
perpendicularity for closer spacings for example.

Inside the conductor the Poynting vector will be nearly perpendicular to the
conductor’s surface, pointing directly at the conductor axis. It diminishes
with progression to the center as the magnetic field decreases as well [Ski48,
p. 134]. When penetrating into the conductor, the electromagnetic energy of
the field is gradually transformed into heat, so-called Joule heating [Poy84,
p. 351; Yav11, p. 167]. Deviations from perpendicularity to the surface are
caused by non-perfectly insulating dielectrics causing the current to leave
the conductor and hence creating small radial electric field components
in the conductor [Mie00]. In calculations this is typically neglected as the
conductivity of typical conductors is usually much greater than that of
typical insulators8.

Additional conductive material in the dielectric (Figure 3.7) generates an
additional sink for the Poynting vector. Energy will dissipate into heat in the
conductive part (proximity effect losses) and reduce the energy received at
the other conductor end. These losses are attributed to the main conductor
and hence can be observed as an increase in resistance. Moreover, due to the
distortion of the electromagnetic field caused by nearby conductive parts,
the current density distribution differs even further from homogeneous
distribution in the cross section. The AC resistance is smallest, when the
current is homogeneously distributed over the complete available conductor
cross section [Gra79, p. 32].

Note that in Figures 3.5 to 3.7 it is assumed that the return conductors (thin
black lines) also exhibit losses. If that would not be the case, the Poynting
vector would not be skewed in their direction.

8 In some early publications [TM93; Som99; Mie00] non-perfectly insulating dielectrics are re-
garded.
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Figure 3.4: Energy flux density (dotted/green arrows), electric field (dashed/red cones), cur-
rent density (yellow arrows) and magnetic field (solid line/blue arrows) in the mid-
plane of a closely spaced single phase return circuit
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Figure 3.5: Energy flux density (dotted/green arrows), electric field (dashed/red cones), cur-
rent density (yellow arrows) and magnetic field (solid line/blue arrows) in the mid-
plane of a closely spaced go circuit with a coaxial return conductor
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Figure 3.6: Energy flux density (dotted/green arrows), electric field (dashed/red cones), cur-
rent density (yellow arrows) and magnetic field (solid line/blue arrows) in the mid-
plane of a coaxial cable
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Figure 3.7: Energy flux density (dotted/green arrows), electric field (dashed/red cones), cur-
rent density (yellow arrows) and magnetic field (solid line/blue arrows) in the mid-
plane of a coaxial cable with additional conductive material in proximity
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3.1.2.5 Skin Depth and Diffusion Velocity

The skin depth describes the thickness of an equivalent hollow conductor,
whose DC resistance is equal to the AC resistance of the conductor of inter-
est. In the MQS approximation—for good conductors—the skin depth depends
on the conductivity of the material, the angular frequency and the magnetic
permeability of the conductor and according to [JB68, p. 130] can be calcu-
lated by

δ =

√
2

σ µ0µr ω
. (3.16)

Without restriction to good conductors, [Jor82, p. 130] shows that the skin
depth is generally defined as

δ =
1

ω

√√√√µ0µrε0εr

2

(√
1 +

σ2

ω2ε2
0ε2

r
− 1

) . (3.17)

At distance δ from the surface of a conductor, the current density has
dropped to e−1 ≈ 37 % of its peak value with e being the Euler num-
ber [RC18, p. 255]. In isolated round conductors the peak value is located
at the conductor’s surface. For copper at 50 Hz the skin depth is approxi-
mately 9.3 mm. The initial electromagnetic wave excited by the source will
nearly propagate undamped in the dielectric (e.g.: air) but not inside the
conductor [Leu05, pp. 229,231]. In the simplest case of an infinitively wide
conducting half space the current density decays exponentially from surface
to the center of the conductor [Kni16, p.12]. The current density at distance
x from the surface of the conducting half space with surface current density
Js given in A/m2 is governed by

Jx,AC(x) = Js e(−x/δ) (3.18)

and shown in Figure 3.8. Moreover, the plot shows the equivalent conductor
thickness—which is the skin depth—in shaded red.
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Figure 3.8: Real part of normalized current density decay in an infinitely wide copper half space
at 50 Hz; the shaded red area represents the equivalent hollow conductor thickness
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If the diameter of a conductor becomes larger than twice the skin depth, it is
obvious that the conductor is uneconomical [DR30, p. 387]. This concept for
loss calculation can be used if the thickness of the conductor and the radius
of curvature is much greater than the skin depth. Moreover no rapid change
of curvature radius is allowed around the conductor periphery [Ter43, p. 34].

The diffusion phase velocity—the speed of the electromagnetic wave—in the
conducting medium is

vdiff = ω · δ =
√

ω ·
√

2
σ µ0µr

(3.19)

according to [LŠT66, p. 40; ES03]. For a copper conductor at 50 Hz the dif-
fusion velocity reaches approximately 2.9 m/s. Equation (3.19) additionally
shows that a PEC is a perfect obstructor and cannot absorb energy of the
electromagnetic field as the electromagnetic field cannot diffuse into the
conductor [Hea93, p. 328; Leh10, p. 407]. In that case the diffusion velocity
will be zero and the PEC acts as a perfect guideway for the electromagnetic
wave propagating along the conductor.

3.1.2.6 Principle of Similitude

The Principle of Similitude was first enunciated in 1918 by H. Dwight in
[Dwi18, p. 1398] and shortly after followed by a mathematical proof by J.
Slepian in the discussion to the same reference ([Dwi18, p. 1401]). The princi-
ple implies that a conductor or a set of conductors of a proportionate shape9

and identical relative positions to one another, will have a fixed resistance
ratio RAC/RDC for a specific value of f /RDC. In return, this means that
curves plotted over f /RDC,

√
f /RDC or parameters proportionate to the ra-

tio f /RDC, can be used to determine the resistance ratio at any frequency
and conductivity for any proportionate conductor shape. In other words,
the conductor resistance for a certain shape is a function solely depending
on the frequency and conductivity (in case of isolated conductors). Hence, a
parameter including the ratio of both quantities can be introduced [Hae37;
Dwi47]. This is called the Principle of Similitude parameter (pos parameter). It
is defined as

p =

√
f

RDC
· 1× 10−3 , (3.20)

and given in
√

m/(Ωs). The arbitrary constant 1× 10−3 is introduced to
keep the value of this parameter in an easily traceable range for typical
conductor properties dealt with in this thesis. For a wider use of results,
one will rather plot curves for different conductor shapes or different
relative positions over p and not over frequency f . From curves plotted over
p, the results for different frequencies or conductivities can be deduced for
any proportionate shape. For very large frequencies—where only surface
currents are existent—the resistance ratio RAC/RDC is linear proportional
to
√
( f /RDC) [Dwi47, p. 1]. These curves become straight lines when

plotted over p (see Figure 3.9).

9 When scaling geometric dimensions all geometric ratios of the conductor cross sections have
to remain constant (e.g.: for a tubular conductor the ratio of outer diameter to inner diameter).
This equals zooming in or out of a setup without directly changing the geometry.
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Figure 3.9 shows the general resistance curve for isolated solid cylindrical
conductors. From this curve one can obtain the resistance ratio for every
other conductor of proportional shape (for every desired frequency, conduc-
tivity and cross section).
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Figure 3.9: Characteristic resistance curve for isolated solid cylindrical conductors

For example: a solid cylindrical copper conductor with a cross section of
A = 3200 mm2, conductivity σ = 58× 106 S/m and applied frequency
f = 50 Hz, has a pos parameter of p = 3.04

√
m/(Ωs) and is also marked

in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10 serves as a verification as it plots the resistance
ratio for this specific conductor over the frequency and shows that the resis-
tance ratio at 50 Hz is in fact 1.98, as predicted by Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.10: Resistance ratio plotted for the specific copper conductor with A = 3200 mm2; the
ratio matches the predicted value of Figure 3.9

In comparison to Figure 3.10 where the applicability of the absolute value is
restricted to this conductor only, Figure 3.9 can predict the resistance ratio
for any other conductor of proportional shape.

Another example, where proximity effect is included is shown in Figure 3.11.
To get the same resistance ratio at half the frequency, one needs to linearly
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scale all dimensions proportional to 1/p [DR30, p. 495]. Hence, when reduc-
ing the frequency to halve the value, increasing all dimensions by

√
2 will

result in the same resistance ratio and current density distribution [BA69,
p. 184]10.

Figure 3.11: Normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) in two parallel copper bars; left: at
f = 50 Hz; right: at f = 25 Hz with dimensions (conductor height, conductor width
and center-to-center distance) enlarged by

√
2; both arrangements have the same

resistance ratio; note that both plots are independently normalized and hence do
not have the same absolute current density

As suggested by Dwight this principle can be used for measurements on
large conductors as well. As the voltage drop is decreasing with larger cross
sections, one could alternatively increase the frequency and use a smaller
conductor with proportional shape [Dwi18, p. 1398]. If all geometrical and
material properties are known this could also be done for more complex
conductor types.

To make for a wider application, plots where all factors of influence are
known (e.g.: analytical curves) are plotted over the pos parameter. For the
evaluation of measurements, the results are plotted over the frequency. As
seen later, the exact properties of a Milliken design are not known in ad-
vance. Moreover, the plots will be unique as every setup and laboratory has
a specific geometric configuration (position of conducting walls, floors, . . . ).

3.1.2.7 Skin Effect and Energy Flow Analogies

As previously explained, the current diffuses from the conductor’s surface
into the conductor. Physical analogues are similar processes governed by the
same type of equation as the skin effect: the generalized diffusion equation

∂F
∂t

= a
∂2F
∂x2 (3.21)

as taken from [ES01, p. 404]. F can for example stand for E, J or H.

First skin effect analogies were evicted by Heaviside already in 1892
in [Hea92, p.384] and later in [Hea94, p.182] and [Yav11, p.195]. Heaviside
compared the diffusion of electromagnetic fields into a conductor to a pipe
filled with water. In this case water represents the conductor, the pipe the
dielectric and the velocity of the water represents the magnitude of the
current density. If the pipe is accelerated along its axis—analogous to an
electromagnetic wave propagating in the dielectric—due to the friction and
its viscous character, the water inside the pipe will accelerate as well. Layers
of water in direct contact with the pipe will be accelerated faster than water
at the center of the pipe. This example remains sensible for both cases: DC

10 The reason is that the frequency is in the denominator of the root term for the skin depth
calculation, which is connected to the current density and hence the resistance.
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and AC excitation.

Henry Poynting used the liquid analog to describe the dissipation of
field energy into the conductor. He compared the electromagnetic wave
surrounding a conductor to a liquid, which transforms kinetic energy to
thermal energy due to friction on the conductor’s surface. In case of AC the
losses appear to increase due to the change of direction of the fluid [Poy84].

Another powerful analog first presented by Lord Kelvin et. al. in 1890 is
the temperature diffusion into a solid [TLJ90, p. 496]. In case of a change in
temperature in the medium surrounding the solid, the temperature will only
diffuse into the solid with a phase shift and damped amplitude. For example
the alternating surface temperature on earth will only slowly diffuse into the
soil and only to a limited amount.

3.1.3 Review of Available Exact Formulas

For middle range frequencies skin effect losses are not easily com-
puted [Leh10, p. 410]. Whereas for very low frequencies the resistance is
almost identical to the DC resistance and for very high frequencies one can
use the skin depth concept. Large power cable conductors operated at power
frequency are within this intermediate range. Hence, in the following, all
conductor types that have an explicit formula for the resistance, inductance
or current density are listed, to be independent of certain frequency ranges
for AC resistance calculations. All analytical solutions are based on the MQS

approximation and assume that no end effects are present11 [Kni16]. If no
return conductor is specified, its influence is neglected in the calculation
(the conductor is isolated). Moreover, the current can only flow into the
direction of the conductor axis and not radially. In other words, the
dielectric surrounding the conductors is a perfect insulator and hence, only
the z-components of the current density vector has a value different from
zero.

For some important cross sectional shapes example plots are given. The
exemplary current density distribution plots show the real part of the
normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) at frequencies or dimensions,
where severe skin effect occurs. Whereas the real part is linked to the AC

resistance, the imaginary part or phase shifted components are directly
linked to the internal inductance [Liu16, p. 34]. The color legend of the
plots is again this of Figure 3.1. The Matlab12 code to solve some of these
analytical solutions can be found in Appendix B. The used Bessel and Kelvin
functions are defined in Appendix C. In every case, only the real part of the
current density is plotted, which represents the magnitude of the current.
Resistance and inductance curves are plotted—according to the Principle of
Similitude—over parameter p (except for the Infinitively Wide Strip, where no
DC resistance value can be calculated).

In Section 3.1.5 characteristic resistance and inductance curves for different
conductors are compared. Moreover, to get an impression of the current

11 The term end effect refers to current inhomogeneities caused by an inhomogeneous current
injection into the conductor. Only true 2D problems are considered.

12 Matlab is a software provided by MathWorks and can be found at www.mathworks.com (visited
on 08/12/2017).

www.mathworks.com
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density distribution in different conductor cross sections and arrangements,
a large number of simulation results for the current density is given in
Section 3.1.5 as well.

The formulas for the Infinitively Wide Strip (Section 3.1.3.1), for Two Solid
Cylindrical Conductors in Return Circuit (Section 3.1.3.8) and the formulas for
Two Tubular Conductors in Return Circuit (Section 3.1.3.9) have been derived
at the beginning of the 20th century and therefore use the electromagnetic
unit centimetre-gram-second (emu cgs) system. In these calculations all dis-
tances have to be given in cm, all surface areas in cm2 and the conductivity
in abmhos/cm.13 The emu cgs of ω is identical to the SI unit. All other
formulas in this work use the SI system of units.

In every case, conductivity σ depends on temperature T and temperature
coefficient αT as follows

σ =
σ0

1 + αT(T − T0)
. (3.22)

Typical values for the reference conductivity σ0 at T0 = 20 ◦C = 293.15 K
and for αT have been displayed in Section 2.3. The curves will be plotted for
copper conductors at 20 ◦C.

3.1.3.1 Infinitively Wide Strip

The conductor is infinitively expanded in x direction. The following formu-
las were taken from [KLP15, p. 2002]. Even though this is not a realistic
conductor geometry, this was the first analytical formula for the AC resis-
tance calculation presented in the literature. The formulas use the emu cgs.

geometry :

... ...

y

xt

σ, µcgs

σ = 0

I(ω)

[May 5, 2018 at 20:11 – Draft PhD thesis Suchantke ]

current density ratio : The AC current density Jz,AC(y) at coordinate
y with regard to the current density at the surface of the strip Jz,AC(y = t/2)
is

Jz,AC(y)

Jz,AC(y = t/2)
=

cosh(αy)
cosh(α(t/2))

(3.23)

with α =
√

2πσµcgsω + j
√

2πσµcgsω . (3.24)

In the formulas above t is the thickness of the strip in m and cosh the hyper-
bolic cosine. µcgs is the dimensionless permeability in emu cgs and is exactly 1
for non-magnetic conductors.

13 Conversion of SI unit m to emu cgs cm is performed by a multiplication of the SI unit with
102. Conversion of SI unit m2 to emu cgs cm2 is performed by a multiplication of the SI unit
with 104. Conversion of SI units S/m for the conductivity to abmhos/cm is performed by a
multiplication of the SI unit with 10−11. Permeability µcgs is dimensionless and exactly 1 for
non-magnetic conductors [RWv94, p. 813]
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resistance ratio : The resistance ratio is defined as

RAC

RDC
= Re




αt

2 · tanh
(

αt
2

)


 , (3.25)

whereby tanh is the hyperbolic tangent.

internal reactance ratio : As the definition of the DC resistance is
not sensible in case of an infinitively wide strip the normalized internal
reactance is given instead by:

LiAC ·ω
RDC

=
XiAC

RDC
= Im




αt

2 · tanh
(

αt
2

)


 . (3.26)

LiAC is the AC internal inductance per-unit length in H/m, XiAC is the AC

internal reactance per-unit length in Ω/m and Im takes the imaginary part
of the expression.

example plots : Plots for a copper strip with a thickness t = 2 cm. From
left to right: normalized y coordinate over magnitude (real part) of current
density ratio at frequency f = 50 Hz, plot of resistance and reactance ratio
over frequency f .
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3.1.3.2 Solid Cylindrical Conductor

The formulas using the Bessel functions were taken from [Wee81, p. 38],
whereas the formulas with the Kelvin functions and their derivatives are
taken from [Kni16, p. 8] and [McL55, p. 158].

geometry and exemplary ac current density :

r

2
·r

c

σ, µr

σ = 0

I(ω)

[ April 27, 2018 at 18:45 –Draft PhD thesis Suchantke ]
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current density : The DC current density Jz,DC in A/m2 is:

Jz,DC =
I

πr2
c

. (3.27)

In case of ACs, the current density also depends on the radial distance r to
the center of the wire by

Jz,AC(r) =
m I

2πrc

J0(mr)
J1(mrc)

(3.28)

with m =
√

-jωµ0µrσ = (1− j)
√

ωµrµ0σ

2
= (1− j)

1
δ

(3.29)

or alternatively using the Kelvin functions

Jz,AC(r) =
Ik

2πrc

[
ber0(kr) + j · bei0(kr)

bei
′
0(krc)− j · ber

′
0(krc)

]
(3.30)

with k =
√

ωµ0µrσ = Re(m) ·
√

2 . (3.31)

Above, rc is the conductor radius and Jν is the Bessel function of the first
kind and νth order. Moreover, berν, beiν, ber

′
ν, bei

′
ν are the Kelvin functions,

which are the real and imaginary parts of the Bessel function of the first
kind and νth order: Jν. The apostrophe indicates their derivatives.

resistance ratio : The DC resistance per-unit length of a solid cylindri-
cal conductor is

RDC =
1

σ · πr2
c

. (3.32)

The resistance ratio of a cylindrical conductor is

RAC

RDC
= Re

[
mrc

2
J0(mrc)

J1(mrc)

]
(3.33)

=
krc

2

[
ber0(krc)bei

′
0(krc)− bei0(krc)ber

′
0(krc)

(ber
′
0(krc))2 + (bei

′
0(krc))2

]
. (3.34)

internal inductance ratio : The internal inductance ratio is

LiAC

LiDC
=

RDC · 8π

ωµrµ0
· Im

[
mrc

2
J0(mrc)

J1(mrc)

]
(3.35)

=
RDC · 8π

ωµrµ0
· krc

2

[
ber0(krc)ber

′
0(krc) + bei0(krc)bei

′
0(krc)

(ber
′
0(krc))2 + (bei

′
0(krc))2

]
.

(3.36)

The internal inductance at DC per-unit length in H/m from [Mor13, p. 1253]
is independent of rc and defined as

LiDC =
µrµ0

8π
=

µr · 10−7

2
. (3.37)

example plots : From left to right: real part of normalized current den-
sity over normalized r coordinate at frequency f = 50 Hz for a solid cylindri-
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cal copper conductor with rc = 2 cm and plot of resistance and inductance
ratio over the pos parameter p.
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3.1.3.3 Tubular Conductor

The analytical formulas for tubular conductors are taken from [Mor13]. The
formula for the inductance ratio was corrected accordingly (typo in [Mor13,
p. 1255]).

In detail described by [LBV11], large complex Bessel function arguments
can lead to numerical instabilities in the evaluation of the Bessel function.
Approximate formulas proposed in [VBS09] are recommended, if large com-
plex Bessel function arguments appear. They show to be of high accuracy
and numerically stable [LBV11]. Alternatively, precalculated numerical re-
sults for large function arguments can directly be taken from [MY04].

geometry and exemplary ac current density :

r

r 2
r 1

σ, µr

σ = 0

σ = 0

I(ω)

[ April 27, 2018 at 18:36 –Draft PhD thesis Suchantke ]

current density : The DC current density for a tubular conductor is

Jz,DC =
I

π(r2
2 − r2

1)
. (3.38)

The AC current density at coordinate r is

Jz,AC(r) = Jz,AC(r2)

[
J0(mr)Y′0(mr1)− J′0(mr1)Y0(mr)

J0(mr2)Y′0(mr1)− J′0(mr1)Y0(mr2)

]
, (3.39)

where Jz,AC(r2) is the current density at the conductor’s surface [Mor13]. Yν

is the Bessel function of the second kind and order ν. To the best knowledge
of the author, J(r2) cannot be computed analytically.
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resistance ratio : The DC resistance per-unit length of a tubular con-
ductor is

RDC =
1

σ · π(r2
2 − r2

1)
. (3.40)

The resistance ratio of a hollow conductor is calculated as

RAC

RDC
= Re

[
jk(r2

2 − r2
1)

2r2
· . . .

(ber0(kr2) + jbei0(kr2))− C(ker0(kr2) + jkei0(kr2))

(ber′0(kr2) + jbei′0(kr2))− C(ker′0(kr2) + jkei′0(kr2))

]
(3.41)

with C =
ber′0(kr1) + jbei′0(kr1)

ker′0(kr1) + jkei′0(kr1)
. (3.42)

internal inductance ratio : The internal inductance ratio is given
by the following equation.

LiAC

LiDC
=

RDC

ω · LiDC
· Im

[
jk(r2

2 − r2
1)

2r2
· . . .

(ber0(kr2) + jbei0(kr2))− C(ker0(kr2) + jkei0(kr2))

(ber′0(kr2) + jbei′0(kr2))− C(ker′0(kr2) + jkei′0(kr2))

]
, (3.43)

whereby the internal inductance per-unit length at DC is

LiDC =
µrµ0

2π

[
r4

1
(r2

2 − r2
1)

2
ln
(

r2

r1

)
− 3r2

1 − r2
2

4(r2
2 − r2

1)

]
. (3.44)

example plots : From left to right: real part of normalized current den-
sity over r coordinate at frequency f = 50 Hz for a solid tubular copper
conductor with r1 = 1.25 cm and r2 = 2.5 cm (simulated) and plot of resis-
tance and inductance ratio over p for r2/r1 = 2.
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3.1.3.4 Coaxial Cable in Return Circuit

The overall impedance of a coaxial cable, where current flows in one direc-
tion in the inner conductor and returns in the concentric tubular conductor
is given in [Mro03, p. 161] and [MS13, p. 140]. The following equations for
the resistance and inductance per-unit length are taken from [Mro03, p. 161].
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geometry and exemplary ac current density :

r
r 2

r 1

r c

σ, µr

σ = 0

σ = 0
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Even though the proximity effect forces the current to oppose skin effect in
the outer tube and concentrate on the inner side instead, the current density
deviates even stronger compared to an isolated tubular conductor at the
same p. This results in AC losses in the outer tube, which are larger than
those of an isolated tubular conductor alone.

resistance ratio : The DC resistance per-unit length is

RDC =
1

σπr2
c

[
1 +

r2
c

r2
2 − r2

1

]
(3.45)

and the resistance ratio is given by

RAC

RDC
= Re

[
γrc(r2

2 − r2
1)

2(r2
2 − r2

1 + r2
c)
· . . .

[
I0(γrc)

I1(γrc)
− rc

r1
·

I0(γr1)K1(γr2) + K0(γr1)I1(γr2)

I1(γr1)K1(γr2)−K1(γr1)I1(γr2)

]]
. (3.46)

In the equations above and in the following

γ =
√

jωσµ0µr , (3.47)

Iν is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and νth order and Kν is
the modified Bessel function of the second kind and νth order.

internal inductance : The internal AC inductance is given by the fol-
lowing equation.

LiAC = Im
[

γ

2πrcσω
· . . .

[
I0(γrc)

I1(γrc)
− rc

r1
·

I0(γr1)K1(γr2) + K0(γr1)I1(γr2)

I1(γr1)K1(γr2)−K1(γr1)I1(γr2)

]]
(3.48)

3.1.3.5 Concentric Tubular Conductor with an Inner Solid Return Conductor

In comparison to the previous formulas, the following calculation shows
the analytical solutions for the resistance and inductance of the outer tubu-
lar conductor alone, even though the solid inner conductor is present and
used as the return. Hence, the Geometry and Exemplary AC Current Density
is identical to the one shown in the previous section (Section 3.1.3.4). The
solution was first given in emu cgs by [Rus09] in 1909. The formula below is
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given in SI units14. The following formulas expand over multiple lines and
are terminated by a full stop.

resistance ratio : The AC resistance ratio is

RAC

RDC
=

rc(r2
2 − r2

1)k
4(r2

c − r2
1 + r2

2)G1(krc)
· . . .

[(
ber0(krc)bei′0(krc)− bei0(krc)ber′0(krc)

)
+

bei′0(krc)
(
Ξ3ber0(kr1) + Ξ4bei0(kr1) + Ξ1ker0(kr1) + Ξ2kei0(kr1)

)
−

ber′0(krc)
(
Ξ3bei0(kr1)− Ξ4ber0(kr1) + Ξ1kei0(kr1)− Ξ2ker0(kr1)

)]
.

(3.49)

The formula above is extended over four lines.

internal inductance : The DC inductance is

LiDC = 2µ′ log
r1

rc
+

µ

2
+

2µr4
2

(r2
2 − r2

1)
2

log
r2

r1
− µ

3r2
2 − r2

1
2(r2

2 − r2
1)

(3.50)

and the inductance at AC is

LiAC = 2µ′ log
r1

rc
+

2µ

krcG1(krc)
· . . .

[(
ber0(krc)ber′0(krc) + bei0(krc)bei′0(krc)

)
+

ber′0(krc)
(
Ξ3ber0(kr1) + Ξ4bei0(kr1) + Ξ1ker0(kr1) + Ξ2kei0(kr1)

)
+

bei′0(krc)
(
Ξ3bei0(kr1)− Ξ4ber0(kr1) + Ξ1kei0(kr1)− Ξ2ker0(kr1)

)]
.

(3.51)

The formula above is extended over four lines as well. In these formulas
µ is the product of magnetic permeability of the conductors times the vac-
uum permeability. µ′ is the product of magnetic permeability of the space
between the conductors times the vacuum permeability. Functions G1 to G3
and Ξ1 to Ξ4 are defined in Appendix C.4.

3.1.3.6 Bi-Media Conductor

The analytical solution for a solid bi-media conductor was first derived
in [LCK15] and [Liu16] as it can be of practical relevance for new power
cable conductor designs. The basic idea is to combine two materials with
different conductivities (e.g.: copper and aluminum) and put the material
of lower conductivity in the conductor center to reduce the skin effect in
these parts. The following formulas were taken from [Liu16, pp. 76-79]. The
Matlab code for the calculations can be found in the appendix of [Liu16].

14 A big thank you to my student assistant Nick Wieczorek for translating this formula from
the original emu cgs system to SI units and working out the constants and arguments of the
involved functions.
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geometry and exemplary ac current density :

r
r 2

r 1

σ2, µr,2

σ = 0

σ1, µr,1

I(ω)
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current density : The current density can be calculated by

Jz,AC(r) =
J0(n1r)

σ1

σ2

(
J0(n2r1) + cH0(n2r1)

J0(n2r2) + cH0(n2r2)

) , (3.52)

with nn = (1 + j)
1
δn

, (3.53)

c = − J1(n1r1)J0(n2r1)− (n2/n1) J0(n1r1)J1(n2r1)

J1(n1r1)H0(n2r1)− (n2/n1) J0(n1r1)H1(n2r1)
. (3.54)

In the equations above, index n relates to the medium. In the inner medium
n = 1 and for the outer medium n = 2. Hence, n1 is the function argument
of medium 1, n2 is the function argument of medium 2, δ1 is the skin depth
in medium 1 and δ2 is the skin depth in medium 2, σ1 is the conductivity
of medium 1 and σ2 is the conductivity of the outer medium, medium 2.
Hν is the Hankel function (or Bessel function of the third kind) of order ν.
The current density and magnetic field intensity was also derived in [Mro03,
p. 146] before.

resistance ratio : The DC resistance per-unit length is

RDC = RDC,1||RDC,2 =
1

σ1πr2
1 + σ2π(r2

2 − r2
1)

, (3.55)

where || indicates a parallel connection. The resistance ratio is

RAC

RDC
=

πr2
1(σ1/σ2) + π(r2

2 − r2
1)

Re
(

2π
∫ r1

0 rJz,AC(r)dr + 2π
∫ r2

r1
rJz,AC(r)dr

) . (3.56)

internal inductance : No explicit formula for the DC internal induc-
tance is given in [Liu16]. One can alternatively use the analytical formulas
for the DC inductance of a solid circular conductor (Equation (3.37)) and for
a tubular conductor (Equation (3.44)). The internal inductance at AC is

LiAC =
πr2

1 + π(r2
2 − r2

1)

ω Im
(

2π
∫ r1

0 rJz,AC(r)dr + 2π
∫ r2

r1
rJz,AC(r)dr

) · RDC . (3.57)

3.1.3.7 Two Identical Solid Cylindrical Conductors in a Go Circuit

As soon as multiple conductors are involved, the solution often contains a
summation. The reason is that the current distributions in each conductor
depends on the currents distribution in the adjacent conductor. Until
the equilibrium state is reached, the current densities will influence each
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other [Dwi23b, p. 853]. The more general case of two unequal conductors
was analytically solved by Chester Snow in 1925 in [Sno25, p. 327] but will
not be shown here because of its complexity. To the best knowledge of the
author this is also the only reference, where the current density for two
solid parallel conductors is calculated analytically [Sno25, p. 326].

Multiple references for the analytical solution of the resistance ratio for two
identical conductors can be found in the literature. For example in [Dwi23b,
p. VIII] in emu cgs or in [KA94] in SI units. As the latter is commonly used
nowadays, the following analytical solution originates from this reference.
The AC and DC resistance accounts for one conductor only. Exemplary cur-
rent density distribution is shown later in Figure 3.13.

geometry :

2
·r

c

σ, µr σ, µr

σ = 0I(ω) I(ω)

d
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resistance ratio : The resistance ratio for one conductor is

RAC

RDC
= Re

(
jωµ0µrσπr2

c

[
2πQ0 ‖M0‖2 . . .

+
∞

∑
n=1

(
πr2n

c
n
‖Mn‖2 (1−Q∗n) · (1 + Qn)

)])
, (3.58)

where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate, ‖. . .‖ takes the norm of the expres-
sion and

M0 =
1

2π
, (3.59)

M1 = −M0

d

[
1 +

( rc

d

)2
Q1 +

( rc

d

)4
Q2 +

( rc

d

)4
Q2

1 + . . .
]

, (3.60)

M2 = −M0

d2

[
1 + 2

( rc

d

)2
Q1 + . . .

]
, (3.61)

M3 = −M0

d3 + . . . , (3.62)

Q0 =
−J0(z0)

z0 · J1(z0)
, (3.63)

Qn =
Jn+1(z0)

Jn−1(z0)
, (3.64)

z0 = jrc
√

jωµ0µrσ . (3.65)

Symbol d is the center-to-center distance of both conductors. According
to [KA94] using three harmonics gives results of sufficient accuracy.
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internal inductance ratio : The internal inductance at AC is

LiAC = Im

(
jµ0µr

[
2πQ0 ‖M0‖2 +

∞

∑
n=1

(
πr2n

c
n
‖Mn‖2 (1−Q∗n) · (1 + Qn)

)])

(3.66)

and with the internal DC inductance from Equation (3.37) the inductance
ratio becomes

LiAC

LiDC
= Im

(
j8π

[
2πQ0 ‖M0‖2 +

∞

∑
n=1

(
πr2n

c
n
‖Mn‖2 (1−Q∗n) · (1 + Qn)

)])
.

(3.67)

3.1.3.8 Two Identical Solid Cylindrical Conductors in Return Circuit

The analytical solution was first presented by Carson in [Car21, p. 625] and
in an alternative form by Dwight in [Dwi23b, p. VII]. A general solution to
the current density can be found in formula (39) in [Dwi23b]. The formulas
use the emu cgs [Car21, p. 626] and are valid for non-magnetic conductors
only. Exemplary current density distribution is given later in Figure 3.13.

geometry :

2
·r

c

σ, µcgs σ, µcgs

σ = 0I(ω) I(ω)

d
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resistance ratio : The resistance ratio is

RAC

RDC
= RAC,Cσπr2

c ·
[

1 +
1
2

∞

∑
n=1
‖hn‖2 unv′n − u′nvn

u0v′0 − u′0v0

]
(3.68)

with RAC,C =
1
rc

√
µcgsω

πσ
· u0v′0 − u0v0

u2
1 + v2

1
, (3.69)

hn = pn
J1(ξ)

Jn−1(ξ)
·
(

1− 2n
k2

k
sn−1

J1(ξ)

ξJ0(ξ)

)
, (3.70)

un + jvn = Jn(ξ) = Jn(bbj
√

j) , (3.71)

u′n + jv′n =
d

dbb
Jn(bbj

√
j) , (3.72)

ξ = bbj
√

j , (3.73)

bb = rc

√
4πσµcgsω , (3.74)

kk =
rc

d
, (3.75)

s = 2 · 1−
√

1− (2kk)2

(2kk)2 , (3.76)

pn = (−1)n2kn
ksn . (3.77)
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RAC,C is the AC resistance of one isolated conductor. In SI units it is equal
to Equation (3.33). As indicated by the emu cgs, for this resistance and induc-
tance calculation, rc and d have to be given in cm, µcgs is 1 for non-magnetic
conductors and σ is given in abmhos/cm. The calculated resistance is that
of one conductor only. The resistance of one conductor in a go circuit is lower
than that of a one conductor in a return circuit with the same geometrical di-
mensions and electrical parameters. Moreover, losses in addition to the skin
effect losses—proximity effect losses—only depend on the ratio of conductor
radius and center-to-center distance and can reach an upper limit [Car21,
p. 609].

internal inductance The AC internal inductance is

LiAC = Im

(
Z0
ω

(
1 +

∞

∑
n=1

(−1)n

(
hnJn(ξ)

J0(ξ)

)))
(3.78)

with Z0 =
2jµcgsω

ξ

J0(ξ)

J′0(ξ)
. (3.79)

Z0 is the analytical AC internal impedance per-unit length (Ω/m) of an iso-
lated solid conductor.

3.1.3.9 Two Identical Tubular Conductors in Return Circuit

The following solution for a return circuit is taken from [Mea25], where it
was first derived. The formulas use the emu cgs. The calculated values are
those of one tubular conductor of the circuit. Exemplary current density
distribution is given in Figure 3.13. The analytical solution for the AC resis-
tance of two tubular conductors in a go circuit is given in [Ehr79, p. 169].
Approximations for both cases are presented in [Dwi45, pp. 207-209].

geometry :

r 2
r 1

σ, µcgs σ, µcgsσ = 0

σ = 0 σ = 0

I(ω) I(ω)

d
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resistance ratio : The resistance ratio is

RAC

RDC
= Re

[
2jµcgsωσπ(r2

2 − r2
1)

Γ
. . .

·
[

N0(Γ)
N′0(Γ)

+
1
2

∞

∑
n=1
‖on‖2 Nn(Γ)

N′0(Γ)
·
(

N′n(Γ)
N′0(Γ)

)∗]]
,

(3.80)

where Nn(Γ) = Jn(Γ)−
Jn+1(ζ)

Yn+1(ζ)
Yn(Γ) , (3.81)

N′n(Γ) = J′n(Γ)−
Jn+1(ζ)

Yn+1(ζ)
Y′n(Γ) , (3.82)

ζ = r1

√
4πσµcgsω · j

√
j , (3.83)
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Γ = r2

√
4πσµcgsω · j

√
j , (3.84)

‖on‖2 =
u2

1 + v2
1

u2
n−1 + v2

n−1
·
∥∥∥∥

1 + λ0Y1(Γ)/J1(Γ)
1 + λnKn−1(Γ)/Jn−1(Γ)

∥∥∥∥
2

. . .

· p2
n

(
1 +

2ngk2
k

sn−1

)
, (3.85)

g =

√
2

r2
√

4πσµcgsω
· w[u1(u0 + v0)− v1(u0 − v0)]

u2
0 + v2

0
. . .

· −q[u1(u0 − v0) + v1(u0 + v0)]

u2
0 + v2

0
, (3.86)

w + jq =
1 + λ1Y1(Γ)/J1(Γ)
1 + λ1Y0(Γ)/J0(Γ)

, (3.87)

λn = −
Jn+1(ζ)

Yn+1(ζ)
. (3.88)

Functions u and v are already defined in Equation (3.71) but with ξ being re-
placed by Γ. kk is defined in Equation (3.75) but with r2 replacing rc. Variable
pn is already defined in Equation (3.77) and s is defined in Equation (3.76).

internal inductance : Accordingly, the internal AC inductance can
be calculated to be

LiAC = Im

[
2jµ
Γ

[
N0(Γ)
N′0(Γ)

+
1
2

∞

∑
n=1
‖on‖2 Nn(Γ)

N′0(Γ)
·
(

N′n(Γ)
N′0(Γ)

)∗]]
. (3.89)

3.1.3.10 Solid Rectangular Conductor

An analytical solution to the AC resistance of a rectangular conductor was
given approximately 50 years after the analytical solution to a conductor of
circular cross section. It was first presented in [Gro40] and later in [Ehr79;
Fic07]. The reason is that for non-circular conductors, the current density
varies around the circumference. This means that the BC, which is necessary
to solve the related PDEs, is not available. Instead of using PDEs—as done
for circular conductors—the attempt was made to solve integral equations,
where the BC is already included [Ehr79, p. 5]. Specialized mathematical
methods and considerable numerical effort, which is necessary to solve
these integral equations, were not applied to this problem until 1940 by
Hans-Georg Gross [Gro40, pp. 241,242; Sil67]. Because of its complexity,
solving these integrals still presented a challenge with the computational
power and numerical methods available 2007 [Fic07, p. 131]15. Moreover,
for conductors with edges, the current distribution also depends on the
sharpness of these edges. This is called current crowding or edge effect [KA16].

As the scope of this work is limited, the analytical solution is not given.
Some resistance ratio curves for specific side ratios are shown in Sec-
tion 3.1.5. Rectangular conductors are listed here, as they are still of rele-

15 Earlier, the high frequency resistance for rectangular conductors (although possible for any
conductor shape) was approximated with an electrostatic field analog. At very high frequencies
the magnetic field lines cannot enter the conductor and become parallel to the surface. These
field lines are identical to the equipotential lines, when looking at the rectangular conductor as
an electrode of an electrostatic capacitance problem [Coc29, p. 534; Jac34, p. 433; Gro40, p. 241;
Dwi47, p. 550; LŠT66, p. 215].
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vance in today’s energy transmission systems (e.g.: bus bar systems in sub-
stations, rotating machines,. . . ).

geometry and exemplary ac current density

x

y

h r

wr

σ, µr

σ = 0

I(ω)
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3.1.3.11 Two Solid Cylindrical Conductors in a Go Circuit in Another Tubular
Conductor

Another analytical formula is presented in [KAA95]. It takes the losses in
two parallel wires in a go circuit in a lossy coaxial return conductor into
account. Different sized inner conductors can be calculated including non-
rotational symmetric arrangements. Similar to the solution of a rectangular
conductor, it is too complex to be shown here.

3.1.3.12 Solid Circular Conductors in 3-phase Systems

Analytical solutions for solid cylindrical conductors in a 3-phase system
exist for triangular (trefoil) spacings and conductors in flat spacing. The
solutions are given in [Dwi23b, p. 857] and for triangular arrangement also
in [Cos36]. The solutions are also far too complex to be shown here. The
exemplary current density is shown in Figure 3.13.

3.1.3.13 Solid Circular Conductors in 3-phase Systems in a Sheath

A very recent analytical formula for a 3-phase cable systems with cable
sheaths can be found in [Bri+16]. Similar to the previous 3-phase system
case, the solution is too extensive to be presented in this work.

3.1.4 Overview of Approximate Formulas

Before the rise of digital computers, the analytical computation of solutions
was complicated and can—in some cases—still be challenging today [Fic07,
p. 131]. Hence, approximations for the resistance of different conductors
can be found in numerous references. In the following, some important
references for different conductor designs are listed.

In [Coc29; Arn38; Sil67; GSR05; Pay16] approximate solutions for rectan-
gular conductors can be found. Further investigations showed that the
accuracy of the approximation found in [Pay16] seems to increase with
larger p values. An approximation for thin conductor strips can be found
in [Ern17, p. 238]. Dwight presents numerous approximation in [Dwi23a]
and later more in [Dwi45]. Amongst others, approximations for thin tubes
and cables with sheaths are included. A. Arnold and V. T. Morgan show
approximations for elliptical conductors in [Arn46; Mor13]. Arnold also
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shows an approximation for three-phase systems in [Arn41a]. In [Mor13]
a simplified formula for helically-stranded (steel-cored) conductors is
given. Humberto et. al. give approximate formulas for skin effect in power
transmission lines [Gat+14a].

Today, approximate solutions for simple geometrical shapes as rectangles,
ellipses and tubes are only of academic interest as the FEM enables a much
faster and more precise evaluation of losses for these shapes.

3.1.5 Comparison of Different Conductor Shapes

Resistance ratio plots according to the Principle of Similitude for solid cylin-
drical conductors, a regular octagon, tubular conductors with three radii
ratios and rectangular conductors with three different side ratios are plot-
ted in Figure 3.12. The results are obtained by FEM simulations.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of RAC/RDC ratios of different conductor shapes; the results coincide
with the measurement results given in [FG33] (as different units were used, P =

p ·
√

8π/10 )

A solid cylindrical conductor has the smallest circumference to cross section
ratio (a circle can be seen as a polygon with an infinite number of corners).
When remaining the cross sectional area, with a decreasing number of
corners, the circumference increases (this is only true for a lower limit of 4
corners). Equilateral polygon conductor cross sections with with a smaller
circumference to cross section ratio show larger skin effect losses. Rectangular
conductors with larger side ratios show smaller skin effect losses. The radius
ratio for a tube is 1 < r2/r1 < ∞. For r1 approaching r2 the conductor gets
thinner. For smaller r1 it becomes more similar to a solid conductor. As also
seen in Figure 3.12 the analytical solution of a solid is hence only a special
case of the analytical solution of a tubular conductor.

Although these observations give some insights into the origin of AC loss
mechanisms, this is not further investigated here. More curves—including
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proximity effect—can for example be found in [Dwi45; Gra79]. The current
densities at AC and severe skin effect for various conductors and conductor
arrangements are shown in Figure 3.13.

(a) From left to right: solid cylindrical conductor, two solid cylindrical conductors in return
circuit and two solid cylindrical conductors in a go circuit

(b) From left to right: hollow cylindrical conductor, two hollow cylindrical conductors in return
circuit and two hollow cylindrical conductors in a go circuit

(c) From left to right: rectangular conductor with side ratio a/b = 1; 0.5 and 0.125

(d) From left to right: triangular conductor, elliptical conductor and a typical contact wire pro-
file of the Deutsche Bahn

(e) 3-phase systems (left to right: L1-L2-L3 at phase 0°) from left to right: in planar formation,
in trefoil formation (L1 on top, L2 right, L3 left side); bus bar system

(f) From left to right: a seven turn single-layer coil in cross-sectional view at DC, a seven turn
single-layer coil in cross-sectional view at AC and a multi-layer coil in cross-sectional view
at AC; the dash-dot lines show the central axes of the coils

Figure 3.13: Normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) in case of severe skin and proximity
effect for different conductor geometries/systems
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3.2 high voltage power cable conductors

3.2.1 Stranded Conductors

Power cable conductors have a circular cross section because it provides
the best trade of between skin effect losses and surface area (see Figure 3.12).
The first affects the operating costs, the latter affects the degree of insulation
expenditure and hence the costs of the complete cable. Moreover, circular
conductors are generally more easy to handle and also provide an homoge-
neous electric field distribution in the dielectric surrounding the conductor.

At the beginning of the 20th century, skin effect losses were not a problem
as the cross sectional areas were comparatively small. With an increase in
power transmission capacity, the cross sections were increased to allow for
higher current carrying capacities. As larger cross sections resulted in larger
AC resistances (Equation (3.33)) and became harder to manufacture and
bend, cable manufactures investigated new designs. Subdividing a conduc-
tor to single uninsulated wires (also called strands) increases flexibility and
eases up the manufacturing process. Nevertheless, such a conductor will
have nearly the same AC resistance as a single solid cylindrical conductor
with identical cross section [KA16, p. 554; Gra79, p. 98]. However, increased
strand spacing (increased wire to wire distance) generally decreases the AC

resistance. This seems obvious, as larger spacings decrease proximity effect
between the wires [KA16, p. 554; SPW15].

For mechanical reasons: if single wires are used, they are helically stranded
(also called: spiraling or twisting). That means they form spirals around
the conductor axis. The layers—collection of wires in the same annulus—
can be stranded unidirectional (all layers spiraled in the same direction)
or bidirectional (alternating the spiral direction from layer to layer—also
called contradirectional or alternately reversed spiraling). Assuming the sin-
gle strands are insulated from one another, spiraling slightly lowers the
AC resistance and reactance of the conductor compared to a solid conductor
with the same DC resistance [Zab53, p. 601]16. Stranding conductors destroys
the symmetry and also adds a radial electric field component (inside the
strands) and a magnetic field component in direction of the conductor axis.
Multiple conducting parts also introduce higher order Bessel functions in
calculations [Dwi23a]. This can also be observed in measurements in [Fer92;
Ros+11]. To the best knowledge of the author, no analytical solution for
3D stranded conductors is given in the literature. Recently, an approximate
calculation method for the spirality effect was proposed in [DZW14]. As a
conclusion what can be said about stranded conductors is:

I Conductors with stranded insulated wires have a lower AC resistance
compared to a conductor of equal DC resistance [Zab53, p. 601]. This
effect increases with smaller lay lengths [DZW14].

I Unidirectional stranding lowers AC losses more than bidirectional
stranding [Zab53, p. 601; DZW14].

16 For unidirectional stranding the AC resistance is slightly lower and the internal inductance is
slightly higher compared to bidirectional stranding [Zab53, p. 601; DZW14]. As unidirectional
stranding creates an increase of longitudinal flux, it results in an increased reactance [Zab53;
Gra79, p. 106].
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I This spirality effect can become significant at power frequencies for typ-
ical conductors [DZW14].

I Increased distance between single strands lowers AC losses [KA16,
p. 543; SPW15].

I Proximity effect can be lowered when using insulated stranded conduc-
tors [SSW35, p. 325] (also see Table 4.2).

I Depending on the interwire insulation, the DC resistance of a stranded
conductor increases with shorter lay lengths due to the longer helical
strand paths [Gra79, p. 99].

I Stranded conductor bundles with a circular overall cross section ap-
pear to be the worst-case, as they have the largest per-unit losses com-
pared to every other bundle shape [Mur89, pp. 118,119].

I Stranding blank wires, which have direct contact with each other, can
result in a larger AC resistance with shorter lay lengths [KLP15, p. 1980;
Dwi45, p. 221].

3.2.2 Milliken Conductors

To significantly reduce AC losses for conductors with copper cross sections
larger than 1000 mm2, Milliken type conductors are typically used [Nex11]17.
Figure 3.14 shows a Milliken conductor in cross-sectional view.

1
2
3
4
5

Figure 3.14: Cable with Milliken conductor in cross-sectional view (right: important parts high-
lighted in red); (1) segment core/single strand; (2) cable core; (3) core conductor;
(4) pie shaped segment; (5) a layer in a segment; courtesy of Südkabel GmbH

The Milliken design was first proposed by Humphreys Milliken in a patent
in 1933 [Mil33] and later extended by a second patent of H. Milliken in
1940 [Mil40]. Multiple patents for the manufacturing and improvement of
Milliken type conductors followed [LR61; Kat71; Tak88; Bra90; BD99; WW10].
The basic principle of this design is to transpose the single strands in a con-
ductor in a way, that the total induction in each of them is the same. In other
words, every single strand has to occupy each position in the complete cross
section for the same distance. This guarantees—in theory—that the current
has no preferred path and the phase and magnitude is identical in each
strand [Gra79, p. 101]18. This is done by splitting the conductor into pie

17 Using aluminum as conductor material, Milliken type conductors are usually applied for cross
sections larger than 1200 mm2.

18 At DC the magnitude of the current can also vary in different layers and strands due to the
different helical current path lengths affecting a layer’s DC resistance.
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shaped segments19(usually 5 to 6), which are insulated from one another. Ev-
ery segment is a pie shaped wire bundle, consisting of multiple—originally
concentric—layers. Single strands should have a contact resistance between
them, many times greater than the resistance of one turn of this strand along
the cable to prevent currents from freely flowing between single strands and
crossing to different layers. Because of the different size of available con-
tact surface this contact resistance is expected to be different for uni- and
bidirectional stranding and may vary over the life time of the cable due to
long-term oxidation, bending and mechanical stress [Gra79, p. 98]. As in-
terwire insulation cannot be guaranteed, different layers are typically also
insulated from one another [WW10]. Even though blank (uninsulated) cop-
per wires are sometimes used as well, for this principle to work efficiently,
oxidized or enameled copper wires are the preferred choice. Aluminum
strands rapidly oxidize by themselves, when exposed to air [BM11]. Copper
wires do too, but are sometimes also treated with flames to build a stronger
oxide layer. As the layers of one segment are twisted around the segment
core, all strands in one layer will carry the same current. Every layer in a
segment will nearly have the same geometrical center (also center of mass),
which is close to the segment core. Hence, the total induction for every layer
is the same. For mechanical reasons and to homogenize additional proximity
effect losses—caused by other conductors in close proximity—over all seg-
ments, the segments are twisted around the cable core as well. The reason
why AC losses are still measured in practice (for example in [Joa99; DM07])
are:

I The insulation of the single wires is not perfect and can be damaged
by mechanical force upon the segments during manufacturing, reeling
and unreeling [Gra79, p. 98]. According to [Arn41b, p. 55] the relative
interwire conductivity can reach values of up to 80 % of the conductor
material and more for mechanical treated, insulated conductors.

I At larger cross sections, nearly no current will flow in the core con-
ductor as the strands never get to the periphery of the conductor and
therefore have their geometrical center at the conductor center. It can
be reasonable to remove the core conductor for a better resistance ratio,
because—as skin effect is an electromagnetic field diffusion process—
current can flow into the opposite direction in the core conductor, in-
creasing losses (compare Figure 3.1).

I The geometrical centers of the layers of one segment do not exactly
coincide. Layers with their geometrical center closer to the conductor
center will carry less current.

I Even though small, skin effect losses occur in the single strands as well.
The strand diameter should therefore be as small as possible.

I The flower shape of the complete conductor should rather be a perfect
circle. Due to practical restrictions this is not possible.

I Assuming all strands have the same total induction, one still has to
balance the DC resistance of the single wires, which depends on the
length and hence on the pitch (or lay length) of the layers, to create an
ideal conductor.

19 For that reason, Milliken type conductors are also referred to as segmented conductors.
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Additional measures to reduce AC losses in Milliken type conductors have
been given in a patent by Heinrich Brakelmann [Bra90] and by Volker
Waschk and Dag Willén in [WW10]. The first suggests using different lay
lengths for the same layers in different segments to outbalance the induction
in between both by reducing the mean distance between both layers. The
latter suggests (similar to H. Milliken second patent [Mil40]) the use of at
least two non-conducting strands (e.g.: plastic strands) in a layer to prevent
circular currents in one layer and force the current in each strand to remain
on its helical path. In [Joa99] it is claimed that skin effect losses can almost
be completely avoided even with the use of bare wires, when a conductive
shell made of high permeability material is placed around the conductor at
regular intervals. Due to the best knowledge of the author, this method is
not used in Milliken type conductors under operation. It was reported that
reduced skin effect losses also lower proximity effect losses [Gra79, p. 105].
Later, in Section 4.2 this statement is further discussed. Different levels of
strand insulation and mechanical loads on the segments were investigated
in [BM68].

As argued previously, even for simpler shapes no analytical solution is
available. Due to its complex shape and lack of knowledge over multiple
manufacturing parameters (e.g.: condition of the strand insulation, shape of
strand cross sections. . . ) an analytical solution for Milliken type conductors
is not available [Cig05, p. 21]. Even if it could be derived, its suitability
would strongly depend on the knowledge of all material and manufac-
turing parameters. According to [Liu16], the most detailed calculation
method for AC losses in segmented conductors available at the moment is
given in [Sug81] with adjustments suggested by [Cig05]. Another recent
calculation method is presented in [SK08]. Table 3.1 provides an overview
of some calculation methods to approximate the AC resistance of complex
conductors20.

Prior to segmented conductors for power cables, a skin effect reduced power
conductor design for electric machinery has been patented in 1913 by
Ludwig Roebel using a similar principle [Roe15]. Roebel bars or Roebel cables
are composed of multiple insulated flat rectangular conductors, alternating
their position in the complete conductor cross section to homogenize the
current distribution, while still maintaining an overall rectangular cross
section. Deeper investigations concerning skin effect in Roebel cables can for
example be found in [LŠT66, p. 120; ZGS13].

Even for linear conductors, the magnitude of the current can influence the
AC resistance. The conductivity depends on the temperature, which in turn
depends on the current. Uneven current distribution due to skin effect can
heat up the periphery of a conductor and create a radial temperature gradi-
ent. Even in case of large radial temperature gradients (e.g.: for aluminum
conductor steel reinforced (ACSR) used for overhead lines), the influence on
the AC resistance can be neglected [Liu16, p. 5]. For stranded conductors,
it was said that the interwire conduction—affecting the performance—can
change with temperature [Gra79, p. 102]. If this is true, extrapolating

20 The method names stand for: TL→ Teilleiterverfahren, PEEC→ Partial Element Equivalent
Circuit (also see [Ros18]), MCA→ Multiconductor Cell Analysis, Litz→ Litz Wire Method,
Flux→ Flux Method, MF→Magnetic Field Method (also see [ADS99] for the last two methods)
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measurement values obtained at different temperatures can lead to errors.

Additional information concerning the mechanical construction of stranded
and segmental conductors can be found in [Gan16].

Table 3.1: Overview of some calculation methods and their features available for the AC resis-
tance calculation of complex cable conductors

method

TL PEEC MCA Litz Flux MF

features [Joa99] [Zha+14] [Ben07] [SZ14] [Mat+83] [Sug81]

contact
resistances

√ √ √
- -

√

RDC
increase
by stranding

√ √
pos.

√ √ √

non-identical
segments

√ √
- pos. - -

core
conductor

√ √
pos.

√
- -

pitch
of layers

√ √ √ √ √
-

different
sized strands

√ √
pos. pos. - -

mechanical
compression

pos. pos.
√ ≈ - ≈

√
......implemented ≈ ...simplified

pos. ...possible but not implemented - .....not implemented





4R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R A LT E R N AT I N G C U R R E N T
L O S S M E A S U R E M E N T S O F H I G H V O LTA G E P O W E R
C A B L E S

Advances are made by answering questions.
Discoveries are made by questioning answers.

Bernhard Haisch

The purpose of this chapter is to clarify how AC voltmeters work and what
they actually measure. Subsequently, the role of complex magnetic fields is
evaluated thoroughly with an emphasis on M-type conductors. After that,
a list of possible sources of influence, which can occur during electrical
measurements is given. These influences are then evaluated quantitatively
for commonly used measurement setups. Finally, a recommendation for the
procedure and measurement setup best suited for Milliken conductors is
provided. At the end of this chapter the foundation for accurate AC loss
measurements on any conductor type is present, which enables the accurate
characterization of different M-type conductors in Chapter 5.

4.1 theory of ac loss measurements

Throughout the last century there have been numerous discussions on the
difference between the basic concepts of pd, induced emf and voltage [Moo70;
Kle81]1. Blurry definitions and generalizations caused misunderstandings,
which were discussed in multiple references [Eri68b; Eri68a; Pag77; VML11].
In the following, it is made clear, which term has to be used in what case.
Table 4.1—in accordance with [VML11]—shows the nomenclature used
throughout this work.

In Equation (4.1) voltage uab only depends on position and magnitude
of the electric charge distribution. At DC the voltage for a closed loop
(Equation (4.3)) is zero as the prevailing field is conservative (also called
static or irrotational field). At DC the voltage is always independent of
the chosen integration path between two points a and b. In Equation (4.2)
voltage uab depends on position and magnitude of the electric charge
distribution and also on the induced emf εi, whose power comes from alter-
nating electromagnetic fields and/or the relative motion of conductors with
regard to the prevailing electromagnetic fields, which can be regarded as
being the same. In closed loops the contribution of pd ∆V vanishes and the
voltage is identical to the induced emf (see Equation (4.4), which is Faraday’s
Law of induction). Time-varying fields are also called non-conservative
as the induced voltage in a loop depends on the integration path, which
is defined by the loops contour C. Therefrom follows that the measured
voltage between two points a and b, which are called voltage tap-offs, can
be ambiguous and depend on the position of the measurement device. This
is discussed in detail in the next sections.

1 As an example: many references misleadingly use the term potential lead wires instead of
voltage lead wires or voltage tap-offs in case of AC.
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Table 4.1: Definition of voltage u for DC and AC separately for closed and open loops analo-
gously to [VML11]

voltage definition at DC voltage definition at AC

open

loop uab = ∆V =
∫ b

a
~E · d~s (4.1) uab = ∆V + εi =

∫ b

a
~E · d~s

(4.2)

closed

loop
uaa = ∆V =

∮

C
~E · d~s = 0

(4.3)

uaa = εi =
∮

C
~E · d~s

= − d
dt

∫∫

A
~B · d~A (4.4)

· V is the electric scalar potential
in V and ∆V is the pd Va − Vb (of-
ten: ∆ϕ)

· εi is the induced emf in V

· only at DC the pd is identical to
voltage u

· only in closed loops at AC the in-
duced emf is identical to u

· source of V: distribution of elec-
trical charges

· source of εi: varying electromag-
netic fields and/or moving con-
ductors

Note that in every case the voltage can be defined as the integral (line or
loop) of the total electric field intensity [VML11, p. 2].

4.1.1 Measurements with AC Voltmeters

There were numerous discussions on what an high impedance voltmeter
actually measures under AC. These debates started in the late 1960s [Moo69;
Kle81; Rei82; Rom82; Pet84; LZ95; Nic05; VML11] and are partly still being
discussed in the 21st century in greater detail [Bos08]2.

Figure 4.1 shows the voltage measurement circuit of an electrical measure-
ment system using an ADC AC voltmeter on a solid cylindrical conduc-
tor. Sinusoidal conductor current I is injected into the conductor at fre-
quency f > 0 Hz. If the surrounding dielectric has negligible conductivity
compared to the CUT, then ~J will only have a z-component. The pick-up
loop area AL, enclosed by curve C is located in the y-plane and is build
of CUT, voltage leads with their resistances RVL and the voltmeter with the
internal measurement resistance Rim. The perpendicular extension of the
voltage leads from the CUT’s surface is dVL and the distance between a and b
on the conductor’s surface is measurement length lmeas. Directions of vector
boundary elements d~s on curve C follow the application of the right-hand

2 These debates arose from what was often referred to as “a paradox in electrodynamics”, where
two identical voltmeters connected to the same two points, would deliver different result.
Also powerfully demonstrated by Walther Lewin in his lecture Complete Breakdown of Intu-
ition [Lew02] and in [HM89, p. 10.0.1]. With the definitions of the preceding sections this para-
dox can be resolved easily.
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rule on vector area elements d~AL. The internal measurement resistance Rim
is usually in the range of some MΩ to draw only negligible current—internal
measurement current iim—from the test circuit3. The resistances of the thin
metallic voltage lead wires are usually much smaller than Rim. Recollect, all
vectors and complex quantities are rms values.

x

y

z

Jz(y, x = 0)

~J ∼ ~E in CUT

a b

ADC AC Voltmeter

I

RVL

I

RVL

iim

umeas

cd

C AL d~AL

2 · RVL � Rim

CUT
some possible integration
paths from a to b

Rim
iimiim � I

d~s

dVL

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the voltage measurement circuit (blue rectangle) in electrical
AC loss measurements on a solid cylindrical CUT (gray cylinder) using an ADC AC
voltmeter (light gray rectangle)

A voltmeter’s reading is proportional to the total electric field intensity over
its internal impedance [LZ95, p. 88]. Starting from Faraday’s Law of induc-
tion in integral form for non-moving conductors in Equation (4.5) with the
notation given in Figure 4.1, one can derive the total electric field intensity
in the voltmeter (Equation (4.10)), through Equation (4.5) to Equation (4.10).

− d
dt

∫∫

AL

~B · d~AL =
∮

C
~E · d~s (4.5)

By subdividing C:

− d
dt

∫∫

AL

~B · d~AL =
∫ b

a
~E · d~s +

∫ c

b
~E · d~s +

∫ d

c
~E · d~s +

∫ a

d
~E · d~s (4.6)

and with:
∫ b

a
~E · d~s ∧

∫ d

c
~E · d~s �

∫ c

b
~E · d~s ∧

∫ a

d
~E · d~s , (4.7)

∫ d

c
~E · d~s = −

∫ c

d
~E · d~s , (4.8)

umeas =
∫ c

d
~E · d~s = iim · Rim , (4.9)

the measured voltage is:

umeas ≈
∫ b

a
~E · d~s + d

dt

∫∫

AL

~B · d~AL . (4.10)

3 In the used measurement system Rim is the input impedance of the ADC used for the voltage
measurement (compare Figure 2.1).
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Note that the measurement system uses the total current I through its inter-
nal measurement shunt to calculate the measured resistance

Rmeas =
1

lmeas
Re
(

umeas
I

)
. (4.11)

The measured inductance is obtained by:

Xmeas =
1

lmeas
Im
(

umeas
I

)
. (4.12)

Both quantities are given in Ω/m. Equation (4.5) to Equation (4.10) are valid
if no additional thermal, chemical or mechanical emfs are present in the
circuit [Pag77, p. 979]. The result coincides with Lenz’s law, which states that
the induced emf will drive a current whose magnetic field will counteract its
source field. Lately, Alain Bossavit showed that bringing voltage lead wires
with finite conductivity close to the measurement circuit will typically not
influence the results [Bos08]. From Figure 4.1 and Equation (4.10) it can
be seen that any magnetic flux through surface AL affects the measured
voltage umeas. At DC the time derivative will vanish and the measured
voltage will be purely resistive. At AC an additional voltage caused by the
magnetic flux through surface AL will be measured. According to Faraday’s
Law of induction, this induced voltage is 90° phase-shifted, in regard to the
phase of the magnetic field, which creates it. Thus, the measured voltage
can become a complex quantity at AC. Note that the contribution of the
electric field to the measured voltage can also be complex at AC.

As the electric field varies inside the conductor due to skin effect, the ques-
tion of: “Which of the infinitive possible integration paths of the electric
field from a to b inside the conductor is the true integration path?” should
be raised. This question and the influence of magnetic fields in electrical
measurements is discussed in the next section.

4.1.2 The Role of Outer Out-of-Phase Magnetic Fields

complex magnetic fields in electrical measurements At DC,
even though the current density can also vary in the cross section (e.g.:
due to severe bending, corners,. . . ), the integration along the electric field
along any convenient path from voltage tap-off a to b will—by definition in
Equation (4.1)—lead to the true voltage drop.

At AC the current density is not the same in the whole conductor cross
section. Due to skin and proximity effect it varies in magnitude and phase
at different locations inside the cross section. Subdividing the current
density into filamentary currents (similar to the black arrows in the CUT in
Figure 4.1) makes the following line of argument more easy to follow. The
total conductor current I is obtained by integrating over all these current
filaments.

The diffusion of the electromagnetic field from outside of the conductor
into the conductor results in an increasing phase displacement of current fil-
aments towards the conductor center4. Every filamentary current produces

4 Note that due to superposition of all current filaments, the annulus in phase with the total
conductor current I is found beneath the surface at AC.
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a magnetic field due to Ampère’s Law, whereby all of them contribute to
the overall magnetic field surrounding the conductor by superposition. The
magnetic field produced by a current filament will have the same phase as
the current filament. As the current filaments differ in phase, the magnetic
fields generated by different filaments will differ in phase as well. Magnetic
field components, which are in-phase with the total conductor current I are
called real or in-phase components. Magnetic field components that are not
in phase with the total conductor current I are called imaginary, quadrature
or out-of-phase magnetic field components.

From Faraday’s Law of induction it can be concluded that real magnetic field
components through surface AL will generate 90° phase-shifted induced
currents in loop C due to the time-derivation in Faraday’s Law. The phase
shift is relative to the reference phase of the total current I. Hence, imaginary
magnetic fields captured by surface AL will induce currents that are either 0°
or 180° phase-shifted. This is shown in a phasor diagram in Figure 4.2.

Re

Im

(a) Phasor diagram - for the resistance evalu-
ation the measurement system uses the re-
sistive voltage drop only (on the real axis)

Re

Im

I~B

umeas

(b) Phasor diagram - at DC; the measured volt-
age umeas is purely resistive (on the real
axis)

Re

Im

umeas

j

umeas

I~B

(c) Phasor diagram - at AC for rotationally
symmetric conductors; the total voltage is
composed of an imaginary and a real part;
the measured voltage is complex

Re

Im

~B j
jj

umeas

umeas

I~B

umeas

(d) Phasor diagram - at AC for non-
rotationally symmetric conductors, where
outer imaginary magnetic field compo-
nents exist in the pick-up loop

Figure 4.2: Phasor diagrams of electrical measurements at DC and AC for different setups; I is
the excitation current; the colors links, which measured voltage drop umeas is caused
by which current and which magnetic field component; the total measured voltage is
the vector sum of the single voltage drops; j symbolizes the phase-shifted induction;
for simplification, the real ~B only inductively induces a voltage (a cable typically
has a resistive-inductive behavior); imaginary magnetic field components induce a
voltage component in-phase (in positive real axis) or in anti-phase (negative real
axis direction) depending on their orientation relative to the pick-up loop

Therefore, out-of-phase magnetic field components captured in the pick-up
loop, generate an in-phase5 current through the measurement system,
which results in an in-phase voltage drop over Rim. As the measurement
system evaluates this resistive voltage drop to obtain the resistance of the

5 In the following in-phase relates to the general affect on the real voltage drop. As put forward
above out-of-phase magnetic fields can also cause anti-phase voltage signals.
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CUT, the measured resistance is directly affected by out-of-phase magnetic
fields penetrating surface AL.

The out-of-phase magnetic field components in and near different conductor
cross sections are displayed in Figure 4.3.

(a) Solid cylindrical conductor (b) Hollow cylindrical conductor

(c) Rectangular conductor (d) Stranded conductor

Figure 4.3: Out-of-phase magnetic field components (green cones) in and near different con-
ductor cross sections (gray); the influence of the return conductor is neglected

For rotationally symmetric current density distributions—only present at rota-
tionally symmetric conductor cross sections of uniform conductivity and
without proximity effect (e.g.: Figure 4.3a and Figure 4.3b)—the superposi-
tion of all filamentary currents leads to an absence of out-of-phase mag-
netic fields outside of the conductor cross section. The reason for that is, all
current filaments in an annulus are identical and hence every annulus of
filamentary currents has its geometric center at the conductor center. Due
to superposition, externally, the conductor acts as a single current filament
in-phase with the total conductor current, having its geometric center at the
conductor center [Tay70]. The cross section and current density of a rectan-
gular conductor (see Figure 3.13) is not rotationally symmetric. Therefore,
out-of-phase magnetic field components exist outside of the conductor (see
Figure 4.3c). For the stranded conductor in Figure 4.3d twisting of the lay-
ers is not included. Nevertheless, the field distribution would nearly look
identical despite additional small axial magnetic field components6. As the
current density is close to being rotationally symmetric, there is only lit-
tle imaginary flux leakage outside the conducting domains. At this point it
should be noted that imaginary magnetic field components can also arise
from other sources in a measurement setup. Eddy currents in nearby metal
framework are 90° phase-shifted to current I that excited them in the first

6 The ratio of axial (in direction of z-axis) magnetic field component to magnetic field compo-
nents in x- or y-direction, depends on the pitch and is small in typical conductor designs.
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place. Hence magnetic fields generated by these eddy currents will be out-
of-phase related to this initial current I and affect the measured resistance if
captured in the pick-up loop. These additional losses will also be analyzed
in following sections.

integration path of electric field inside the conductor
Concerning the integration path of the electric field inside the conductor
from voltage tap off a to b, it can be shown with Figure 4.4 that every pos-
sible integration path inside the conductor results in the same voltage as
obtained from the surface voltage drop (line integral of the electric field at
the conductor surface).

x y

z

a b

I I

d~AoAo

CUT

C4,i

Rim

Ai d~Ai

σ� 0→ Ex,y = 0

σ ≈ 0→ Ex,y,z > 0Co = C1

C1

C2,oC3,o

C4,o

+C2,o+C3,o+C4,o

C2,iC3,i

Ci = C1+C2,i +C3,i +C4,i

Figure 4.4: Schematic drawing of a rectangular conductor and possible inner and outer loops;
inner contour Ci spans surface Ai (gray surface) and outer contour Co spans sur-
face Ao (blue surface); annotations belong to the arrow-heads

For a solid cylindrical conductor this surface voltage drop divided by the to-
tal current enclosed by this surface is by definition the AC resistance [GP04].
With Faraday’s Law and the assumption that there is no radial electric field
component inside the conductor7 one can conclude:

− d
dt

∫∫

Ai

~B · d~Ai =
∮

Ci

~E · d~s (4.13)

−→ − d
dt

∫∫

Ai

~B · d~Ai −
∫

C3,i

~E · d~s =
∫

C1

~E · d~s =
∫ b

a
~E · d~s (4.14)

Every possible path inside the conductor together with the magnetic flux
captured in the loop that is formed by this path, leads to the same voltage
drop as present at the surface between a and b. Hence, in the analysis of
a problem, any convenient path between a and b together with Ai can be
chosen. Contact points a and b are defined by the position of the voltage
lead loop. Hence, contacting the voltage tap-offs of a and b around the
conductor circumference will not affect the results for single conductors. For
multiple insulated conductors, such as stranded conductors, the effect of
contacting multiple strands will be explained later. Figure 4.3a can be used
for an illustrative example. When changing the depth of the integration
path from surface into the conductor, not only does the electric field along
inner path C3,i vary, but also the inner loop Ai formed inside the conductor,

7 This can be assumed, when the conductivity of the surrounding dielectric is much smaller than
that of the conductor.
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which captures more or less imaginary magnetic flux changes. The electric
field and magnetic flux density compensates each other as Faraday’s Law
has to be fulfilled at all times.

The same is valid for outer loop Co. Line integral over C3,o together with
the flux captured by Ao will always be equal to the surface voltage drop
along C1. Nevertheless, only the line integral over C3,o is obtained by the
measurement system, as shown earlier in Equation (4.10), which can make
the voltage measurement position-dependent at AC.

past investigations on complex magnetic fields Basically,
one can distinguish between true losses in the conductor and measured
losses. Measured losses are also called apparent losses. The aim is to find a
measurement setup, where the measured losses are as close as possible to the
true conductor losses. The true losses are those caused by Joule heating in the
CUT and which will also be measured with the calorimetric method. They
are caused by the resistive characteristic of a conductor and are increased
by skin and proximity effect at AC. Measured losses can diverge from the true
conductor losses due to the influence of imaginary magnetic fields and
non-rotationally symmetric surface current densities, directly affecting the
electric field intensity integral of Equation (4.10).

The importance of complex outer magnetic fields was already detected in
1930 by Dannatt and Redfearn [DR30, p. 492]. It was shown that complex
magnetic fields have to be measured to obtain the true losses, when prox-
imity effect is present. Different voltage lead positions, capturing sufficient
magnetic flux, have been analyzed and were compared to obtain the true
conductor losses of a busbar system. These methods were called 2-wattmeter
and 3-wattmeter methods. Later in 1948, different apparent losses were
attributed mainly to geometrical parameters of the setup in [Sal48, p. 1392].
E. H. Salter reported in 1949 that losses of close metal framework are not
included in the measurement, as long as the voltage loop is sufficiently
small to not capture magnetic stray fields caused by them [Sal49]. The
same is concluded in the discussion to [Sal48, Discussion]. Expanding
the voltage loop over a cable’s sheath will include losses from the sheath
in the measured value (see Section 4.2.2.3). This is in accordance with the
explanation put forward above combined with the out-of-phase magnetic
field distribution in hollow conductors (Figure 4.3b). Moreover, in this
discussion E. E. Hutchings recommends enlarging the voltage loop to
50 times the conductor spacing to account for the true losses in 3-phase
systems [Sal48, Discussion]. In 1970, R. L. Jackson [Jac70]—and J.E. Taylor
in the corresponding discussion [Tay70]—tackled this topic again including
a more detailed analysis with lumped circuit elements.

In the same year—1970—the important role of complex magnetic fields was
first brought up and analyzed in the superconductor community for super-
conducting tapes. Here, the electrical method of AC loss determination—as
used in this work—is often referred to as the transport method. For supercon-
ductors, John R. Clem was the first to point out the position-dependency of
the measured voltage for rectangular conductors in [Cle70]. In 1995 A. M.
Campbell recommended a larger voltage loop to capture sufficient mag-
netic flux to account for the true losses independent of the voltage tap-
off positions around a tape’s circumference [Cam95]. Three years later, P.
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Dolez showed that if the radial extension of the voltage loop is three times
the conductor strip’s wider side, the deviation to the true losses is smaller
than 1 % [Dol+98]. In 2005 an analytical model for these false loss voltage
signals was developed in [GFŠ05]. This allows a correction to the true losses
by averaging the values obtained by numerous voltage leads attached homo-
geneously around the conductors circumference at a certain distance to the
conductor. A sophisticated combination of spiral and rectangular arrange-
ment of voltage loops to access proximity effect losses of superconductors in
flat formation separately was given in [Tsu+05]. Investigations on the influ-
ence of voltage lead position are still ongoing up to this day for specially
designed superconductors [Ryu+13; RL16].

conclusion Although known to some members in the high voltage
cable measurement community, the effects of imaginary magnetic fields
have often been neglected and were not investigated sufficiently during
electrical AC resistance measurements to guarantee reproducible results.
This also raises the question of reproducibility of measurements per-
formed on complete cable drums. Moreover, often solid cylindrical copper
conductors—where the analytical solution is known—are used to bench-
mark a measurement circuit. This can be problematic as this conductor type
does not necessarily exhibit the same effects as the CUT, which is measured
subsequently. For example: placing the voltage leads on the surface of a
solid cylindrical conductor will result in measuring the true losses. Using
this result to prove the accuracy of the setup will lead to errors, when
exchanging the cylindrical solid with a rectangular conductor and retaining
the same measurement setup (voltage leads attached to the surface). Hence,
the benchmark of a measurement system and setup has to consider the
effects of the CUT, which is measured afterwards. Preliminary investigations
on necessary voltage loop size for the CUT need to be included in the
benchmark of a setup.

With rising importance of accurate AC loss determination, the analysis of
out-of-phase magnetic fields in and around Milliken conductors is more
important than ever. This work intends to give recommendations for
AC resistance measurements based on cumulative knowledge from past
researches in different fields of AC loss measurements in combination with
state-of-the-art FEM simulations and measurements on Milliken conductors.
It should be noted that—to the best knowledge of the author—no investi-
gation on a compromise between sufficient voltage loop size (to capture
enough complex magnetic field for the true losses) versus a voltage loop as
small as possible (to reduce the effect of external stray fields and decrease
the reactive voltage drop) was performed for Milliken conductors until now.
This is tackled in Section 4.1.4.

Prevailing imaginary magnetic field components are directly linked to the
imaginary components of the electric field inside the conductor and can be
seen as an equivalent according to Ampère’s Law. Out-of-phase electric field
components in the conductor are caused by AC losses, more precisely skin
and proximity effect. Hence, imaginary magnetic fields contain information
about AC losses. In case of conductors with a rotationally symmetric current
density, e.g.: isolated skin effect in a solid circular conductor, imaginary mag-
netic fields are present in the conductor only. Attaching the voltage leads
to the surface of the conductor therefore already includes the information
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about the total AC losses. In all other cases the imaginary magnetic field and
hence the information about AC losses is present in and in the surrounding
of the conductor. To include the AC losses in the measurement, one there-
fore has to expand the pick-up loop above the conductor’s surface. This is
further investigated in Section 4.1.4 and demonstrated in Section 4.2.2.3.

Another consequence of the considerations above is that one can easily set
up a measurement circuit, where one can measure a decreasing resistance
with increasing frequency. Using a conductor within a tubular return
conductor, the current density at AC will be similar to that shown in
Section 3.1.3.4. In the outer hollow conductor the current density increases
on the inner side due to proximity effect, whereas it decreases at the outer
side. As the current density is directly linked to the electric field, attaching
the voltage tap-offs and lead wires at the outer surface of the hollow
conductor, will show a declining resistance. This is due to a decreasing
surface current density on the outer surface of the tubular conductor with
increasing frequency.

From this chapter it should be clear that observing a position-dependency
of the measurement result at AC indicates asymmetric distributions of elec-
tromagnetic field quantities such as current density and magnetic fields in
the measurement setup.

4.1.3 Development of an Analogous Simulation Model

As it is now clear what is actually being measured by an AC voltmeter,
a simulation model can be build to easily assess different measurement
setups in advance. With a comparison of what the measured values should
look like (FEM simulation) and how the actual measurement values do look
like (measurement), one can gain further insides and analyze additional
sources of influence in different setups. Moreover, accurate simulation
models where all parameters are known enable the investigations of
different influences.

As discussed in detail in Section 2.5, Comsol Multiphysics is used for FEM

simulations. From the preceding arguments it can be seen that there is a
difference between true losses/resistance of the conductor, which arises
from Joule heating and measured losses/resistance, which arises from the
measured voltage through the voltmeter. Comsol Multiphysics allows the
direct implementation of equations. To calculate the true conductor resis-
tance, the definition of the resistance that is always valid is implemented:
the volume integration of the loss density divided by the real part of the
total current squared (Equation (1.1) and Equation (1.4)). As the excitation
in the simulations is a current source and gives the reference phase, the
current has no imaginary component and hence taking the real part is not
necessary here. In the mef physics interface this is done in the “Results”
tab by a “volume integration node” with me f .Qh/I2

rms. Value me f .Qh is
internally defined in Comsol Multiphysics as the volumetric loss density
(electromagnetic) pV in W/m3. Value me f .omega is internally defined as the
angular frequency ω in s−1.

Rebuilding the measurement system in the simulation is called virtual
measurement. To include the virtual measurement in the simulation, both
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summands of the measured voltage from Equation (4.10) have to be imple-
mented. Depending on the model and purpose, the line for the electric
field integral and the surface of the magnetic field surface integral are
either explicitly modeled and defined under “Definitions”→“Component
Couplings”→“Integration” or retrospectively defined under “Data Sets” as
“Parametric Curves/Surfaces”. For this virtual measurement the integration
path of the electric field line integral is put on the conductor’s surface.

When investigating multiple parallel conductors (also stranded conductors
with insulated wires), for the calculation of the AC resistance from the vir-
tual measurement, the total current I through all conductors is used, even
though the voltage tap offs are only attached to one conductor or strand.
The reason for that is that in reality the actual measurement system also
only measures the overall current through the shunt in the measurement
system. Figure 4.5 shows the implementation of true losses and virtual mea-
surement in Comsol Multiphysics.

AL

x
y

z

dVL

∫∫∫

a

b

I

Figure 4.5: Rectangular CUT (lavender), voltage loop AL (gray with blue border in the yz-plane)
and the equations implemented in Comsol Multiphysics; int_Line and int_Surface are
priorly defined line and surface integrals; I_rms is identical to I

In Figure 4.5, note that because the current flows in positive z-direction,
the vector area element d~AL points in negative x-direction, which results
in a sign reversal in the surface integral evaluation. Also recollect that the
devision by

√
2 is necessary because Comsol Multiphysics calculates phasor

quantities. The values obtained by the implemented equations are divided
by the conductor length afterwards to obtain the resistance per-unit length.
The final values obtained by this method are called Rvirt in the following.

4.1.4 Measurement of Complex Conductors

The principles and observations noted above are now transferred to complex
conductor cross sections. It shall be answered what losses are measured
with extended pick-up loops on closely spaced parallel conductors such as
stranded conductors with insulated wires or Milliken conductors. Moreover,
a minimum for the radial extension of the voltage leads dVL,min is defined
for rectangular, stranded and segmental conductors. This guarantees that
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sufficient magnetic flux is captured by the pick-up loop, to account for the
true losses of the CUT.

rectangular conductors First, measurements and simulations are
performed on a rectangular conductor, seen in Figure 4.6.

dVL

Figure 4.6: Rectangular aluminum CUT (gray on the left side) and setup of voltage leads (red &
blue) for the investigation on a rectangular aluminum conductor on its broad side;
single return conductor placed 2 m apart

The conductor under investigation is an aluminum bar with a cross sec-
tion of 10 mm× 100 mm and a measured conductivity of σ0 = 34.10 MS/m.
The true AC resistance at 110.37 Hz obtained by FEM is Rtrue = 37.24 µΩ/m.
Figure 4.7 shows the true resistance, the measured resistance and the virtual
resistance, which is ideally identical to Rmeas.
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Figure 4.7: Resistances obtained by the measurement and virtual measurement on the rect-
angular aluminum conductor for different voltage lead extensions dVL at 20 ◦C
and 110.37 Hz; left: pick-up loop located at the center of narrow side; right: pick-
up loop located at the center of broad side (as seen in Figure 4.6); in the setup the
CUT was rotated and the pick-up loop remained in the same place

Two important observations can be made from the plots:

I First, the results do not perfectly converge against the true resistance.
At 3× 100 mm = 300 mm the deviation was expected to be lower than
1 % as discussed earlier.

I Second, the plots show convergence into the direction of Rtrue from
opposite sides.

First, perfect convergence requires a surrounding free of other conductive
parts. The effect seen above can be attributed to a steel fence 2 m apart
from the CUT (see Figure D.2). Even though the true electrical parameters
of this fence are unknown, adding a thin iron wall at the specified distance
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in the simulation with σ0 = 11.2 MS/m and µr = 1000 did qualitatively
reproduce the curves obtained by the measurement (as seen in Figure 4.7)8.
Removing the fence from the simulation shows perfect convergence against
Rtrue. P. Dolez claimed that with a dVL = (3× the sample’s wider side) will
keep the error below 1 % for strip conductors [Dol+98]. In the case of the
aluminum CUT above, simulations at 50 Hz showed that a dVL = (2× the
sample’s wider side) = 200 mm will already give an AC resistance with a
deviation below 1 % from Rtrue. Again, this is only valid if the surrounding
is free of additional conductive parts. Nevertheless, FEM simulations of
a hypothetical triangular conductor show that it can be necessary to
increase the radial pick-up loop extension to even more than 3 times the
maximum 2D conductor dimension to reach a deviation of less than 1 %.
As this influence is based on the magnitude of out-of-phase magnetic field
components, which in return depends on the current distribution, it should
be clear that dVL,min also depends on the frequency.

Second, the reason for convergence from opposite sides lies in the current
density distribution in rectangular conductors with severe skin effect. It
is larger than the average surface current density on the narrow side
and smaller than the average surface current density on the broad side
(see Figure 3.13). For small dVL the influence of the line integral of the
electric field is much larger than that of induced magnetic fields, which
completely vanishes at dVL = 0. Hence, the current density, which is linked
to the surface electric field by the conductivity, dictates the direction of
convergence.

Helically winding the voltage leads around the conductor’s circumference
at its surface will not result in the true losses at AC either. The average sur-
face current density of a conductor, which would be obtained then, does
not necessarily relate to its overall losses. Nevertheless, for larger spacings
of dVL this can be advantageous compared to averaging the results of multi-
ple lead arrangements. Helical wound pick-up loops are discussed again at
a later point in this work.

stranded conductors The question of what is measured with the
electrical method in stranded conductors with insulated wires was already
put forward by [Gra79, p. 105]. Already in 1930 it was reported that no
difference can be measured when contacting the voltage leads to a single
insulated strand or to multiple wires of a stranded conductor [DR30,
p. 1392]. Figure 4.8 shows a section of a CUT, which is a stranded conductor
with 19 (1 + 6 + 12) perfectly insulated wires. The surrounding air was
used as an insulator. Whereas the outer layer has a slight right-hand pitch
along the conductor axis z, the inner layer—composed of six strands—is not
twisted9. The current density and out-of-phase magnetic field components
are shown in a cross section.

Figure 4.9 shows the resistances and reactances obtained by the virtual mea-
surement. Note that not every position of dVL is realizable in reality due
to space occupied by other strands. It can be seen that the Rvirt and Xvirt
are symmetrical to the true axis of the complete bundle, which is located

8 Note that due to the single return conductor outer fields are present in the complete measure-
ment setup and produce eddy currents in nearby metallic objects.

9 The reason is the simpler definition of integration path and parametric surface in the the virtual
measurement performed in Comsol Multiphysics.
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at dVL = −3.37 mm. Due to almost perfect rotational symmetry in the cur-
rent density distribution, this is in line with the arguments above.

x
z
y

AL

strand 1
dVL

Figure 4.8: Absolute magnitude of current density ||J|| and out-of-phase magnetic fields be-
tween strands (green cones; logarithmic scaling) in a stranded conductor with per-
fectly insulated wires; current flows in positive z-direction voltage leads are attached
to the top side of untwisted strand 1 building loop AL: the dash-dotted line shows
the integration path on the top side of strand 1
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Figure 4.9: Resistance and reactance obtained by the virtual measurement for different voltage
lead extensions dVL; the vertical dashed gray lines indicate the outer dimensions of
the stranded conductor; the simulation was performed at 2000 Hz to provoke severe
skin effect in the small bundle with strand radii of 1.09 mm

Most important, at AC the resistance Rvirt, which would also be obtained by
a measurement, rapidly converges against the true resistance of the com-
plete conductor bundle with increasing radial pick-up loop extension dVL.
This is illustrated in another example in Appendix A.2. As seen from
Figure 4.9 the true resistance is nearly directly reached on the surface of
the bundle. The reason for that is the almost perfect rotational symmetry
in the current density distribution of the stranded conductor (compare
Figure 4.3d). Nevertheless, this investigation is based on the assumption
that the voltage tap-offs are connected to the same strand in the bundle
at both voltage tap-offs a and b. Guaranteeing that can be challenging in
reality for complex conductors. For the moment, it can be concluded that
with a dVL,min = dCUT, sufficient complex magnetic field will be captured
for typical stranded conductors with nearly perfect rotational symmetry.
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Here dCUT is the overall conductor diameter.

The same is valid for DC. If the voltage tap-offs a and b are both connected to
the same strand, the resistive drop over this parallel connection of multiple
insulated strands will deliver the true DC resistance.
Further discussions and requirements for the above made statements
for both—AC and DC—are described in more detail in Section 4.2.3 and
Section 4.2.4.

For the moment, the simulations above showed that electrical methods are
generally able to measure the desired target quantity—AC losses of a com-
plete conductor bundle with insulated strands—under certain conditions.
In the following, a value for one of these conditions, which is the necessary
minimum radial extension of pick-up loop dVL,min, is analyzed for the most
important conductor type in this thesis: a Milliken conductor.

milliken conductors In Milliken conductors, the geometric design
parameters influencing the current density and hence magnetic field
distribution show large variations in dimension. For example: the thickness
of strand insulation lies in the µm range and the lay length of segments
is a couple of m. To calculate the real current density in such a conductor
a true 3D simulation is required. Despite the fact that some parameters
involved (quality of strand insulation,. . . ) are not known and likely vary
along the conductor, even with state-of-the art commercial tools and current
hardware, such a simulation seems to be out of reach.

Figure 4.10 shows a collection of possible current distributions in M-type
conductors obtained by 2D simulation. As the real current density in such
a M-type conductor cannot be known for certain, these imprinted current
densities are educated guesses, based on expertise of different experts and
cable manufacturers. On first sight it can be seen that expectations vary
strongly.

This was achieved by remodeling a real 2500 mm2 Milliken conductor cross
section with 540 insulated, deformed strands in Blender10. The 2D model
was then transferred to Comsol Multiphysics. By explicitly specifying the
conductivity of each layer and using a current source as excitation, the
current density was imprinted. Figure 4.10a, Figure 4.10d and Figure 4.10f
were simulated at 50 Hz, to include the influence of real skin effect in the sim-
ulation as well. Figure 4.10b, Figure 4.10c and Figure 4.10e were simulated
at 0.01 Hz. Simulations at 0.01 Hz guarantee that the desired or expected
current density is not influenced by real skin effect in the simulation. But, a
frequency greater than 0 Hz also makes out-of-phase magnetic fields, which
directly depend on the enforced current distribution, accessible.

Figure 4.10a gives an impression on how the current density of an un-
optimized Milliken conductor with blank strands could look like. When
interwire conductivity is relatively large—opposite to insulated or oxidized
strands—a segment will nearly act as a single bulk conductor. The effect
of stranding will nearly vanish and full skin effect losses appear in the
conductor. For large conductor dimensions as shown here, at 50 Hz the

10 Blender is a free modeling and render software package by Blender Foundations and can be found
at www.blender.org (visited on 21/11/2017).

www.blender.org
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(a) Exemplary current density I
(worst-case:
blank strands) @50 Hz

(b) Exemplary current density II
(ideal conductor:
J completely balanced)

(c) Exemplary current density III
(outer layers with larger
resistance)

(d) Exemplary current density IV
(III including skin effect) @50 Hz

(e) Exemplary current density V
(III inversed: skin effect
in segments as in [Cig05, p. 37])

(f) Exemplary current density VI
(II including a damaged
segment) @50 Hz

Figure 4.10: Possible normalized in-plane current densities Re(Jz) at 50 Hz in Milliken conduc-
tors and out-of-phase magnetic field components (green cones); a real conductor
cross section of 2500 mm2 without central conductor is shown
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current can already flow back in the opposite direction at the conductor
center (also compare current density at 300 Hz in Figure 3.1). Hence, it
is reasonable from a certain cross section and up, to exclude the central
conductor as seen in this example. Having a central conductor or not, will
nearly have no influence on the outer out-of-phase magnetic field distribu-
tion as the central conductor is close to being rotationally symmetric and
therefore does not produce outer out-of-phase magnetic fields (compare to
Figure 4.3d).

Figure 4.10b shows an ideally AC current distribution in a Milliken conduc-
tor. A completely homogenized current density would result in the lowest
possible losses. Note that such an ideal design would not only require
to balance the eddy currents in all layers but also requires to balance the
DC resistances of different layers (due to their lay lengths). Figure 4.10c
assumes that the current distribution at AC primarily depends on the
layers resistance, which increases outwards in this case. In Figure 4.10d
the same conductivity for each insulated layer is preset but the simulation
was performed at 50 Hz to show the superimposed influence of skin effect.
Figure 4.10e shows a conductor, where every segment acts like a separate
solid with skin effect. In Figure 4.10f an ideal conductor with a mechanically
damaged segment is shown. This damage results in electrically connected
strands, which cause full skin effect in this segment. Except for Figure 4.10f,
the current density remains quite periodically and nearly rotationally
symmetric in all cases. Therefore, the distribution of outer out-of-phase
magnetic field components is confined to a small region near the surface
only. As the asymmetry is largest in Figure 4.10f, imaginary magnetic fields
leak out to a larger extent compared to all others.

Even though the direction of the magnetic field is comparability, quantita-
tively comparing the outer out-of-phase magnetic fields was not done here
and is may not even sensible. Although there is a risk of capturing the
fields of other metallic parts, a convergence-check of the measured resistance
is recommended before the measurement. Nevertheless, from the estimated
current densities and measurements performed on Milliken conductors, it is
expected that the measured resistance typically converges fast with increas-
ing dVL. Similar to the stranded conductor, dVL,min = dCUT is expected to
deliver results with a deviation < 1 % to the true conductor resistance. Recol-
lecting that the conductor segments also rotate around the cable core should
additionally help in lowering the position-dependency, when the measuring
length is in range of the segment lay length—which usually ranges from 1 m
to 3 m—or larger. Additional investigations supporting some of the previous
statements in this section are given in Appendix A.2.

4.2 identification of sources of influence on ac loss mea-
surements

In the previous section it was made clear what exactly is being measured
using the electrical measurement method. In this section it is shown, what
sources of influence exist and how significant they are in different, com-
monly used measurement setups. For the following investigations it is im-
portant to analyze the worst-case scenario for current distribution asym-
metries in setups caused by proximity effect. In numerical simulations it is
investigated, if a solid or stranded CUT has more proximity effect losses in an
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identical setup. Therefore, two conductors with the same total cross section
next to a close return conductor are compared under AC. The first CUT is a
small stranded copper conductor and the second CUT is a solid cylindrical
copper conductor. Both come with a arbitrary total cross section of approxi-
mately 71 mm2 and a length of 10 cm. The stranded conductor consists of a
core wire, an inner layer with 6 wires and an outer layer with 12 wires. The
wires’ diameters are 2.18 mm with a perfect insulation of 100 µm on each
wire. The lay length of both layers coincides with the total model length
of 10 cm. The stranding of insulated wires results in a larger DC resistance
of the stranded conductor compared to the solid CUT. The return conductor
is identical to the second CUT and has a center-to-center distance of 1.5 cm
to both CUTs. As shown in Section 3.1.2.6, increasing the frequency gives
the same qualitative result as increasing conductor dimensions. Hence, the
frequency at AC is set to 700 Hz to observe severe skin and proximity effect
for these comparatively small stranded conductors. Figure 4.11 shows the
current density in both cases under AC. Table 4.2 compares the additional
losses due to proximity effect.

-3

-1

1

3

Figure 4.11: Normalized in-plane current density Re(Jz) under AC of both CUTs next to a
closely spaced return conductor (right sides): left: stranded CUT; right: solid CUT

Table 4.2: Comparison of severe skin and proximity effect in a stranded conductor with insulated
strands and in a solid conductor

stranded conductor solid conductor

RAC/RDC at 700 Hz 1.20 1.22

isolated (skin effect only)

RAC/RDC at 700 Hz next 1.22 1.37

to the close solid return

(skin and proximity effect
Figure 4.11)

At first sight, it can be seen that skin effect losses are slightly reduced in
the stranded conductor. This was already explained in [SPW15, p. 4] and
is due to the larger distance between single strands, which in turn reduces
proximity effect between all strands. Moreover, even though—because of
the packing density of the single wires—the distance between the surface
of the stranded CUT and return is smaller than the distance between the
surface of the solid CUT and return conductor, the proximity effect caused
by the solid return conductor is smaller in the stranded case. The current
density in the stranded conductor is nearly unaffected by the close return
conductor. The reason is that exactly one complete lay length (10 cm) was
simulated, exposing every wire in the outer layer to the same proximity effect
losses over one complete lay length. Therefore, no preferred current path
in the outer layer exists and the current is the same in all outer layer wires.
Nevertheless, the current density—even though the same in every wire of
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the outer layer—is slightly affected by the return conductor, resulting in
small additional losses. It was also observed that the proximity effect losses
in the return conductor were slightly lower, when being positioned next to
the stranded conductor. These results also verify the claim made by [SSW35,
p. 325], stating that bundled conductors with insulated wires have lower
proximity effect losses compared to solid conductors or stranded conductors
with blank wires touching each other11.

It can be concluded that the worst-case scenario, where the current density
is affected the most by other conductors, is a solid conductor. As many high
voltage power cables nowadays have cross sections up to 2500 mm2—even
though larger cross sections are already available—and AC losses increase
for larger conductivities, in the following investigations the CUT will be
a 2500 mm2 solid cylindrical copper conductor. The reference DC resis-
tance RDC,Ref for that conductor is approximately 6.897 µΩ/m. According
to Equation (3.33) the reference AC resistance RAC,Ref at 50 Hz (iso-
lated conductor with skin effect only) is approximately 12.260 µΩ/m. These
reference resistances are the true resistances and are desired to be measured.

True losses in the CUT due to nearby conducting materials should be avoided
in the measurement setup as they are not present under operating condition
of the cable. Conducting materials near the measurement setup can be di-
vided into return conductor influences and influences from nearby metal
framework. For both cases, the most common setups are analyzed in the
following.

4.2.1 Additional True Losses due to Proximity Effect

Another conductor close to the CUT will distort the electromagnetic field of
the CUT and can destroy the rotational symmetry12. At this point only the
real change of conductor losses is evaluated and not the influence on the
integration path of the electric field intensity due to varying surface current
densities. The appropriate choice of pick-up loop location when significant
proximity effect is present is discussed in Appendix A.

In the following, proximity effect due to return conductors and due to nearby
conducting metal framework is distinguished.

4.2.1.1 Influence of Different Return Conductor Configurations on True Losses

Figure 4.12 shows a set of commonly used return conductor arrangements
used for electrical measurements. Moreover, the exemplary current density
is shown for small center-to-center spacings d. For Setup IV and Setup V, d
is the distance to the inner side of the return. The CUT—2500 mm2 solid
copper cylinder—is presented in gray and the return conductors in dark
gray. Setup I uses an identical conductor as a return conductor. Setup II
uses a smaller copper return conductor with a cross section of 240 mm2.13

In Setup III two identically spaced return conductors are used, which are

11 Note that this is only the case if the length of the stranded conductor is much greater than the
lay length of the layers or a whole multiple of the lay lengths, as in this example.

12 The only exception is a perfectly concentric tubular return conductor, which does not destroy
the symmetry of current density distribution and therefore does not influence the AC resistance.

13 This rather arbitrary cross section was taken from [Ols+99], where measurements with Setup III
were performed.
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located in the same vertical plane as the CUT. Both are made of copper with
a cross section of 240 mm2 each. Setup IV and V use a coaxial current return,
which represent typical cable sheaths. Both sheaths are concentrically
arranged. The solid sheath of Setup IV is made of aluminum with an
overall cross section of 600 mm2. The copper wire sheath of Setup V consists
of 69 homogeneously arranged strands and has an overall cross section
of 257 mm2. The sheath cross sections of Setup IV and V are kept constant,
when varying d.14 Setups I and II are usually referred to as single return
method, Setup III as the symmetrical method and Setup IV and V are commonly
called sheath or shield return methods.

Whereas Setup I and II are the most straight forward approaches to set
up a current return path, Setup III was successfully used in AC resistance
measurements of superconductors before [Ols+99]. When using an appro-
priate d (round about 5 cm to 7 cm), Setup IV and V become typical power
cable configurations. Returning the measurement current via cable sheath
was first shown in [BM68] and later also in [CMR77; Fro05; SKP11a].

Figure 4.13 shows additional proximity effect losses relative to the isolated
conductor losses (skin effect only) in the CUT at 50 Hz for different setups
and return conductor spacings d.

As no additional losses appear in case of perfect concentric return con-
ductor arrangements (Setup IV and V), the more realistic case of slightly
asymmetrical (indicated by (a)) return conductors were simulated as well15.
Therefore, the CUT in Setup IV and V was shifted 2 mm from the geometric
center of the outer return conductor. This can be seen as a worst-case
scenario, because high voltage power cable manufactures have to abide
an eccentricity of the insulation smaller than 10 % for high voltage cables
over 150 kV according to IEC 62067. As eccentricity is calculated from the
difference between maximum and minimum insulation thickness divided
by the maximum insulation thickness, a possible shift of the inner conductor
is allowed to reach up to 1.58 mm for a 30 mm insulation. Setup III can also
quickly become asymmetric in reality, both electrically and geometrically. In
the model this is achieved by setting up one return conductor at distance d
and the other at distance d + 3 cm. Moreover, in Setup III unbalanced return
conductor currents (0.45 · I in one return and 0.55 · I in the other closer
spaced return conductor) are included. The results where obtained by a 2D
FEM simulation in Comsol Multiphysics.

It can be seen from Figure 4.13 that using minimum distance dmin, where
the additional true losses are lower than 0.1 %, can easily be reached in
practice. For Setup I and II, dmin is approximately 1 m, for Setup III dmin is
about 20 cm16 and for Setups IV and V dmin is automatically reached in typi-
cal cable constructions. Hence, proximity effect losses can easily be prevented
in all setups. AC losses Milliken AC losses Milliken AC losses Milliken AC

14 These are typical construction parameters of high voltage power cables, even though screen
wire configuration and sheath geometry strongly depend on short-circuit specifications and
can therefore vary strongly (refer to IEC 60949).

15 For Setup IV the reason is that in case of a perfect concentric setup, the rotational symme-
try of the electromagnetic wave traveling between inner and outer conductor is not distorted
and hence the current distribution remains the same in both conductors, even though the elec-
tromagnetic field is confined to a smaller region. For Setup V the additional losses are only
approximately zero and decrease with increasing number of wires in the sheath [HR15].

16 This coincides with the distances used in [Ols+99], which are in the range of 20 cm to 40 cm.
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losses Milliken AC losses Milliken AC losses Milliken AC losses Milliken
blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank
blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank blank

d

(a) Setup I - configuration (b) Setup I - current density

d

(c) Setup II - configuration (d) Setup II - current density

d d

(e) Setup III - configuration (f) Setup III - current density

d

(g) Setup IV - configuration (h) Setup IV - current density

d

(i) Setup V - configuration (j) Setup V - current density

Figure 4.12: Different commonly used return conductor configurations in electrical measure-
ments and exemplary normalized in-plane current densities Re(Jz) in case of se-
vere proximity effect; the CUT is marked in gray; return conductor(s) in dark gray
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Figure 4.13: Log-log plot of additional losses in the CUT caused by the return conductor(s)
at 50 Hz for different return conductor configurations

4.2.1.2 Influence of Nearby Metal Framework on True Losses

In most cases, laboratories are not free of additional conductive parts.
Often reinforced concrete with steel reinforcing bars (rebars) is used
during the construction of a building. An electromagnetic compatibility test
chamber presents an extreme case, building a completely closed conductive
surrounding. Moreover, shelves and other equipment can be a source of
influence. In these cases conductive and also magnetic materials can be
present in close proximity to the measurement setup resulting in additional
true losses in the CUT due to proximity effect. Return conductor placement,
distance, geometry, grounding condition and material composition—
affecting electric and magnetic properties—of conductive parts nearby, vary
from laboratory to laboratory. As there is no standard example, below only
some examples of completely conductive laboratory floors influencing the
CUT’s current density due to proximity effect are presented.

Figure 4.14 shows the investigated geometric configuration and the exem-
plary current density in case of a closely spaced metallic ground. Here,
the influence of the return conductor is neglected completely. The metallic
floor has a width of 4 m and thickness t. Copper (Cu) and soft iron (Fe) are
used as ground materials in this investigation. The electrical parameters
of soft iron (with losses)—a predefined material in Comsol Multiphysics—are:
σ = 11.2 MS/m and µr = 100 in the linear range, when applying test
currents of I = 11 A.

Figure 4.15 displays the influence of different hypothetical laboratory floor
geometries and materials on the CUT’s true losses. Again, typical arrange-
ments found in the literature can easily exceed the necessary minimum dis-
tance of 0.5 m to solid conductive parts and hence will not have considerable
influence upon the true losses in the CUT.
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d
t

(a) Setup VI - configuration (b) Setup VI - current density

Figure 4.14: Configuration of CUT and nearby metal framework and exemplary normalized in-
plane current densities Re(Jz) in case of severe proximity effect; the CUT is marked
in gray; metallic floor in dark gray; influence of the return conductor is neglected
completely
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Figure 4.15: Log-log plot of additional losses in the CUT caused by a solid metallic floor at 50 Hz
for different geometric, electric and magnetic properties of the floor; op = both
sides of metallic floor open ended (not grounded); gr = both sides of metallic floor
grounded; Cu indicates copper and Fe indicates soft iron

This section made clear, which distances to possible conductive floors or
walls could be necessary to not significantly influence the true losses of
the CUT. In the investigated practical setups the influence is well below
0.1 % and therefore of no significance. Nevertheless, one should bear in
mind to keep these unwanted losses as low as possible when setting up a
measurement circuit. Ideally there should not be any additional conductive
materials nearby at all.

In the next chapter the more significant influence of return conductor con-
figuration and metal framework on the measured losses is evaluated.
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4.2.2 Additional Apparent Losses Caused by the Position of the Voltage Pick-Up
Loop

Measured—also called apparent—losses are directly influenced by the surface
current density near the voltage tap-offs and complex magnetic fields as
argued previously. In this section, the influence of the different Setups and
different pick-up loop positions on the measured losses are investigated. The
asymmetries for Setups III to V are identical to those defined in the previous
section. Afterwards, the influence of a metallic laboratory floor is shown.
Typical voltage lead wires have cross sections much smaller than that of
the CUT. In addition to that, they do not draw significant current. Hence,
they will not lead to noticeable additional true losses in the CUT. Explicitly
modeling the voltage leads in the FEM simulations is therefore neglected.

4.2.2.1 Influence of Different Return Conductor Configurations on Apparent
Losses

Figure 4.16 shows the direction of in-phase and out-of-phase magnetic
fields for every setup in case of close return conductor spacings. Never-
theless, with the knowledge obtained by the previous section, the return
conductor(s) are set at the minimum distance dmin. In Setup IV and V d
is set to 5 cm, which is close to a typical high voltage cable geometry. For
Setups III, IV and V only the asymmetrical configurations were investigated,
as they are more relevant in practice. Figures 4.17 to 4.21 show the deviation
of the resistance obtained from the virtual measurement to the true losses
of the CUT. The true resistance relates to that of isolated skin effect losses.
Keeping this deviation between apparent and true resistance as small as
possible in an electrical measurement, presents the main challenge.

In the different setups, right stands for the pick-up loop extended in positive
x-direction, top for that pick-up loop extended in positive y-direction, left
for that pick-up loop extended in negative x-direction and bottom for that
pick-up loop extended in negative y-direction. Due to symmetry, the bottom
configuration and the top configuration are identical in every setup. Note
that in case of perfect symmetry in Setup III, IV or V, another symmetry
plane in the yz-plane is present and the right and left setups would also
deliver identical results. AVG is the value obtained by taking the average of
all other setups: (top+ right+ bottom+ left)/4. In Setup IV and V, depending
on the voltage loop the sheath is located at dVL ≈ 2.1 cm to 2.3 cm.

Figures 4.17 to 4.21 also present values for the reactance to resistance ratio
in different setups, as it can influence the phase angle measurement. The
accuracy of phase angle determination is limited and depends on the used
equipment. The measured phase angle can be calculated by: arctan(X/R) and
with an increasing measured reactance asymptotically approaches 90°. One
should bear this influence in mind and compensate the inductive part of the
measured voltage signal, if necessary.
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(a) Setup I - Re(B) (b) Setup I - Im(B)

(c) Setup II - Re(B) (d) Setup II - Im(B)

(e) Setup III - Re(B) (f) Setup III - Im(B)

(g) Setup IV asymmetric - Re(B) (h) Setup IV asymmetric - Im(B)

(i) Setup V asymmetric - Re(B) (j) Setup V asymmetric - Im(B)

Figure 4.16: Direction of in-phase (blue arrows, left) and out-of-phase (green cones, right) com-
ponents of the magnetic field for different closely spaced return conductor configu-
rations; for better visibility the plot is scaled logarithmically; the fields in each plot
are scaled differently and hence do not provide information about the absolute
magnitude of the magnetic fields; in the CUT the current flows out of the paper
plane, in the return conductors the current flows into the paper plane
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Figure 4.17: FEM simulation of Setup I at 50 Hz: top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue (isolated skin
effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio of reactance to resistance over dVL

recommendation When using Setup I, it is recommended to exploit
the symmetry of the setup and position the voltage loop on the top or bottom
side of the CUT at dVL,min.
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Figure 4.18: FEM simulation of Setup II at 50 Hz: top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue (isolated skin
effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio of reactance to resistance over dVL

recommendation When using Setup II, it is recommended to exploit
the symmetry of the setup and position the voltage loop on the top or bottom
side of the CUT at dVL,min.
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Figure 4.19: FEM simulation of Setup III asymmetric at 50 Hz: top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue
(isolated skin effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio of reactance to resistance over dVL

recommendation When using Setup III, it is recommended to exploit
the symmetry of the setup and position the voltage loop on the top or bottom
side of the CUT at dVL,min.
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Figure 4.20: FEM simulation of Setup IV asymmetric at 50 Hz: top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue
(isolated skin effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio of reactance to resistance over dVL

recommendation When using Setup IV, it is recommended to take the
average of at least 4 evenly distributed voltage loop configurations all lo-
cated at the sheath’s or cable’s surface.
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Figure 4.21: FEM simulation of Setup V asymmetric at 50 Hz: top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue (iso-
lated skin effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio of reactance to resistance over dVL

recommendation When using Setup V, it is recommended to take the
average of at least 4 evenly distributed voltage loop configurations all lo-
cated at the sheath’s or cable’s surface.
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conclusion The results obtained by FEM simulations clearly indicate a
position-dependency of the measured resistance and reactance. Even though
the influence on true losses was set below 0.1 % in the setups, the influence
on measured losses reached values up to 7 %. For every loop, the measured
resistance—obtained by virtual measurement—converges against the true
resistance within 1 % accuracy for increasing loop size.

As discussed earlier, in case of a 2500 mm2 Milliken conductor the minimum
radial voltage loop extension should be equal to the conductor diameter,
which is in the range of 50 mm to 70 mm. The average of dVL,min = 6 cm is
taken for the following evaluations.

Choosing the top or bottom pick-up loop in Setup I or Setup II results in
a deviation of measured to true resistance close to zero. The reactance to
resistance ratio is 6.65 at 6 cm.

Choosing the top or bottom pick-up loop in Setup III results in a deviation
of measured to true resistance of approximately −0.12 %. The reactance to
resistance ratio is 6.27. Even at dVL = 1 m the error amounts to only 0.25 %.

Averaging the results obtained by 4 pick-up loops evenly distributed
around the sheath’s surface in Setup IV results in a deviation of measured
to true resistance of approximately 0.44 % directly above the sheath. When
extending the voltage leads over the sheath, they capture a negligible
amount of sheath losses as discussed later. The top and bottom lead wire
configurations converge more rapidly against the deviation of 0.44 %
than the pick-up loops located right and left of the CUT. The reactance to
resistance ratio lies between 3.76 and 3.92 for the different loops.

Averaging the results obtained by 4 pick-up loops evenly distributed
around the sheath’s surface in Setup V results in a deviation of measured to
true resistance of approximately 0.34 % directly above the sheath. This also
includes sheath losses. The reactance to resistance ratio lies between 3.82
and 3.90 for the different loops. If possible and dVL = dVL,min still holds,
one can avoid capturing sheath losses by locating the voltage lead wires
beneath the sheath’s surface—on its inner side.

The influence observable at smaller loop sizes can be reduced, when
increasing the return conductor spacing or decreasing asymmetry, even
though this is sometimes not feasible in practice. Nevertheless, these
idealized simulations neglect the influence of the current feed line and
additional metal in proximity to the setup. Moreover, perfectly placing the
voltage leads in the symmetry planes or on top, bottom, right or left side
of the CUT is hard in reality. Deviations from symmetry will introduce
additional errors in real setups.

From this investigation alone it seems that Setup I, II and III are the most
convenient and easiest to build. Nevertheless, all setups have to be checked
for their susceptibility to deviations from symmetry and also on the influ-
ence of nearby conductive parts. This is done exemplarily in the next section.

At this stage it can already be concluded that it is advantageous to know
and use the symmetry of each setup. For the sheath return method multiple
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voltage lead loops should be used, as the asymmetry is not known in most
cases17. Averaging the results obtained by 4 or more evenly distributed pick-
up loops around the conductor’s circumference gives very good results in
all setups. Surprisingly—in the sheath return methods—only the out-of-phase
magnetic field components seem to leak out to a significant amount still
influencing the measured resistance at larger dVL. The reactance is nearly
unaffected by larger loop sizes. This would make these methods less prone
to external asymmetries caused by conductive components.

4.2.2.2 Influence of Nearby Metal Framework on Apparent Losses

For Setup I, II and III the top pick-up loop seemed to present a reasonable
choice. For the sheath return method the average has to be taken. In Figure 4.22
the influence of a metallic floor is demonstrated for these voltage loop ar-
rangements. From Figure 4.15 it was concluded that a grounded copper
plate represents the worst case. Nevertheless, the more realistic case of a
thickness of t = 1 mm is chosen here. The width of that plate is again 4 m
and it is located at d = 1 m beneath the conductor.
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Figure 4.22: FEM simulation of all setups at 50 Hz with a thin copper plate 1 m beneath the
CUT; top: deviation of Rvirt to Rtrue (isolated skin effect) in % over dVL; bottom: ratio
of reactance to resistance from simulation over dVL

17 Helically winding the voltage lead wires around the circumference at distance dVL,min is likely
another alternative to easily perform a measurement with the sheath return method and only one
pick-up loop. This however was not investigated in theory but included in the measurements
in Chapter 5.
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conclusion Setup I and II show the biggest influence of the copper
plate upon the measured resistance for larger dVL. The reason is that
such large return conductor spacings cause a much wider magnetic field
distribution in the surrounding, which in turn then interferes stronger
with the conductive ground plate. This can also be seen in the reactance to
resistance ratio plots. It is important to point out that the influence on other
pick-up loops in these setups (right and left) is even larger. An asymmetric
conductive ground relative to the pick-up loop will therefore have a more
significant impact on the measured values.

Setup III, IV and V are nearly not affected by the metallic ground plate and
show errors below 0.5 % even for larger spacings. Nevertheless, other asym-
metries (metallic shelfs,. . . ) could affect Setup III more than the sheath return
methods, as they produce nearly no in-phase magnetic field components out-
side of the return conductor. As there are too many geometrical and electri-
cal parameters involved, this example’s only purpose is to raise awareness
for the influence caused by other metallic parts, instead of directly assessing
and comparing different setups.

4.2.2.3 Influence of Variable Sheath Construction Parameters on Apparent Losses

When extending the pick-up loop over the cable sheath, the magnetic field
inside the sheath will be included in the pick-up loop. At AC it is complex
(see Figure 4.16h and Figure 4.16j) and induces a voltage in the pick-up loop,
which causes the measurement of additional losses. Figure 4.23 shows the
additionally measured resistance in asymmetric Setup IV. The red, blue and
yellow curves show that exact increase in measured resistance, which appears
when extending the pick-up loop from beneath to above the sheath’s surface.
The results are nearly identical for asymmetric Setup V. In the following
investigations, the pick-up loops are located at the same places as in the
previous sections.

It can be seen from Figure 4.23 that the true losses of CUT and sheath are
much larger than the additionally measured losses. In the worst case—left
pick up loop—at 50 Hz the additionally measured losses due to the sheath
only amount to 0.13 %. The influence on the measured resistance directly
arises from the out-of-phase magnetic fields in the sheath, which in turn
are directly linked to its AC losses. As AC losses are small for typical
sheath geometries—because of their tubular geometry and usually small
thickness—the influence on the measured resistance is negligible in most
cases at 50 Hz.

Symmetric Setup IV delivers results in the same magnitude but without
a position-dependency. In the symmetric case the out-of-phase magnetic
field components are only present in the sheath (similar to Figure 4.3b).
Regarding the sheath, subtracting the DC resistance from the true AC

resistance would directly deliver the curve for the additionally measured
resistance. One can therefore conclude that in the symmetric case: the total
out-of-phase magnetic field solely includes the information about total
additional AC losses. Interestingly there are slumps at specific frequencies
in the right pick-up loop. They arise from specific parameter combinations
and are not further investigated here.
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Figure 4.23: FEM simulation of asymmetric Setup IV: absolute influence—of the sheath only—
on the measured resistance plotted up to 300 Hz; also the true resistance of CUT and
sheath is shown; the bottom configuration is again identical to the top configuration

Even though the additional losses captured at that point when extending
the pick-up loop over the sheath are typically negligible18, variable sheath
construction parameters can still heavily influence a measurement. Their
influence on out-of-phase magnetic field distribution in the setup is shown
in the following.

As there are too many variable parameters to be investigated in this
work alone, a combination of worst cases is analyzed. For the thin solid
aluminum sheath in Setup IV, in addition to the asymmetry caused by
the CUT and the sheath not being perfectly concentric, the sheath can also
have a varying thickness. The thickness of the sheath at dmin = 5 cm with
the sheath cross section of 600 mm2 is 1.87 mm. This thickness will be
varied by 50 %, resulting in a thickness of 1.5 · 1.87 mm on the right side
and 0.5 · 1.87 mm on the left side of the CUT. The geometry, resulting fields
and results of the simulations are shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.

A varying thickness of the sheath geometry results in 2 % more true losses
in the inner CUT, compared to the isolated skin effect losses of 12.260 µΩ/m.
From Figure 4.25 it can also be seen that there is a tremendous increase in
position-dependency in the measurement setup. This is due to the increased
amount of AC losses in the sheath and therefore stronger out-of-phase mag-
netic field components in its vicinity. The stationary value of the average of
all pick-up loops is −1 % percent. Another calculation with 20 % instead
of 50 % varying thickness, showed the same qualitative behavior, but with
maximum deviations in the range of −10.8 to 10.9 %.

18 This statement does not necessarily relate to steel wire armored cables.
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(a) Setup IV - ||B|| (b) Setup IV - Im(B)

Figure 4.24: Magnitude and out-of-phase magnetic field of asymmetric Setup IV with varying
sheath thickness of 50 %
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Figure 4.25: FEM simulation of Setup IV: influence of varying sheath thickness of 50 % on the
measured resistance at 50 Hz; the deviation to the isolated skin effect resistance of the
inner CUT is given for different pick-up loop sizes and locations; bottom is identical
to top

For the copper wire screen the circumferential distribution of the single
wires can be inhomogeneous. This is achieved by shifting every second
wire by 4°, rotating one wire to the center right side and rotating one
wire further away from the center left side. Note that the symmetry is
broken and the bottom pick-up loop will no longer deliver identical results
compared to the top pick-up loop. When considering short measurement
length with the sheath return method, one could also assume an asymmetric
current distribution in the sheath wires due to a non-ideal short-circuit
at the end of the cable. The geometry, resulting fields and results of the
simulations are shown in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27.

The inhomogeneous circumferential distribution of the copper sheath wires
increases the true AC losses of the inner CUT by only 0.02 % compared to
the isolated skin effect losses of 12.260 µΩ/m. In other words, the inhomoge-
neous distribution of sheath wires does not alter the AC losses significantly
compared to the case of homogeneous distribution. In line with this obser-
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vation, it can be seen from Figure 4.27 that the maximum deviation is in the
lower percent range and even lower compared to the homogeneous distri-
bution of sheath wires. The stationary value for the average of all pick-up
loops is 0.26 %. Again, in this case—if the measuring length is much larger
or an integer of the lay length of the wire screen—the position-dependency
of the measurement will likely be reduced, as this equals an averaging.

(a) Setup V - ||B|| (b) Setup V - Im(B)

Figure 4.26: Magnitude and out-of-phase magnetic field of asymmetric Setup V with inhomo-
geneously distributed sheath wires
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Figure 4.27: FEM simulation of Setup V: influence of inhomogeneous distribution of sheath cop-
per wires on the measured resistance at 50 Hz; the deviation to the isolated skin effect
resistance of the inner CUT is given for different pick-up loop sizes and locations

Even though, the examples above present rather extreme cases—at least for
the solid aluminum sheath—one can derive the following conclusions from
these investigations:

I Variations in the sheath geometries, whether inevitably caused by con-
struction or by drumming or further handling the cable, can result in
additional asymmetries in the setup. In turn they can influence the
measurement to a certain degree, which depends on the AC losses in
the sheath and the asymmetry.
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I Inhomogeneities in the sheath wire distribution seem to have less
impact on the measurement, than variations in thickness for solid
sheaths.

The results of this chapter also coincide with observations made previously
in [Suc14]. These stated that additional losses—only measured, when cables
with solid sheaths are drummed—can possibly be attributed to the fact that
asymmetries in the sheath current distribution are much more significant
in solid sheaths than in cables with sheath wires. Drumming a cable with
a solid sheath does not only give a preferred path for the current to flow,
which is at the inner side of the cable drum19, but can also give rise to
mechanical induced variations in the solid sheath geometry. These asymme-
tries produce much more out-of-phase magnetic fields in the cables vicinity
and can cause more proximity effect losses on a drum.

4.2.2.4 Influence of Additional Measurement Setup Factors on Apparent Losses

When setting up a measurement, additional possible influences on the mea-
sured resistance can arise from the setup due to practical restrictions. Some
of them are discussed in the following. The purpose of these investigations
is to give further insights into possible error sources by presenting some
basic examples.

current transition at voltage tap-off position In Setup IV
the CUT uses a tubular aluminum conductor as the current return. If the
CUT is part of a cable and the tubular return is the cable sheath, one has
to cut open a window in the sheath and insulation to reach the surface of
the CUT with the voltage tap-offs. This gap or window has to be bridged by
the current return path to keep the circuit closed. This bridging is referred
to as current transition and displayed in Figure 4.28. Depending on how
the current transition is realized, it can affect the measurement. Of course
this effect depends on the overall measurement length and becomes more
critical as the measurement length decreases.

The following simulation results account for a total measuring length lmeas
of 1 m at 50 Hz. Moreover, d is chosen as 5 cm as previously, dVL as 6 cm and
attached in the center of the window. The aluminum sheath cross section is
again 600 mm2 and the setup is symmetric to focus on the effect of current
transition alone. The current transition is realized by a copper wire with a
cross section of approximately 19.6 mm2 in a transition window of 10 cm
length.

The simulated deviation to the isolated skin effect resistance, which would
be measured in case of a perfectly concentric current transition—neglecting
the small additional losses caused by the sheath—amount to:

I 13.2 % for top,

I −5.7 % for right (which is identical to left due to symmetry),

I 4.6 % for bottom,

I 1.6 % for the AVG of all pick-up loops.

19 This is due to the fact that the side of the sheath facing the drum center presents a shorter and
hence less resistive path for the current.
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conductor axis and ||J|| in CUT and sheath (scaled differently); this picture shows both:
skin effect only (at the left and right end of the CUT) and proximity effect at the position
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Figure 4.28: The current transition remains in the same top position; again the 4 pick-up loops
(right, top, left, bottom) around the circumference are deployed and attached to the
CUT’s surface

Figure 4.28c and additional evaluations also show that the influence of
the out-of-phase magnetic fields upon the loops rapidly decreases behind
the current transition. Also, it is interesting to note that its influence after
the current transition acts in a way that decreases the effect of the current
transition. In other words, the outer out-of-phase magnetic fields have an
opposite direction after the current transition than at the place of the current
transition.

Recollect that a perfectly concentric current transition would have no influ-
ence. In that case only the out-of-phase magnetic fields in the sheath would
affect the measured resistance as discussed in the previous section. In the
investigated setup the outer out-of-phase magnetic fields affecting the mea-
sured resistance, again arise from the rotational asymmetry in the current
distribution—due to the current transition—in and close to the window. To
avoid these effects one should try to achieve a current transition as concentric
as possible. This can—for example—be achieved by using two half shells
to form another tubular conductor enclosing the gap (see Figure D.3b).
Nevertheless, even then one would need to drill holes in the sheath to reach
the CUT with the voltage lead wires, which affect the current distribution in
it and may influence the measurement. This is shown in the next paragraph.

It has been found that the current transition can heavily influence the results
and should be considered or avoided in a measurement setup. The influence
on measured resistance will decrease with increasing measuring length lmeas.
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drill holes in a tubular return conductor Again symmetric
Setup IV is considered as guiding the voltage leads through a wire screen
or any other non-solid sheath does not present a challenge. Drilling holes
is only practical, if the there is no insulation between CUT and tubular re-
turn conductor. Figure 4.29 shows the influence of a small drill hole with a
diameter of 5 mm on the current density in the sheath.

Figure 4.29: Cut view of Setup IV with a drilled hole in the sheath; ||J|| in CUT and sheath
(scaled differently) and current streamlines in the sheath are shown

As concluded by the previous section, the influence depends on the ratio
of asymmetry (drill hole dimension) to measurement length lmeas. As this
ratio is typically very small, no significant influence is expected upon the
results by drilling small holes in the sheath. Moreover, the investigation of
asymmetric sheath wire distribution indicated only negligible influences of
small irregularities in the sheath geometry.

short-circuit at the end of sample When making a connection
from CUT to return conductor, one introduces additional magnetic field
components. These are in-phase and eventually out-of-phase components.
Taking Setup I as an example, in 2D one would not have magnetic field
components in direction of the axis of CUT or return conductor. A short-
circuit at the end connecting both would introduce these components.
Depending on distance and position of the pick-up loop it can affect the
measurement. This is no problem for the previously favored top or bottom
pick-up loops in Setup I, II and III as their surface normal is perpendicular
to all magnetic field components introduced by the short-circuit. Even
though one should keep this effect in mind when analyzing a setup, the
influence of the short-circuit can easily be diminished. As the magnitude
of the magnetic fields is proportional to the reciprocal of the distance from
the short-circuits surface, setting the distance from the pick-up loop to the
short-circuit much larger than dVL will rapidly decrease the influence. This
condition is easy to achieve in every setup and laboratory and is therefore
not further investigated here.

A similar, much more relevant question on how far the current injection has
to be placed apart from the voltage tap-offs is addressed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.2.5 Further Notes on Influences on Apparent Losses Due to the Pick-Up Loop
Location

Another important fact open for investigation is the influence of deviations
from symmetry, which could have a large impact on the measured value.
Moreover, as pointed out previously, when benchmarking a measurement
setup with a known reference conductor, one should consider influences
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by the subsequently measured CUT. What needs to be avoided is directly
applying the setup used for the reference conductor to the CUT without fur-
ther considerations (e.g.: how does dVL,min change, how does the magnetic
field of the CUT influence the surrounding compared to the fields of the
reference conductor,. . . ).

Moreover, some other variational geometric parameters of the cable or the
CUT could be checked for their influence, more specifically the ovality of the
CUT or complete cable. Some exaggerated impressions of manufacturing-
depend fluctuations in cable geometry are shown in Figure 4.30.

(a) Displaced segments (b) Oval inner conductor (c) Oval cross section

Figure 4.30: Exaggerated illustration of possible cable geometry fluctuations due to the manu-
facturing process of the cable; courtesy of Südkabel GmbH

4.2.3 Influence of Current Contact System and Resulting Current Homogeniza-
tion

The current distribution in combination with its resistivity determines the
true losses of a conductor. They are lowest when the current density in a
cross section is completely homogeneous [Gra79, p. 32]. The current injec-
tion into a conductor can enforce current distributions and therefore influ-
ence its true losses. This is called end effect or terminal effect. In an electrical
measurement its influence on the measured resistance depends on:

I the type of contact/contact system (e.g.: how much of the cross section
is connected to the current injection, how good is the connection,. . . ),

I geometrical and electrical parameters of the CUT and measurement
setup (e.g.: conductivity, applied frequency, strand insulation,. . . )

I distance from current injection to the voltage tap-offs of the pick-up
loop.

In the measurement it is desired that the current density in the measured
section is identical—representatively—to the current density in most parts
of the conductor under operation20. In a long cable a steady current
distribution in the cross section is expected along the majority of the overall
length. Thus, the current density in the measured section should not be
influenced by any end effects either, to give results of practical relevance.
Moreover, it is desired that the practical expense to set up the connections
at both ends of the cable is as low as possible. This expenditure also

20 Note that this only refers to the distribution and not the magnitude of the current density
as only linear conductors are considered, where the AC resistance does not depend on the
magnitude of the current.
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depends on the magnitude of the test current—which is small with the
measurement system used in this work—but can be much larger using other
equipment and hence result in specially designed connectors as in [MBD15].

In the following, some references including theoretical considerations and
measurements regarding stranded conductors are given. It is followed by
a short FEM investigation of a small stranded conductor including different
types of current injections. At the end, based on these preceding investiga-
tions, practical measures are discussed.

4.2.3.1 Past Work and Theoretical Considerations

A very early remark on the current homogenization in conductors is made
by J. C. Maxwell, when considering the measurement of small resistances:

“At a short distance from the extremities the current becomes sensibly
uniform.” [Max73a, p. 405].

It is clear that this general statement depends on multiple factors as noted
above, especially on the quality of the electrical contact connecting the
current path (also called current leads) to the CUT. Extensive studies on
electrical contacts in general can—for example—be found in the “Electric
Contacts Handbook” [Hol58] and in [Vin16]. These analyze the influence
of temperature, mechanical stress and different contact types such as
sliding, switching and stationary contacts, whereas only the latter is of
relevance in this work. Analytical solutions for the current homogenization
in conductors can be found in [HM76; BM86; MS13, p. 112; ZL13]. More
recent and advanced works on long-term behavior of different contact
systems are found in [Gat+14b; Gat+16] for example.

One study, which focused on the current homogenization in stranded con-
ductors at DC is [Bür95] by Jens Bürkner. The goal here was to accurately
measure the contact resistance between a connector and a stranded conduc-
tor. In this case it is also necessary that the measurement is not influenced
by inhomogeneous current distributions caused by the electrical contact be-
tween the connector and the following stranded conductor. This problem is
schematically displayed in Figure 4.31.
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stranded conductor

...

x

y

z

contact

I

?

b

...

connector

a

...

Figure 4.31: Current homogenization at DC after a punctiform contact based on [Bür95, Bild
2.1]; a marks the first voltage tap-off; the necessary distance to second voltage
tap-off b on the stranded conductor was investigated in [Bür95]

For the DC measurement the author concluded that there are 3 possible
countermeasures against inhomogeneous current distributions, caused by
this contact:
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1. One can take the measurement at a position, far enough apart from the
contact, where the current density is homogeneous in the cross section.
In stranded conductors, this distance depends on the contact resistance
between the single strands in the bundle. This distance approaches
zero if the strands have a contact resistance, which is much lower than
the resistance along the strand (extreme case is a solid conductor) and
approaches infinity, if the contact resistance is much larger than the
resistance of the strand. For example: in case of an ACSR the minimum
necessary distance ranged from 0.9 m to 9 m. For an aluminum single-
core cable this distance was much lower with 0.9 m to 1.8 m, due to
the mechanical forces by the insulation, which decreased the contact
resistance between strands [Bür95, p. 13].

2. Another option is to equalize the current density in a cross section by
short-circuiting all wires. Setting up a low resistance contact between
all wires forces the current density to homogenize faster. For a small
7-strand cable this was achieved by connecting an additional low re-
sistive wire ring around the periphery of the bundle [Bür95, p. 16].

3. The last option is to perform a measurement on every single strand in
the cross section and then calculating the average value [Bür95, p. 20].
This is not feasible for M-type conductors, which can easily contain
more than 500 strands.

From these results it follows that one needs to have a current injection as
homogeneously as possible or may give the current a certain distance to ho-
mogenize in the cross section. Therefore, some FEM examples are displayed
in the following to get an impression on how current homogenization can
occur in stranded conductors with insulated strands. As argued previously,
due to small test currents of only a few A, no rise in conductor temperature
is expected, if the CUT is a power cable. Thus, the effect of temperature is
neglected in the following simulations21.

Concerning the voltage tap-offs, a deeper discussion on how to optimally
connect them at AC and DC is given in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.3.2 FEM Simulations

Concerning solid and tubular conductors, previous FEM simulations
in [SPS16] showed that current homogenization along the conductor axis
appears rapidly. In a solid circular 2500 mm2 copper CUT, independent
of the position of punctiform current injection into the cross section, the
current density around the conductor’s circumference deviates no more
than 0.4 % compared to that of a homogeneous injection after 15 cm, which
is slightly below 3 times the conductor diameter. This recommendation
of necessary length for current homogenization being at least 3 · dCUT, is
used again later in this work. Generally, the necessary length for current
homogenization becomes shorter with increasing frequency and conduc-
tivity. Another more general statement for solid conductors at DC is given
by [Bür95, p. 6] and states that at a distance of approximately 0.75 times the
width of the conductor, the current density is nearly identical in the whole
cross section.

21 Nevertheless, of course small temperature gradients could arise at constriction resistances at
the contact points.
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In the following investigation, these studies are extended to the case of
a stranded copper CUT composed of 19 (1 + 6 + 12) perfectly insulated
strands, again with a total cross section of 2500 mm2 and a rms test current
of I = 1 A. Every wire has a perfect insulation of 100 µm thickness. The first
layer has a lay length of 25 cm and the second, outer layer has a lay length
of 50 cm. Again, the excitation is realized by a current source at a frequency
of 50 Hz. Generally, in addition to possible contact resistances between
strands, at AC the current distribution is also affected by proximity effect.
For DC, behind the current injection22 the current density is only further
affected by the contact resistances between strands.

Figure 4.32 shows 3 different setups and the current densities at AC in the
center plane of the model. In the first setup, a homogenized current injec-
tion is realized by a solid copper plate at both ends of the CUT. The losses
produced by this current distribution serve as the desired reference losses.
Here, the losses at 50 Hz are calculated to 12.56 µW/m.23 The second setup
realizes the current insertion with a ring, connecting all strands of the outer
layer exclusively. The third simulation model shows an extreme case, where
only the central wire is connected to the current path of the measurement
circuit at both ends. The overall length of every model is 42 cm and the
losses are evaluated in a 1 cm long section at the center of the model.

(a) Homogeneous current injection (desired
reference)

(b) ||J|| 21 cm behind current injection in case
of homogeneous contact

(c) Current injection via ring in the outer layer
only

(d) ||J|| 21 cm behind current injection in case
of a ring contact

(e) Current insertion into central wire only
(worst-case scenario)

(f) ||J|| 21 cm behind the current injection in
the central wire only

Figure 4.32: The blue areas indicate the terminal, where the current is injected; the maximum
current densities in all figures are normalized to the maximum value of Fig-
ure 4.32b; note that therefore in Figure 4.32f the current density in the central wire
is off the chart, as it is approximately 10 times larger than the maximum current
density in the other plots; the terminal at the opposite side (not shown) is identical

22 Current injection refers to the connections of the current path to the CUT on both sides of the
conductor. Observations and conclusion drawn are therefore also valid for both sides if not
noted otherwise. Current injection is therefore equal to the current extraction on the opposite
side.

23 This is slightly larger than the losses by a solid CUT with 12.26 µW/m as stranding can increase
the absolute resistance due to longer current paths.
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The homogeneous current injection in Figure 4.32b shows the desired
current density in the bundle24. Figure 4.32d shows a larger deviation
from homogeneity in the cross section compared to the homogeneous case.
Currents in the outer layer will set up eddy currents in the inner layer and
central wire. These eddy currents are not part of the test current and only
cause additional losses. They flow in one direction at one part of a strand
and in the opposite direction on the other side of a strand. The injected
current has to flow over the outer layer only, which in turn increases the
overall losses to about 13.39 µW/m. Similar thereto, Figure 4.32f shows
the current density at AC, if the current is only injected into the central
wire. Eddy currents are excited in the 2 adjacent layers. Forcing this constant
current through only 1/19 of the cross section (central wire only) results in
losses of 147.64 µW/m.

These results make the problem with insulated wires clearer: on one hand,
it is desired to have a perfect insulation of the single wires to reduce AC

losses in the Milliken design. On the other hand, this would require the
completely homogeneous injection of the test current in the cross section to
have a representative current distribution (Figure 4.32b) in a measurement.

In practice, depending on the manufacturing quality and effort put into the
insulation of the single strands, it is likely that some low resistive contacts
between strands are present. The number and quality of these interwire
contacts clearly depend on multiple parameters from exact conductor de-
sign to manufacturing processes and can be affected by further handling of
the cable also (drumming, heating, . . . ). Table 4.3 includes some examples,
where contacts between strands have been included in the 19 wire stranded
conductor with a current injection into the central wire only. Note that the
boundary condition at the opposite side affects the current homogenization
in the simulation as well. For the contacts to show any significant effect, it
was assumed here that the complete cross section is grounded at the side
opposite from injection.

Table 4.3 shows the following: concerning the homogeneous current injec-
tion (I.) it can be seen that the DC resistance is larger compared to a solid
copper CUT with the same overall cross section (RDC,Ref = 6.897 µΩ/m). The
reason is that the path the current has to follow is longer in the layers due
to the helical winding. Nevertheless, the resistance ratio of 1.64 is smaller
than that of a solid conductor with 1.77 at 50 Hz. For the injection via a ring
into the outer layer (II.), the resistance ratio is smallest because the current
distribution at DC is already similar (mostly in the outer layer) to the current
density enforced by skin effect at AC. An injection into the central wire only
(III.) results in the largest absolute losses. At DC they are approximately 19
times larger compared to the homogeneous case because only 1/19 of
the cross section is used. Setting up small conductive contacts between
central wire and all 6 wires of the inner layer and 6 “contacts” between the
strands of this first layer and the 6 strands of the outer layer (IV.), which
directly face the 6 strands of the first layer, reduces losses significantly. Note
that losses are still larger because in the remaining strands of the outer
layer, which have no direct contact with the current path, eddy currents are

24 In theory, losses could be lowered by balancing the injected current in the layers with the
impedance caused by their AC and DC resistance, to have a completely uniform current density
in the cross section. This however does not relate to any case of practical relevance.
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excited. Two “contacts” (V.) are much better because in this special case all
strands of the second layer are connected to the current path and therefore
participate in transporting the test current, hence reducing losses.

Homogenization appears nearly instantly behind highly conductive contact
points. Then the distance to the voltage tap-offs would nearly play no role.
If the conductivity of the contact is lower than that of the conductor mate-
rial, the necessary distance for current homogenization directly depends on
the ratio of longitudinal strand resistance to contact resistance. Then, longer
samples might be necessary as the resistance of the contact remains con-
stant, while the longitudinal resistance increases with conductor length. An
increased distances between injection and voltage tap-off can also help as it
is likely that more contact points are present between the strands. This in-
creases current flow over the contact points, which in turn improves current
homogenization. The influence of this resistance ratio was analyzed for DC

in more detail in [Bür95].

Table 4.3: Comparison of different configurations in the 42 cm long 19 strand bundle; “contacts”
relate to a contact surface of 1 mm× 0.5 mm between central wire and all strands of
the first layer and 6 equal transitions between first and second layer, where strands
directly face each other

configuration losses at DC losses at AC losses

in µW/m in µW/m AC/DC

I. homogeneous current injection, 7.65 12.56 1.64

all wires perfectly insulated (reference)

(Figure 4.32a)

II. current injection in layer 2 only, 12.17 13.39 1.10

all wires perfectly insulated

(Figure 4.32c)

III. current injection into central wire only, 131.82 147.64 1.12

all wires perfectly insulated

(Figure 4.32e)

IV. current injection into central wire only, 24.08 43.53 1.81

“contacts” 4.25 cm after injection

with a conductivity of 1 · σCu

V. current injection into central wire only, 8.46 12.94 1.53

2 “contacts”: 4.25 cm & 8.5 cm after

injection with a conductivity of 1 · σCu

VI.current injection into central wire only, 41.20 46.29 1.12

2 “contacts”: 4.25 cm & 8.5 cm after

injection with a conductivity of 1 MS/m

(this is equal to the resistance caused by a

strongly oxidized copper surface [BM11])
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4.2.3.3 Practical Considerations

Due to practical limitations, one wants to keep the necessary length from
current injection to voltage tap-off as short as possible. Thus, current ho-
mogenization has to be established as fast as possible along the conductor
axis. Therefore, in a conductor with insulated wires one needs to establish
a contact over the whole cross section at both ends of the specimen. To
achieve that, one could use copper braids, low-melting solders or some
other kind of conductive contact gel at both terminals, which reaches
every wire in the cross section. Special designs with many needles pushing
against the cross section reaching every single strand would be a proper
way to achieve a homogeneous current injection.

Figure 4.33 shows the contact system used by TU Berlin in the measure-
ments of Milliken conductors. It uses a simple copper weave to reach as
many of the insulated strands as possible. Even thought not all strands will
be reached, the procedure described in the next section shows why it works,
if the conductor is further processed.

Figure 4.33: Simple current contact system used by TU Berlin for Milliken conductors; a copper
braid is used on the inside to increase the contact area

Even though the exact way of current injection was not described, in [Sjö13],
where the CUT was a 2000 mm2 Milliken conductor with bare wires and 20 m
length, it was observed that the influence of the end effect is already be-
low 0.5 % at a distance of 20 cm from the current injection and not present
at all after 60 cm. As no further information about the contact system at
the terminals was given, this example only gives some ideas about current
homogenization.

4.2.3.4 Conclusion

Current homogenization along a stranded conductor with insulated wires
is either achieved by establishing a good contact to every single strand at
both ends, or by having good electrical contacts between strands, which
boost current homogenization along the conductor axis. Moreover, behind
good electrical contacts and in solid conductors, current homogenization
appears rapidly.

From the FEM simulations some conclusions regarding current homog-
enizations could be drawn. A lot is still open for investigation: e.g.
homogenization in M-type designs, different contact resistances between
strands and so forth. An important general statement concerning the
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current injection, which can be derived from references and preceding
investigations is that the current injection should be as homogeneously as
possible, as one cannot rely on good electrical contacts between strands in
M-type conductors with oxidized or enameled wires.

The important influence of voltage tap-off positioning is described in the
next section.

4.2.4 Placement of the Voltage Tap-Offs Including Conductor Preparation

This section also serves as a conclusion of some observations and statements
made previously in different sections. The placement of the voltage tap-offs
is strictly linked to the question of current homogenization.

There are certain requirements about the positioning of the voltage tap-offs
on Milliken conductors or conductors with insulated wires in general.

I At DC: To accurately measure the DC resistance between two points a
and b in a complex conductor composed of multiple insulated parallel
strands, one has to meet the following two requirements:

1. The current distribution in this section has to be representative
for the operating condition. This means that every strand in this
sections between a and b has to take a part of the test current.
The more parallel strands are available for the test current the
fewer DC losses appear. This can be achieved by establishing at
least one good electrical contact between all strands before volt-
age tap-off a and after voltage tap-off b or a completely homoge-
neously current injection. If a perfect injection cannot be guaran-
teed, the safest way to establish a good electrical contact between
all strands is welding the conductor at both terminals. This en-
ables quick current homogenization after the injection in this—
now solid—conductor section. Alternatively, the insulation on the
strands can be removed at both terminals followed by mechan-
ically compressing all strands to enable good contact between
them. Another alternative, which relies on interwire conductiv-
ity, is to give the current sufficient length along the conductor to
homogenize in the cross section. The distance between voltage
tap-offs and current injection then has to be increased. This of
course does not guarantee that all strands have contact to the cur-
rent path and can lead to the measurement of an increased DC

resistance.

2. One needs to assure that both voltage tap-offs, a and b, are at-
tached to the same strand. If this is not the case, contact re-
sistances between wires are included in the measurement. This
is also achieved best when attaching the voltage tap-offs to the
blank, solid section described by 1. (for example by welding). If
not welded, it can be hard and lavishly to retrieve the same strand
at the rear voltage tap-off b. Moreover, this strand is not necessar-
ily located at the surface in M-type designs due to the twist of
layers.

I At AC: The same requirements as for DC are necessary. As at DC, theo-
retically, it would be sufficient to contact the voltage tap-offs to one
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individual strand only at both voltage tap-offs—assuming a repre-
sentative current density is already established in the cross section—
because the outer out-of-phase magnetic field components captured
by the pick-up loop contain the information about AC losses of the
complete conductor bundle (also see Appendix A.2)25. Again, from
the practical side of view it is much safer to electrically connect all
strands at the voltage tap-off positions by welding for example.

For both excitations, AC and DC, it is important that between the tap-offs a
and b the conductor has to have the design it was intended to have: e.g.
insulated wires for AC loss reduction. This guarantees that the increase of
DC resistance, due to longer helically current paths in the single insulated
wires, is measured correctly as it will occur under operation as well. At AC

it will guarantee that the loss optimized Milliken design is measured. One
possible and recommended way to connect the voltage tap-offs is shown
in Figure 4.34.
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blank section
(solid, if welded)
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Figure 4.34: One possible way to position the voltage tap-offs at a and b on a Milliken conductor
with insulated strands; only one end of the conductor is shown, voltage tap-off
b is located on the far right side and connected identical to a; the gray shade
indicates blank strands/conductor parts and the red area symbolizes insulated
strands/conductor parts

Concerning the distance between voltage tap-off on the blank section and
beginning of the insulated section—length lto,i—one has to regard the fol-
lowing at DC and AC:

I On one hand, the connection between all strands should still be very
good, so that the electric scalar potential is still constant in the cross
section.

I On the other hand, lto,i � lmeas should hold, so that the representative
conductor section (red shaded area in Figure 4.34) is mainly influenc-
ing the results. Due to removing the insulation of the strands at the
terminals and voltage tap-off positions, at DC the local losses near the
voltage tap-offs are smaller compared to the insulated section, because
the current does not have to follow longer helical paths. At AC the local

25 As discussed earlier, this of course is only valid when dVL ≥ dVL,min.
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losses near the voltage tap-offs are larger, because this blank conduc-
tor section is not optimized and has therefore full AC losses compared
to the optimized Milliken conductor design in the middle section.

This is schematically depicted in Figure 4.35. It shows simulation results at
DC including the electric scalar potential and current density.

I

blank section
(solid, if welded)

...umeas
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welded terminal
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insulated strands
(different DC resistances)

...

Figure 4.35: 2D DC FEM simulation of inhomogeneous current injection into the blank terminal
of a conductor with perfectly insulated strands, which have different conductivi-
ties; recommended position of voltage tap-offs a and b (b is not shown, but identi-
cal to a) is indicated; current streamlines are color-coded according to the absolute
current density and the equipotential lines are shown in black

It was made clear that a Milliken conductor has to be further processed for
the succeeding measurement. All strands should have electrical contact if
perfect current injection cannot be guaranteed. This is also valid for blank
Milliken conductor designs as oxides can form on the strands and the seg-
ments are usually separated by thin tapes. In practice this can be achieved
by one of the following ways:

I Welding the terminals of the cable, using thermite for example, to
form a solid conductor as shown in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 is
likely the most reliable way to guarantee that all strands are electrically
connected.

I Alternatively, one can remove the insulation of all single strands and
mechanically compress the bundle to further decrease contact resis-
tance between strands. This can be done by a conductive ring clamp
or high current connector. The clamp should be conductive to equal-
ize the electric scalar potential over all segments, which are typically
insulated from one another by thin tape. Of course the tape can also
be removed in the first place. Yet the clamp should not contain any
ferromagnetic materials as this could locally increase losses at AC. In
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case of enameled wires the insulation can be scraped off with a knife,
be removed chemically or be removed with a sandblaster for example.
In the case of oxidized strands, it can be sufficient to apply strong me-
chanical pressure to the individual wires, as the thin oxide layers on
the strands then break open. Oxides on copper conductors can easily
be removed by using a citric acid solution.

Both approaches of conductor preparation are relatively time-consuming.
But it is recommended that the conditions put forward above are met, be-
cause one will likely still obtain a measurement result, if these preparations
are not made, but a result, which likely includes contact resistances. The
same conclusion was drawn by [BM11], where the authors developed a sys-
tem to accurately determine the DC resistance of small insulated conductor
bundles. From the practical side of view, independent of the chosen method,
one should check the DC resistance with expectations. If the DC resistance
is in agreement with the expectation, the chosen approach is adequate, as
DC losses directly indicate the number of strands participating in current
transport. If DC losses meet the expectation, the whole cross section is used
and possible contact resistances included in the measurement are negligible.
Even in enameled Milliken conductor designs it was observed that injecting
the current in only one of the hundreds of strands in the cross section,
shows good compliance with the calculated DC resistance if the voltage
tap-offs are placed sufficiently far away (0.5 m to 2 m) from the injection,
even though placed on the blank surface of an enameled section.

From this section it becomes clear that if all the above conditions for the
voltage tap-offs are met, the current injection is not a critical part anymore.
The reason is that current homogenization appears rapidly in solid, rather
uninsulated conductors, which should be present at both terminals.

4.2.5 Additional Sources of Influence Open for Investigation

This section shortly lists additional possible sources of influence upon the
measurement, which were not further investigated in this thesis. These
points are discussed again later in Chapter 6.

minimum measurement length The AC resistance of a Milliken
conductor is influenced by its 3D geometry, due to the twisting of the
segments and layers. This is opposite to a solid cylindrical conductor for
example, where every cross section along the conductor axis is identical
and therefore making it a 2D problem.

The question should be raised at which length a sample used for a mea-
surement shows the same behavior as the complete cable. When using a
sample of only a couple of meters in length, the mutual induction between
different insulated layers—which directly affects the current density in the
layers—can be different compared to a much longer sample. An example
for clarification: having a twisted pair cable with some space between
both wires and both ends short-circuited, placed in an external alternating
magnetic field, will induce a current in the single wires depending on the
number of twists (also see [Ros18, Figure 2.4]). If the number of twists
is an integer, the total induced current will be zero, because induced
currents will cancel each other out. If the number of twists is not an integer,
eddy currents will flow in the twisted pair cable and therefore change its
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losses. Nevertheless, induced currents will successively decrease with an
increasing number of twists. In a complex conductor, such as the Milliken
conductor, the exact position of each strand towards each other strand, will
likely not repeat (be the same again) in short samples. This lowest common
multiple of the lay lengths of layers and segments—where the complete 3D
geometry starts to repeat—will probably be larger than the measurement
length as shown in the following example: [Joa98, p. 45] gives the lay
lengths of a 2500 mm2 Milliken conductor, where the segments and 2 of 3
layers are stranded. With the segment lay length of 2.15 m, a lay length
of 0.29 m for the second and 0.33 m for the third layer, the lowest common
multiple amounts to roughly 2000 m.26 Theoretically, only after this distance
all wires in a layer have been exposed to the same electromagnetic field
distribution—caused by the other segments—and therefore have the same
current density and AC losses. Despite this length being already larger than
typical production lengths, having a sample of only a couple of meters
in length will probably not show the exact same behavior compared to a
longer cable.

The necessary minimum measurement length pertains all measurement
methods equally, including the calorimetric approach. In the measurements
performed in this thesis a measurement length of at least 5 m was tried to
be realized. For typical designs this includes multiple segment lay lengths.

influence of drumming of the cable Already in [Gra79, p. 98] it
has been noted that the insulation of the single strands can be damaged
by mechanical force upon the segments during manufacturing, reeling and
unreeling. Damage caused by the manufacturing process will be visible in
the measurement. Nevertheless, it is unknown if and how the performance
of a cable with insulated strands is affected after the cable has been put on
a drum and is again reeled off on site.

long-term behavior Load cycles under operating condition of the ca-
ble can heat up the conductor of a power cable up to more than 90 ◦C. Heat
can have a direct effect upon the surface of blank copper wires and on the
electrical properties of insulation of the single strands as well. Moreover,
heat-ups and cool-downs can have an indirect effect by inducing mechani-
cal stress upon the segments and strands in a conductor. This in turn can
influence the insulation properties of the strands by friction between dif-
ferent layers for example. Both effects should be studied. Due to these un-
certainties it is questionable if the measurement value obtained at 20 ◦C for
example can directly be corrected to higher temperatures.

26 Another example of a 2000 mm2 Milliken conductor given in [Joa99] has a lowest common
multiple of approximately 200 m.
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4.3 recommendations for ac loss measurements with the
electrical method : setup, conductor preparation and
procedure

This section provides a quick overview and uses all results obtained previ-
ously to recommend a setup and procedure with only little further explana-
tion as this was already done for nearly all points previously.

4.3.1 Conductor Preparation

It is recommended to prepare the Milliken conductor in the following way:

1. In oxidized or enameled designs, the insulation of all strands at both
terminals should be removed by welding or scraping it off for a length
of ≥ 3 · dCUT. Alternatively chemical methods can be used as well.
Then enable a good electrical connection between all strands and seg-
ments, for example by applying mechanical pressure.

2. Remove oxide layers (by using sandpaper for example):
I from the cross section at both terminals to improve current injec-

tion into the CUT’s cross section,
I from the CUT’s surface at the voltage tap-off positions (if it is not

placed at the blank section at the terminals)
I and also from the ends of the voltage lead wires them-

selves [HB81, p. 115]27.

3. Establish a conductive circumferential connection at the voltage tap-
offs.

4. Connect the current path to the blank terminals as homogeneously as
possible.

Next, the pick-up loops and return conductors have to be set up.

4.3.2 Setup of Pick-Up Loops and Return Conductors

In general one should avoid additional conductive parts, in which eddy
currents can build up, as much as possible.

If it is certain that no additional conductors are nearby (including the labo-
ratory floor, shelves,. . . ) then using the symmetrical return method with one
pick-up loop will deliver very accurate results. The top configuration is very
robust against asymmetries from the return conductors. The recommended
setup in this case is shown in Figure 4.36. The return conductor spacing
should be larger than dmin, which is the case with d = 0.5 m or larger.

In Figure 4.36 the sheath was removed, even though it was shown earlier
that it will not influence the measurement significantly in typical sheath
designs28. The insulated section of the Milliken conductor (middle section
in red) has to be kept under the insulation, as the mechanical pressure of
the insulation can influence the conductor performance. The distance from

27 Further information on films on electric contacts can be found in [Hol58, p. 27] for example.
28 Note that cables with special sheath designs or steel wire armored cables can be a special case

and influence the measurement noticeable. This has to be checked in advance.
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voltage tap-offs to the insulated part of the CUT should be much smaller
than the overall measurement length. Current homogenization in the blank
conductor sections at the terminals is sufficient after approximately three
times the conductor diameter. In practice, current homogenization was of-
ten observed below this distance. This can also be checked back with FEM

simulations in advance. To avoid the excitation of eddy currents in the sur-
rounding as much as possible, the current feed line should be performed
coaxially. This suppresses outer magnetic fields caused by this current path.
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Figure 4.36: Recommended measurement setup for short Milliken conductor samples, if no
other conductive parts are nearby; the still insulated section of the Milliken con-
ductor is shaded in red; both ends of the CUT are prepared equally

When having additional conductive materials in the surrounding (including
the laboratory floor, shelves,. . . ) or if it is not known for sure, the average
value (AVG) of at least 4 pick-up loops evenly distributed around the cables
circumference at the same dVL should be used. The generally recommended
setup for an AC resistance measurement is shown in Figure 4.37.
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Figure 4.37: Generally recommended measurement setup for short Milliken conductor samples;
the still insulated section of the Milliken conductor is shaded in red; both ends of
the CUT are prepared equally; this setup is also robust with regard to asymmetries
from the surrounding
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The preceding investigations showed that averaging also reduces the nec-
essary dVL,min. Hence, the pick-up loops can be attached at the surface of
the cable. This will also reduce the phase angle of the measurement as well,
which is advantageous29. Except for dVL all other parameters are identical
to those shown in Figure 4.36. For the sake of clarity they are not shown
here again. One additional geometrical distance is defined, which is the
spacing of the whole setup to a possible conductive ground or wall being at
least 1 m. The reason for that is that the distance to the asymmetry should
be as large as possible—even though the AVG is taken—and a distance
of 1 m is easy to realize in practice. Moreover, as discussed earlier, if the
DC resistance still meets expectations, one can reduce the distance between
current injection and voltage tap-off or set up a more simple current
injection and put the voltage tap-offs further away. The DC resistance shows
if current homogenization in the cross section is already sufficient.

In general one should avoid conductive parts near the measurement circuit
as far as possible. Moreover, if the Milliken conductor is exchanged against
another CUT one should consider to adapt dVL. Some additional remarks are
put forward below:

I The voltage leads should be much thinner than the CUT to avoid an
influence on the current distribution in the CUT. This can also be easily
checked with FEM simulations in advance.

I Even though the terminals are welded, the current injection should be
performed as homogeneously as possible.

I From the point the voltage lead wires first meet, they have to be
twisted together very tightly to avoid further influence of alternating
magnetic fields. Instead of connecting the voltage leads at the center
of the CUT at lmeas/2, the rear voltage lead wire can also be led along
the CUT to the first voltage tap-off and from there on twisted with the
second voltage lead wire and brought to the measurement system.

I Moreover, the circumferential connection for the voltage tap-offs
should not be too thick to enable accurate length measurement.

I Both return conductors should not produce outer out-of-phase mag-
netic fields, therefore having a rotationally symmetric cross section.

I All pick-up loops should already be prepared before the first measure-
ment to avoid influencing the setup (e.g.: unintentionally changing the
voltage tap-offs,. . . ), when setting up a new loop. Having all 4 loops
prepared also helps in keeping the deviation of the measurement tem-
perature between multiple measurements small, as one can switch the
pick-up loop much faster.

I For the setup in general and for fixing connections and so on, tape or
cable ties are recommended instead of conductive materials as clamps
or other metallic parts.

I In case thermal emfs do play a role in a measurement (when no bipo-
lar DC measurement is feasible or the test current is much larger and

29 From all previous results one can also conclude an hypothetical ideal setup: taking the average
of numerous evenly distributed voltage leads (extreme case a thin tube) and having numerous
evenly distributed return conductors spaced very far from the CUT (extreme case a tube with a
very large inner diameter).
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can heat up the CUT), one should use low thermal connections such
as crimp connections and avoid dissimilar metal connections [HB81,
p. 115].

4.3.3 Measurement Procedure

It is clear that the exact measuring procedure depends on the selected mea-
suring instrument. Nevertheless, when performing the measurement one
can stick to the following recommended procedure:

1. Check all connections for a good electrical contact.

2. Take the measurement length lmeas.

3. Meter the conductor temperature.

4. Conduct the bipolar DC measurement and use the average [RSS11b]
(also see Section 2.2.2)30.

5. Perform the AC resistance measurements: If the temperature of the CUT

is not the desired temperature for the final resistance evaluation (typ-
ically 20 ◦C) then the measurement frequency has to be chosen in ac-
cordance with the temperature correction procedure (see Section 2.4.2).
For example: if the copper CUT had a temperature of 15 ◦C, this would
require a measurement frequency of 49.0175 Hz, if the resistance is to
be evaluated at 20 ◦C for 50 Hz. In no case should the measurement be
performed directly at 50 Hz or 60 Hz or their harmonics to avoid inter-
ferences. Even though the conductor temperature is exactly 20 ◦C, the
AC resistance of 50 Hz or 60 Hz should be interpolated with at least 2
measurement values close to the desired frequency (see Section 2.4.1).

6. At the end, the temperature and DC resistance can be recorded again
to make sure that no temperature drift occurred during the measure-
ment.

4.4 additional information regarding the ac resistance
measurement on complex conductors

Some more important remarks about AC resistance measurements are given
in the following sections.

4.4.1 General Remarks Concerning Preceding Simulations

Regarding the results put forward in this chapter one should keep the fol-
lowing in mind:

I The goal of the simulations was to point out the effect of different, pos-
sible influences in AC resistance measurements separately. Compared
to real measurements, where often multiple sources of influence are
present, their interplay is neglected in most cases. As there is no typical
measurement setup or laboratory, it was not senseful to build unique
setups, where multiple sources of influence are present and interact.

30 In general, every measurement value should be checked against expected values. The final
resistance ratio can also appear reasonable while the absolute resistances deviate from expecta-
tions.
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I When looking at the results, one should also bear in mind that the
results account for the worst-case of a solid circular CUT with a cross
section of 2500 mm2.

I On the other side these idealized simulations had perfectly defined po-
sitions for the CUT, return conductors and pick-up loops, whose posi-
tions also vary in reality and hence influence the results. The influence
of deviations from symmetry require further investigations.

I The results put forward are qualitatively also valid for 60 Hz. Losses
in the CUT and the influences on the pick-up loops will generally be
larger compared to 50 Hz.

4.4.2 Additional Measurement Setups Used in the Literature

Four more measurement setups were found in the literature, which have not
been part of the previous extensive investigations due to the limited scope
of this work. One is similar to the previously defined Setup III, but called
the asymmetric return method. In comparison to the symmetrical return method
the two return conductors are not placed in the same plane as the CUT. It
was used in [Ols+99] for example. The other three of them are shown in
Figure 4.38 and briefly discussed below.

In setup (1) the return conductor configuration is identical to the previ-
ously defined Setup I, consisting of an identical return conductor. The AC

resistance of the sample is obtained by measuring the resistance between
tap-offs c and d and subtracting the resistance obtained between voltage
tap-offs a and b divided by two times the measuring length [CMR77]. The
large pick-up loops will capture much in- and out-of phase magnetic field
components. Therefore, no asymmetries as external conductors, metallic
floors and so on should be in proximity to the setup. The phase angle
measurement should also be very accurate.

Setup (2) uses a tubular return conductor and helically winds the rear
voltage lead wire, which is split up, around the tubular return for an integer
number of turns.

Setup (3) also uses one helically wound voltage lead wire. It is not clear
from the reference [SK08], if this voltage lead is attached to the surface
of the conductor or the cable, which makes the assessment hard. If the
helically wound voltage loop is attached directly to the surface of the CUT

and the current distribution is not rotationally symmetric (for example due
to proximity effect), FEM simulations indicated that the measurement will
note deliver the true losses of the conductor. This means that in case of
helically wound pick-up loops dVL,min also has to be larger than 0 for some
conductors or arrangements.

Helically wound pick-up loops were not further investigated in theory, but
some measurements using helically wound voltage loops will be shown
in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.38: Additional pick-up loop setups for the AC resistance measurement of Milliken con-
ductors found in the literature; (1) was presented in [BM68] and [CMR77]; (2) was
presented in [RSS11b]; (3) was presented in [SK08]; the coordinate system is valid
for all setups

4.4.3 Resistance Measurement in Three-Phase Systems

Measuring conductor losses of a three-phase system presents an even
more complicated task for the electrical measurement. In [DR30; Sal48,
pp. 1392-94; ME49, p. 825; Jac70; Tay70] it was shown that, if the pick-up
loops attached to every phase capture sufficient complex magnetic fields,
the average of all readings relates to the true losses of the system. Due to
the out-of-phase magnetic field distribution, some readings can be negative,
which does not present a limitation, if the average of all measurements
is taken [ME49, p. 825]. Nevertheless, the necessary extension can exceed
a couple of meters but of course depends on the conductor spacings and
configuration [Jac70]. In return, larger loops can introduce apparent losses
from surrounding conductive parts (floor,. . . ) and can also significantly
increase the phase angle. As previously done for different single-phase
setups, today, the necessary radial voltage loop extension can easily be
calculated by numerical simulations in advance. Trying to tackle these
issues, [Tay70] discusses other voltage loop arrangements, which can
reduce these errors in 3-phase arrangements. In 2005, [Tsu+05] discussed
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how to separate the losses for each conductor using the electrical method
with multiple sophisticated pick-up loop arrangements.

Concluding one can say that the electrical method is able to measure the
AC resistance of a 3-phase system and that it is even possible to access the
losses of each conductor individually.
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Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority,
it is time to pause and reflect.

Mark Twain

In this chapter, the preceding results find their application in accurate
measurements of different Milliken conductor designs. As some measure-
ments were performed parallel to open investigations, not in all cases
could all recommendations be applied. The influence of these neglected
recommendations were further investigated and their effect was estimated
to be small. This means that the results presented in the following are still
expected to be close to the true values in these cases. At first, measurement
curves for different conductor designs are plotted up to 100 Hz. Afterwards,
all measurements are compared to the recent IEC standard and plotted up
to 300 Hz. Moreover, helically wound voltage pick-up loops are compared
to the recommended AVG setup to get empirical evidence about their
applicability for Milliken conductors. Photographs of some measurement
setups are shown in Appendix D.

For the ks-factor estimation the interpolation recommended by the IEC stan-
dard in Section 2.4.1 was used. The plotted curves in the following use linear
interpolation between the actual measurement values.

5.1 measurement of different conductor designs

In the following, measurement results for different designs are shown. Note
that Milliken conductors with the same design can vary in AC resistance, due
to manufacturing quality and further design choices1. Whenever possible,
these design parameters are provided for each sample.

The following measurements were performed close to room temperature
and corrected to 20 ◦C and 90 ◦C with the method shown in Section 2.4.2.

5.1.1 Aluminum Conductors

sample al Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show the results of the measurement
of a 2000 mm2, 6 segment aluminum Milliken conductor with a bidirectional
pitch of layers. The diameter of the single strands is 2.4 mm. The welded
section at both terminals was less than 1 cm long (see Figure D.4). Never-
theless, the voltage tap-offs were placed 2 m apart from the terminals to
enable current homogenization. The DC resistance showed good agreement
with the calculated value, which is an indicator for sufficient current
homogenization. For this setup the sheath return method was used. The solid
aluminum sheath had a thickness of 1.5 mm. The coaxial current transition
is shown in Figures D.3a to D.3c. The conductor was placed close to the
laboratory floor, which may contains conductive materials. Nevertheless,

1 This includes parameters such as number of segments, pitch of the layers in the segment (uni-
or bidirectional), diameter of the single strands, design of core conductor and so on.
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estimates from additional FEM simulations showed that no significant
additional true losses do occur in the CUT—because only little magnetic
field leaks out in this coaxial setup—and an influence on the apparent losses
can also be avoided by using the AVG setup.

The AVG setup and the helical setup were used in this measurement. The
voltage loops were placed on the surface of the cable in both cases, resulting
in a dVL of approximately 3.5 cm, which is similar to 0.6 · dCUT. Recollect
that the AVG setup allows a dVL below dVL,min.

Table 5.1: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a 2000 mm2, 6 segment aluminum Milliken
conductor at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks values; actual measurement
temperature T = 19.5 ◦C to 19.9 ◦C; measurement length lmeas = 7.945 m

setup of RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

AVG (average of 4 loops) 1.070 1.037 0.43 0.25

Helical (2 turns) 1.056 1.030 0.38 0.25
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Figure 5.1: Resistance ratio curves for a 2000 mm2 aluminum Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C for 2
different voltage pick-up loop setups; the corresponding resistance ratios at 50 Hz
are marked on the vertical axis as well

According to the AVG setup, the ratio of AC to DC resistance at 50 Hz
and 20 ◦C is 1.07. The resulting ks factor of 0.43 is larger compared to the
recommendation by the IEC standard. The result obtained by the Helix is
lower but still significantly larger than the IEC value.

5.1.2 Copper Conductors

As described in detail in Section 3.2.2, the single strands of a copper Milliken
conductor are either blank (untreated), oxidized or enameled. Blank copper
strands can also oxidize over time, altering the performance of the CUT. In
enameled designs either each strand is insulated or in some layers only
every second strand is insulated. This is sufficient, as long as no two adjacent
blank wires—also from different layers—have direct contact.Moreover, it is
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expected that the insulation of the single strands of all designs and hence
conductor properties can change, if the cable has been subjected to electrical
or mechanical stress such as load cycles or drumming.

5.1.2.1 Blank

sample cu-b The results presented in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 corre-
spond to a copper Milliken conductor manufactured by Norddeutsche Seeka-
belwerke (NSW)—a General Cable company—having blank strands with bidi-
rectional pitch, 5 segments with lay lengths of 1.526 m and a total cross
section of approximately 1773 mm2 (3500 kcmil). The current connection to
the CUT was established by high current connectors. The specially designed
sheath is composed of a solid lead sheath and an additional layer of copper
wires. This conductor was measured after a heat cycling test according to
the recent IEC standard 62067. The conductor experienced 88 heat cycles in
total, a maximum current of 3400 A and a maximum temperature of 105 ◦C.

Table 5.2: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a blank 1773 mm2, 5 segment copper Mil-
liken conductor with blank strands at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks val-
ues; actual measurement temperature T = 19.2 ◦C to 19.3 ◦C; measurement length
lmeas = 8.41 m

setup of voltage RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

AVG (average of 4 loops) 1.224 1.130 0.58 0.80

Helical (18 turns) 1.222 1.129 0.58 0.80
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Figure 5.2: Resistance ratio curves for a blank 1773 mm2 copper Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C for
2 different voltage pick-up loop setups; the corresponding resistance ratios at 50 Hz
are marked on the vertical axis as well; Courtesy of General Cable

The actual measurement setup is shown in Figure D.5 and uses the symmet-
rical return method. Eddy current losses in the sheath caused only negligible
additional measured losses (see Section 4.2.2.3). The CUT was located 46 cm
above the laboratory floor. The distance d between CUT and the return
conductors was 70 cm. The voltage loops were placed on the surface of
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the cable resulting in a dVL of approximately 4.6 cm, which is similar to
0.9 · dCUT.

The measurement setup corresponds to that shown in Figure 4.37. It is
interesting to note that the helically wound voltage loop delivered results
with a deviation smaller than 0.1 % at 50 Hz compared to the AVG setup.
This is much smaller than the deviation seen in Figure 5.1. A possible
reason for that is the increased number of turns. The helical setup could
then better compensate possible asymmetries along the cable axis, which
may be present in the vicinity of the cable. At the same time, the distance
to a possible source of asymmetry—the laboratory floor—was much larger
than in the setup used for the aluminum Milliken conductor. Even though
no further theoretical investigation were performed here, this gives some
good insights and shows the possible potential of this method. The helical
voltage loop should be wound in the opposite direction of the segment
pitch. With that one can avoid having a constant relative position to
the segment—and therefore not capture a possible asymmetric complex
magnetic field distribution of the CUT—if pitch of the helical voltage loop
and the segments are identical. Moreover, the number of turns should be
an integer, to outbalance the induction from possible, nearby sources of
influences.

What can also be seen from Table 5.2 is that the measured ks is significantly
lower than recommended by the IEC standard.

5.1.2.2 Oxidized

sample cu-o-1 Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 show the results of the
measurement of a 1200 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken conductor with
unidirectional pitch and oxidized strands. The DC resistance showed good
agreement to the calculated value. For this setup the symmetrical return
method was used. The distance d between CUT and the return conductors
was 70 cm. The solid aluminum sheath of the cable had a thickness of
approximately 4 mm. The CUT was located 45 cm to 50 cm above the ground.
The measured conductor had a solid copper core conductor with a diameter
of 1.08 cm.

The voltage loops were placed on the surface of the cable resulting in a dVL
of 2.985 cm, which is similar to 0.7 · dCUT. At both terminals the oxide layer
was removed by a citric acid solution for a section of approximately 20 cm
length. The measurement setup corresponds to that shown in Figure 4.37
having the voltage tap-offs placed approximately 15 cm behind the current
injection.

Table 5.3: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a 1200 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken
conductor with oxidized strands at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks val-
ues (Sample 1); actual measurement temperature T ≈ 20 ◦C; measurement length
lmeas = 12.775 m

setup of RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

AVG (average of 4 loops) 1.15 1.08 0.68 -

Helical (17 turns) 1.16 1.09 0.71 -
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Figure 5.3: Resistance ratio curves of an oxidized 1200 mm2 copper Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C
for 2 different voltage pick-up loop setups (Sample 1); the corresponding resistance
ratios at 50 Hz are marked on the vertical axis as well

sample cu-o-2 Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4 show the results of the
measurement of a 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken conductor with
unidirectional pitch and a segment lay length of 1.4 m. All strands in the
cross section are oxidized. The DC resistance showed good agreement to
the calculated value. For this setup the sheath return method was used. The
solid aluminum sheath had a thickness of 1.5 mm. The diameter of the
single strands was 2.5 mm. The CUT was located 54 cm to 77 cm above the
laboratory floor. The measured conductor had no core conductor.

The voltage loops were placed on the surface of the cable resulting in a dVL
of 4 cm, which is similar to 0.6 · dCUT. The current connection to the CUT

was established by high current connectors. The cable was led through 2
loading transformers (turned off), which could have slightly affected the
outcome.

Table 5.4: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken
conductor with oxidized strands at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks val-
ues (Sample 2); actual measurement temperature T = 20.4 ◦C; measurement length
lmeas = 8.35 m

setup of RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

AVG (average of 4 loops) 1.10 1.05 0.26 -

Helical (9 turns) 1.11 1.06 0.27 -
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Figure 5.4: Resistance ratio curves of an oxidized 2500 mm2 copper Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C
for 2 different voltage pick-up loop setups (Sample 2); the corresponding resistance
ratios at 50 Hz are marked on the vertical axis as well

sample cu-o-3 Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5 show the results of the mea-
surement of another 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken conductor with
oxidized strands. Even though the oxide layers on the outer strands were
only removed superficially on both terminals and the voltage tap-offs were
only placed 15 cm behind the injection, the DC resistance showed good
agreement to the calculated value. For this setup the symmetrical return
method was used. The distance d between CUT and the return conductors
was 70 cm. The CUT was located 45 cm to 50 cm above the ground. The
measured conductor had a solid core conductor with a diameter of 1.36 cm.

The voltage loops were placed on the surface of the cable resulting in a dVL
of 3.52 cm, which is similar to 0.56 · dCUT. The measurement setup corre-
sponds to that shown in Figure 4.37.

Table 5.5: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken
conductor with oxidized strands at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks val-
ues (Sample 3); actual measurement temperature T ≈ 20 ◦C; measurement length
lmeas = 9.68 m

setup of RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

AVG (average of 4 loops) 1.43 1.27 0.63 -

Helical (16 turns) 1.46 1.29 0.65 -

In this measurement another configuration was tested, where all voltage
lead loops of the AVG setup (top, left, right, bottom) have been connected at
both ends. This configuration showed nearly identical results compared to
the AVG setup. This should also be investigated in more detail in subsequent
investigations, as one would then only need to perform one measurement
instead of four separate measurements for the AVG setup.
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Figure 5.5: Resistance ratio curves of an oxidized 2500 mm2 copper Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C
for 2 different voltage pick-up loop setups (Sample 3); the corresponding resistance
ratios at 50 Hz are marked on the vertical axis as well

5.1.2.3 Enameled

sample cu-e Table 5.6 and Figure 5.6 show the results of the mea-
surement of a 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken conductor with
unidirectional pitch and enameled wires. The DC resistance showed good
agreement to the calculated value. For this setup the sheath return method
was used. The sheath consisted of a copper wire screen in combination
with an aluminum sheath. The CUT was located at more than 1 m above the
laboratory floor. The measured conductor had no core conductor.

The voltage loop was placed on the surface of the cable resulting in a dVL
of 3.9 cm, which is similar to 0.56 · dCUT. At the time of the measurement
it was not possible to perform the AVG setup. Moreover, the measurement
length was only 3 m. The measurement setup corresponds to that shown in
Figure 4.37 but only using one helical voltage loop.

Table 5.6: Temperature corrected resistance ratios of a 2500 mm2, 6 segment copper Milliken
conductor with enameled strands at 50 Hz, measured and IEC recommended ks values;
actual measurement temperature T = 23.82 ◦C; measurement length lmeas = 3 m

setup of RAC/RDC RAC/RDC ks ks

pick-up loops at 20 ◦C at 90 ◦C (measured) (acc. to IEC)

Helical (4 turns) 1.220 1.126 0.38 0.35

The results show a slight upward deviation from the IEC standard. Neverthe-
less, the measurement length was only 3 m and as discussed in more detail
in Section 4.2.5, it is questionable how the measurement length affects the
results. Longer samples may perform differently.
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Figure 5.6: Resistance ratio curves of an enameled 2500 mm2 copper Milliken conductor at 20 ◦C;
the corresponding resistance ratio at 50 Hz is marked on the vertical axis as well

5.2 comparison to iec standard and discussion of results

All measurement results are plotted again in Figure 5.7 and compared to
the IEC recommendation. It was already apparent in every section that the
presented results differ from the IEC standard.
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Figure 5.7: Resistance ratios at 50 Hz plotted over conductor cross section for different ks fac-
tors at 20 ◦C according to IEC standard 60287-1-1:2006/AMD1:2014 including the
results of the ks factor measurements; the colors and styles of the markers show
their belonging to the ks factor; there is no recommendation for oxidized samples
from the IEC
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The following things can be concluded from the measurement results com-
pared to the IEC standard recommendation:

I the aluminum conductor (Al) performed worse than expected;

I the blank copper conductor (CU-B), which experienced 88 heat cycles,
performed better;

I the oxidized conductor CU-O-1 performed similar to the IEC recom-
mendation for a copper Milliken conductor with unidirectional pitch;

I the oxidized conductor CU-O-2 performed even better than the recom-
mendation for an enameled design;

I the oxidized conductor CU-O-3 also performed similar to the IEC

recommendation for a copper Milliken conductor with unidirectional
pitch;

I the enameled conductor (CU-E) performed slightly worse, where the
measurement length was only 3 m however and may have influenced
the outcome.

Again, these results should not be used to rate different Milliken conduc-
tor designs. The performance of each design strongly depends on the
manufacturing process and quality and can vary for every other sample
and maybe even along the sample length. Moreover, many other design
choices influence the results. The consequence of these results is that an AC

resistance measurement should be performed in any case, as the results can
differ significantly from the recommendation by the IEC standard.

Figure 5.8 shows all measurement results up to a frequency of 300 Hz.
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Figure 5.8: Resistance ratio of all measurements up to 300 Hz at 20 ◦C

Extended investigations on different Milliken conductor designs showed
large deviations from the Bessel function, used for a cylindrical isolated
conductor, at frequencies between 300 Hz and 1000 Hz. This is expected as
multiple insulated conductors interacting with each other will introduce
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higher order Bessel functions [Dwi23a]. The curves look similar to the ones
shown for litz wires in [Alb17, Abb. 4.28] but already far below 1000 Hz.

What could also be observed in measurements is that in all cases, where
the sheath return method was used, outer magnetic fields existed. Larger
loops still affected the results, more specifically the reactance and resistance.
In turn this means that the setup was not perfectly concentric, either
geometrically or from the current distribution point of view. Only this
condition could suppress outer fields as discussed earlier. But, due to
allowed asymmetries in the sheath design, this was also expected from the
previous findings.

Helical voltage loops with many turns showed good agreement to AVG. In
all cases the deviation of the helical configuration to the AVG setup was
smaller than the maximum differences between the separate pick-up loops
(top, left, bottom, right) at 50 Hz.
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I think and think for months and years.
Ninety-nine times, the conclusion is false.

The hundredth time I am right.
Albert Einstein

This chapter summarizes the outcomes of this thesis. First the main results
of each chapter are concluded. Some of them are then further discussed.
At the end, the limits of this thesis are shown and a recommendation for
further research is given in the outlook.

6.1 summary

The main purpose of this work was to research, if and how an accurate
AC loss measurement can be performed on power cables with large cross
sections using the electrical measurement method.

Chapter 1 introduces the underlying problematic and defines the target
value of this thesis, the isolated Joule losses of the inner conductor of a
power cable. Then, the recent standards for power cable ratings are pre-
sented, which recommend the measurement of the AC resistance, but also
provide empirical formulas for the AC resistance calculation. Afterwards,
available measurement methods are presented, namely the calorimetric
method and different electrical measurement methods. The latter is used in
this work as it offers logistical advantages over the calorimetric approach.
At the end of Chapter 1, the need for accurate AC resistance measurements
is outlined again, by showing how AC losses can vary due to manufacturing
quality. The measurement is of great importance, as the AC resistance of a
cable is a critical parameter for the design of a cable system.

Chapter 2 describes the used measurement system in detail after listing
some definitions and important terms at the beginning. It could be shown
that the accuracy of the used system is high enough to distinguish different
relevant effects in the measurement. It is then demonstrated how measure-
ment values are interpolated and also how they are corrected to a desired
temperature for evaluation. This is followed by reviewing the used simu-
lation technique: the FEM in Comsol Multiphysics. Chapter 2 is concluded
with a short overview and comparison of the available methods for the
determination of Joule losses of a conductor. It is best to combine analytical
formulas, simulations—such as the FEM—and measurements to obtain re-
search results that come as close as possible to the true losses of a conductor.

Chapter 3 first presents some milestones of the research on AC losses
and reasons that the MQS approximation can be used for the subsequent
investigations. After a description of skin effect and proximity effect, some
further concepts of AC loss mechanisms are introduced. A revised collection
of analytical formulas is presented in detail and followed by some approxi-
mate formulas and a comparison of current distribution and AC resistances
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of different cross sectional shapes. At the end, Chapter 3 displays the
development and structure of power cable conductors, specifically stranded
and Milliken conductors. Using copper as the conductor material, the latter
can be subdivided into three different designs: blank, oxidized or enameled
strands and is able to reduce AC losses significantly.

Chapter 4 points out what is actually being measured using an ADC AC

voltmeter. At AC, it is the total electric field intensity over the internal
measurement resistance, which is composed of the line integral of the
electric field between both voltage tap-offs on the CUT and an inductive
part caused by the alternating magnetic field present in the pick-up loop.
In case of complex cross sectional conductor shapes or if other conductive
parts are nearby, this magnetic field can become complex and influence
the measured resistive voltage drop. The resistance measurement then
depends on the location and geometric dimension of the pick-up loop. It
was shown that all complex magnetic fields originating from the CUT have
to be included in the voltage pick-up loop to account for the true losses
of the CUT. Most important, even for insulated conductors the electrical
measurement method is able to obtain the overall true losses of a conductor
section, through the information stored in the complex magnetic field in
the pick-up loop. For stranded and segmental conductors, whose current
density distribution is expected of being nearly rotationally symmetric,
the necessary radial extension of the pick-up loop—to capture sufficient
complex magnetic field—is expected to be achieved at a distance identical
to the diameter of the CUT. For typical measurement setups it was then
shown that it is easy to avoid an influence of the return conductor on
the true losses of the CUT, by increasing the spacing between both. For
these setups, measured losses were compared to the true losses of the
CUT for different positions of the pick-up loops. It could be shown that
taking the average of 4 pick-up loops homogeneously arranged around the
circumference of a CUT, delivers results of sufficient accuracy in every setup
even for small loop sizes. Current homogenization and the placement of the
voltage tap-offs are closely related. From the investigations performed, it
was inferred that for the measurement, the terminals of a power cable with
insulated strands should be blank. This has the advantage of enabling quick
current homogenization along the conductor axis—which is a necessary
requirement for representative results—on one hand and at the same time
provide a defined position for the voltage tap-offs. With this, one avoids
having to connect the voltage tap-offs to the exact same strand at both
terminals. In practice however, it is often sufficient to check, if the method
used for current injection and the position of the voltage tap-offs deliver the
expected DC resistance. If this is the case, the chosen method is adequate
for the AC resistance measurement as well. At the end of Chapter 4 a
recommendation for preparation of the CUT, setup and procedure for the
AC loss measurement is given. Using two symmetrical return conductors
with a spacing larger than 0.5 m in combination with averaging the results
obtained by 4 pick-up loops located at the surface of the cable, leads to
results, which are sufficiently close to the true resistance of a Milliken
conductor.

Chapter 5 shows measurement results of some Milliken conductor designs,
which were obtained by applying the recommended techniques. It was
shown that the measured values often did not coincide with the values
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recommended by the recent IEC standard. This supports the demand for
performing AC resistance measurements on power cable conductors to
ensure that the expected or required AC resistance is met.

6.2 discussion and outlook

comments on methodology and performed investigations
For the simulations performed in this thesis the well-established FEM tech-
nique was used. Comparisons with different analytical solutions showed the
excellent agreement between both. For simple conductor shapes—such as a
circular cross section—both results could also be verified by measurement.
At the moment, a measurement is the only reliable approach to determine
the AC resistance of a Milliken conductor, if performed properly. It is
hence reasonable to benchmark the measurement by analytical calculations
and FEM simulations prior to measurements of Milliken conductors. In
practice, analytical solutions and the FEM are no suitable methods for the AC

resistance determination of a Milliken conductor. True 3D FEM simulations
of segmental conductors are not feasible at the moment due to restrictions
in hardware resources and the lacking knowledge of some manufacturing
influences on the design. The simulations of different measurement setups
in this thesis therefore used a solid circular copper conductor as the CUT. It
was shown that in general stranded conductor designs have lower proximity
effect losses compared to solid conductors. Even though stranded and
Milliken conductors still show proximity effect [Joa99], the results displayed
in this thesis therefore possibly show stronger impacts on the measurement
than present in a real measurement. On the other hand, asymmetries in the
geometry of the setup and unknown factors from real setups, such as the
exact geometry and electrical properties of laboratory floors or walls having
rebars for example, could only be included in the simulations exemplarily. A
previous example showed that a metallic fence placed 2 m from the CUT still
significantly influenced the measurement of a rectangular conductor. Also
deviations from the symmetric placement of the pick-up loops relative to
the setup were not part of the investigations either. In addition to that, some
possible geometric variations caused by the manufacturing process like oval-
ity of the cable or the displacement of segments were not researched as well.

To differentiate between different effects in the measurement, possible
geometric variations have mostly been analyzed separately. In reality, mul-
tiple effects could act upon the measurement at once, having stronger or
different influences on the pick-up loops than indicated by the simulations.
Nevertheless, using at least 4 pick-up loops to average the results showed to
be a quite robust method against geometric asymmetries. It is also evident
that in reality not every pick-up loop configuration shown in the simulation
results can be realized in practice. For example when measuring a cable,
one cannot simply place the voltage lead wires beneath the sheath. Also in
case of Setup III—symmetric return method—the voltage pick-up loops on the
sides of the closely spaced return conductors can of course not be routed
through the return conductors. In Appendix A.2 it is shown that this does
not present a limitation for the AVG setup. To resolve this issue, all pick-up
loops or the return conductor can be rotated relative to the center of the
CUT still delivering accurate results.
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One additional remark about the AVG setup concerns the positioning of
them on cables. The radial distance of the voltage loops dVL is defined from
the surface of the CUT. When analyzing apparent losses for the evaluation
of the average value, the results at the same distances were used. But, the
exact position of the CUT in a cross section of a cable is not known exactly
due to eccentricity. Hence, the pick-up loops attached to the surface of
the complete cable may have different distances dVL to the surface of the
CUT. Hence in reality, the AVG is maybe comprised of top(dVL), bottom(dVL),
right(dVL + 2 mm) and left(dVL − 2 mm). When looking at the change
in every setup for distances of 2 mm—which is the allowed maximum
eccentricity—one can see that the error introduced by that is negligible.

When the measured resistance has to be evaluated at a different temperature
than it was measured at, the resistance has to be adjusted. A way of doing
that was shown in Section 2.4.2. It is based on the observation that different
temperatures also change the conductivity of the sample. The conductivity
in turn influences its AC losses. Hence, the ratio of AC to DC resistance
changes with temperature. If geometric parameters of the conductor
remain unchanged, this method can accurately correct the resistance from
measurement temperature to the desired evaluation temperature. But, in
case of conductors with insulated wires it is not clear at the moment if the
interwire contact resistances also vary at higher temperatures. If so, this
could equal a change in geometry. Assuming that the interwire resistances
decrease with temperature, would turn a conductor with insulated wires
into a solid conductor, which increases AC losses in return.

In publications authors should describe their setup in every detail, to in-
crease reproducibility and classification of the presented results of Milliken
conductor measurements. Especially the influence of the position of the volt-
age pick-up loop should be discussed more deeply.

comments on the measurement results It was not possible to
follow every recommendation in all measurements shown in Chapter 5.
Some measurements were already performed parallel to open investiga-
tions. Nevertheless, additional FEM simulations for these specific setups and
comparisons of possible influences to measurements performed according
to the recommendation, helped increasing the trust in the results shown.
For every measurement it was described in detail how the setup was build
to increase transparency. Moreover, even though the results are of high
accuracy, their only purpose is to give examples of the performance of
different designs, as they only present a small empirical sample for this
design type (blank, oxidized, . . . ). Samples of different manufacturers
having the same design, can differ significantly in performance as argued
previously.

Concerning the positioning of the voltage tap-offs it was often sufficient in
the measurement to place the voltage tap-offs 0.5 m to 2 m away from the
current injection on the blank surface of the segments. The calculated DC

resistance was met even in enameled designs, where the current was only
injected into one strand at the terminals. This means that many interwire
contact resistances were present to guarantee the homogenization over all
strands. Methods like this can therefore be used to check the functionality
of the design itself. Nevertheless, the exact DC resistance of a Milliken
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conductor can also not be calculated in advance as the exact helical paths
of the strands and possible contacts between them are unknown.

Moreover, it was stated by some manufacturers that the cable geometry and
performance of the CUT can vary along the whole cable and can be unique
for every section. Assuming these variations are significant, this would
mean that multiple short samples of a production length have to measured
to obtain a result of statistical relevance. This however does not seem to
be realizable in practice. This issue is similar to the topic of Minimum
Necessary Measurement Length and presents a general challenge for every
measurement method. Both issues can only be resolved when the complete
production length is measured. This observation seems to increase the
demand for a measurement on a cable drum, which does not seem feasible
at the moment due to the inclusion of proximity effect and magnetic stray
fields on the drum, which is often metallic because of mechanical con-
straints. In addition to that, it is also not clear how drumming and bending
of the cable affects the performance, more specifically the insulation of
the single strands of Milliken conductors. A measurement of the complete
manufacturing length when buried on site would deliver the most accurate
result. Despite considerations on how to realize such a measurement setup,
this is also not a desired solution. If the measurement would deliver an AC

resistance, which does not meet the demanded requirements, this would
have to result in an exchange of the already buried cable.

A better solution would be to come as close as possible to the true resistance
by measuring short samples in the laboratory, after performing additional
investigations on Milliken conductors, which clarify the influence of the ef-
fects discussed above.

outlook This section is based on the discussion and presents ideas on
further research, which is necessary—in the eyes of the author—to increase
trust and accuracy of AC resistance measurements.

This includes the following:

I A comparison of electrical measurement methods and the calorimetric
measurement method. Even though both techniques are used in prac-
tice, a direct comparison on a Milliken conductor at different temper-
atures is desired. This includes an estimate on the accuracy of both
methods. Compliance of the measurement results would boost the
trust in both methods and help the user to focus on the advantages
of the approaches only, when selecting an appropriate method.

I For the same reason, a comparison of the typically used electrical mea-
surement methods should be performed: using lock-in amplifiers on
one hand and using AC ADC voltmeters on the other hand.

I The enunciated temperature correction method should be checked for
applicability on Milliken conductors by performing measurement at
different temperatures. This would answer the question of whether
the insulation of the single wires is affected by temperature changes.
This question needs to be answered for different conductor materials
and designs.
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I The remaining parameters influencing the measured resistance should
be checked for their influence. This can be done by FEM simulations
and includes:

– The ovality of a cable and of the inner conductor.

– The displacement of segments in Milliken conductors.

– The losses induced in the pick-up loops by armored cable
sheaths.

I Different lengths of conductor samples should be measured to check
for the influence of the length upon the AC resistance.

I Also, the effect of drumming the cable should be investigated empir-
ically by measuring a conductor before and after it has been on a
drum. This should also be done with different designs, as the mechan-
ical stress can possible influence enameled wires differently compared
to oxidized strands for example.

I Further investigations regarding the AC resistance measurement on a
drum are required to check if measuring a whole production length
may be possible under certain conditions or using special precautions.

I Further theoretical considerations, FEM simulations and measurements
could justify or reject the idea of using only one helically wound volt-
age loop instead of 4 voltage loops, whose results are averaged. This
could save time and increase efficiency of the electrical method fur-
ther. The idea of using the cable sheath as the rear voltage lead wire
should also be investigated further together with the possibility of
short-circuiting all 4 loops of the AVG setup on both sides.

I Long-term behavior of conductors with insulated strands should also
be investigated, as thermal induced mechanical stress can possibly re-
duce interwire resistances and increase losses over the lifetime of a
cable. Nevertheless, for blank conductors oxidization of the strands
could also appear and increase the performance in long-terms.
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No man has the right to be an amateur in the matter of
physical training. It is a shame for a man to grow old without

seeing the beauty and strength of which his body is capable.
Socrates

a.1 published results of milliken conductor measurements

Regarding Table A.1: the ks factor could not be calculated in most cases be-
cause often the DC resistance or lengths was not available. Moreover, if no fre-
quency was given, the typical power frequency of the country, where the in-
vestigation was performed was assumed. If no temperature was given in the
reference, then 20 ◦C was used and the “operating temperature” in [BM68]
was assumed to be 90 ◦C. “Dis” in the reference stands for discussion, “4s”
stands for 4 segments and so forth, “hp” stands for high pressure, “lp” for
low pressure, “contra.” stands for contradirectional and “uni.” for unidirec-
tional stranding of the different layers.

Table A.1: Collection of published RAC/RDC ratios for Milliken conductors (no proximity effect
regarded)

A in material design/ f in T in RAC/RDC reference

mm2 insulation Hz ◦C

1015 Al blank 60 23 1.02 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu blank 60 23 1.13 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu blank 60 23 1.16 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu blank 60 23 1.06 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu blank 60 23 1.08 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu blank 60 23 1.09 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu enameled 60 23 1.05 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu lead alloy 60 23 1.07 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu lead alloy 60 23 1.09 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu lead alloy 60 23 1.08 [Kat+78]

1015 Cu tin 60 23 1.06 [Kat+78]

1200 Cu blank 50 20 1.15 [Cig05, p. 14]

1269 Cu blank 60 20 1.113 [Wis48]

1269 Cu blank 60 23 1.2 [Kat+78]

1269 Cu blank 60 23 1.1 [Kat+78]

1269 Cu blank 60 23 1.08 [Kat+78]

1269 Cu blank 60 23 1.07 [Kat+78]

1269 Cu blank 60 80 1.07 [Wis48]

1400 Al blank 50 90 1.05 [BM68]

1400 Cu blank 50 20 1.18 [Cig05, p. 14]
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1400 Cu blank, contra. 50 90 1.18 [BM68]

1400 Cu blank, uni. 50 90 1.13 [BM68]

1400 Cu enameled 50 90 1.07 [BM68]

1400 Cu sulphurated 50 90 1.15 [BM68]

1600 Cu blank 50 20 1.23 [Cig05, p. 14]

1600 Cu blank 50 20 1.04 [CMR77, Dis]

1600 Cu blank 50 90 1.25 [DM07]

1600 Cu blank (4s) 50 18 1.34 [BSF99]

1600 Cu blank (5s) 50 27 1.11 [BSF99]

1600 Cu blank (6s) 50 33 1.25 [BSF99]

1600 Cu enameled 50 20 1.03 [Cig05, p. 14]

1600 Cu enameled 50 90 1.04 [DM07]

1600 Cu enameled (6s) 50 26 1.02 [BSF99]

1600 Cu oxidized 50 20 1.07 [Cig05, p. 14]

1776 Cu tin 60 23 1.17 [Kat+78]

1920 Cu blank 50 20 1.33 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Al blank, contra. 50 80 1.025 [CMR77]

2000 Al blank, contra. 50 80 1.026 [CMR77]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.34 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.27 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.24 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.378 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.328 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.495 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 20 1.448 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 80 1.16 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu blank 50 80 1.23 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu blank 50 80 1.232 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu blank 50 85 1.359 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank 50 90 1.35 [DM07]

2000 Cu blank 50 90 1.352 [RSS11a]

2000 Cu blank, contrad. 50 80 1.25 [CMR77]

2000 Cu Cr-plated, contra. 50 80 1.15 [CMR77]

2000 Cu enameled 50 20 1.04 [Cig05, p. 14]

2000 Cu enameled 50 90 1.04 [DM07]

2000 Cu enameled, contra. 50 80 1.1 [CMR77]

2000 Cu enameled, contra. 50 80 1.05 [CMR77]

2000 Cu oxidized (hp) 50 80 1.137 [Joa98, p. 55]

2000 Cu oxidized (lp) 50 80 1.086 [Joa98, p. 55]

2072 Cu blank 50 20 1.568 [RSS11a]

2385 Al blank 60 23 1.05 [Kat+78]

2500 Cu blank 50 20 1.36 [Cig05, p. 14]

2500 Cu blank 50 80 1.2 [Joa98, p. 57]

2500 Cu blank 50 90 1.45 [DM07]

2500 Cu blank, contra. 50 80 1.232 [Joa98, p. 57]
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2500 Cu enameled 50 20 1.02 [Cig05, p. 14]

2500 Cu enameled 50 90 1.065 [DM07]

2500 Cu oil impregnated 50 80 1.14 [Joa98, p. 57]

2500 Cu oil impregnated 50 80 1.151 [Joa98, p. 57]

2500 Cu oxidized 50 20 1.08 [Cig05, p. 14]

2500 Cu oxidized (hp) 50 80 1.23 [Joa98, p. 57]

2500 Cu oxidized (lp) 50 80 1.152 [Joa98, p. 57]

2600 Cu blank 50 20 1.1 [CMR77, Dis]

a.2 extended discussion on ac loss measurements

Figure A.1 presents results of the virtual measurement on an hypothetical
conductors with 4 insulated strands and two solid terminals. The current
flows in z-direction and is homogeneously injected at both terminals.

Both models shown, consist of two solid terminals with an overall radius
r ≈ 2.8 cm and 4 strands in between them, which are insulated from
one another by air. The current is injected into the face of one terminal,
whereas the other terminal’s cross section is grounded. In Model 1, all
strands are electrically connected to both terminals. Therefore, the current
flows from one terminal to the other over all strands. In Model 2, there is a
small gap between the strand at the bottom side and the rearward terminal.
Therefore, the measurement current will not flow through this strand from
one terminal to the other. Nevertheless, eddy currents will build up in this
strand due to the alternating electromagnetic fields from the other strands.

The measured resistance will eventually converge against the true resistance
of the measured section in both cases. For Model 2 this means that the
losses due to eddy currents in the bottom strand are also included. One can
see that due to the large asymmetry of the models, dVL,min, which is the
distance to reach a deviation smaller than 1 % to the true resistance, is much
larger than 3 × r ≈ 8.4 cm in this case.

Another interesting case is that of two closely spaced conductors:

I If the conductors are connected in a return circuit, the measured resis-
tance will converge against the true resistance of only this conductor,
to which the voltage tap-offs are attached to (the CUT). Losses from the
return conductors will not be included at very large dVL anymore.

I If the conductors are in a go circuit—connected in parallel—the mea-
sured resistance converges against the true resistance of the measured
section with increasing dVL, which includes the losses of both conduc-
tors. This is consistent and also observed in the example of the 4 strand
bundle above. For 2 unequal conductors, the separation of losses is a
complex task (see Section 4.4.3).

In both cases, taking the average of the 4 pick-up loops le f t, right, top and
bottom will converge against the true resistance much quicker, than any of
the above configurations separately. As long as the 4 pick-up loops are dis-
tributed homogeneously around the CUT’s circumference (every 90° result-
ing in le f t, right, top and bottom), independent of the relative position of
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the return conductor, by using the AVG setup the result quickly converges
against the true losses of the CUT only.
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(e) left: convergence of virtual resistance in model 1; right: convergence of virtual resistance
in model 2

Figure A.1: Results of additional investigations on stranded conductors; Rtrue are the overall
losses in all small strands only (middle section); the simulation was performed
at 500 Hz, the terminals for current injection have a cross section of 2500 mm2; the
small strands have a radius of 2.5 mm; the coordinate system in Figure A.1a is valid
for all other figures as well
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Greatness is not a measure of how great you are
but how great others came to be because of you.

Cus D’Amato

The results obtained with the following Matlab codes have been tested and
verified by comparison with FEM simulations in Comsol Multiphysics.

b.1 infinitively wide strip

Listing B.1: Matlab code for the resistance caluclation of an infinitively wide strip

% Script to calculate the current density,

% resistancea and reactance ratio of an

% Infinitively Wide Strip

% Date: 2016-10-20 - 12:40 / Author: Rene Suchantke

% Constants

mu_0 = 4*pi*1E-7 ; % vacuum permability

% Input Parameters

f = 0:1:300 ; % frequency / Hz

sigma = 58E6 ; % conductivity / S/m

t = 0.02 ; % thickness of strip / m

mu_r = 1 ; % permeability

% Calculation of Variables

y = -t/2:t/100:t/2 ; % generation of y-coordinate

omega = 2*pi.*f ; % angular frequency / Hz

% Conversion to cgs units for use in orignal formulas

sigma = sigma/(1E11) ; % [S/m]-->[abmhos/cm]=[GS/cm]

t = t*100 ; % [m]-->[cm]

y = y*100 ; % [m]-->[cm]

% Calculation of alpha

alpha = sqrt(2*pi*sigma.*omega*mu_r)...

+(1i*sqrt(2*pi*sigma.*omega*mu_r));

% Current Density at 50 Hz normalized to the surface current density

J_ratio = cosh(alpha(51).*y)/cosh(alpha(51)*(t/2));

% Resistance Ratio

R_ratio = real((alpha*t)./...

(2*tanh((alpha*t)/2)));

R_ratio(1) = 1;

% Reactance Ratio

X_ratio = imag((alpha*t)./...

(2*tanh((alpha*t)/2)));
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b.2 solid cylindrical conductor

Listing B.2: Matlab code for the resistance caluclation of a solid cylindrical conductor

% Script to calculate the current density,

% resistancea and reactance ratio of a

% Solid Cylindrical Conductor

% Date: 2016-10-01 - 13:56 / Author: Rene Suchantke

% Constants

mu_0 = 4*pi*1E-7 ; % vacuum permability

% Input Parameters

f = 0:1:1000 ; % frequency / Hz

sigma = 58E6 ; % conductivity / S/m

r_c = 0.02 ; % conductor radius / m

mu_r = 1 ; % permeability

I = 1 ; % conductor current / A

% Calculation of Variables

r = -r_c:r_c/100:r_c ; % generation of r-coordinate

omega = 2*pi.*f ; % angular frequency / Hz

R_DC = 1/(sigma*pi*r_c^2); % DC resistance / Ohm/m

L_DC = mu_0*mu_r/(8*pi) ; % DC inductance / H/m

% Calculation of Function Argument m

m = sqrt(-1i*omega*mu_0*mu_r*sigma);

% Current Density at 50 Hz Normalized to the DC Current Density

% by using the Bessel Function of the First Kind

J_AC = (m(51)*I/(2*pi*r_c))*(besselj(0,m(51)*r)./...

besselj(1,m(51)*r_c));

J_DC = I/(pi*r_c^2); % DC current density / A/m^2

J_ratio = real(J_AC)/J_DC; % current density ratio(50Hz)

% Resistance Ratio Calculated with Bessel Function of the First Kind

R_ratio = real(((m*r_c/2).*besselj(0,m*r_c)./besselj(1,m*r_c)));

R_ratio(1)= 1;

% Inductance Ratio Calculated with Bessel Function of the First Kind

L_ratio = (R_DC*8*pi./(omega.*mu_r*mu_0)).*...

imag(((m*r_c/2).*besselj(0,m*r_c)./besselj(1,m*r_c)));

L_ratio(1) = 1;

%% Additional Verification with Kelvin Function Formulas

k = real(m)*sqrt(2); % argument of Kelvin functions

% Generating the Kelvin Functions and Their Derivatives

v = 0; % Order of Kelvin functions

ber_v = real(besselj(v,k*r_c*exp(1i*3*pi/4))); % Generating Ber

bei_v = imag(besselj(v,k*r_c*exp(1i*3*pi/4))); % Generating Bei

berD_v = (real(besselj(v+1,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i)))+...

imag(besselj(v+1,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2)+...

(v./k).*real(besselj(v,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i)));% Generating Ber’

beiD_v = (imag(besselj(v+1,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i)))-...

real(besselj(v+1,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2)+...

(v./k).*imag(besselj(v,k*r_c*1i*sqrt(1i)));% Generating Bei’

% Resistance Ratio Calculated with Bessel Function of the First Kind

R_ratio_V = k*r_c/2.*...

((ber_v.*beiD_v)-(bei_v.*berD_v))./(berD_v.^2+beiD_v.^2);

R_ratio_V(1) = 1;

% Reactance Ratio Calculated with Bessel Function of the First Kind

L_ratio_V = (R_DC*8*pi./(omega.*mu_r*mu_0)).*...

k*r_c/2.*((ber_v.*berD_v)+(bei_v.*beiD_v))./(berD_v.^2+beiD_v.^2);

L_ratio_V(1) = 1;

% Principle of Similitude Parameter
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p = sqrt(f/R_DC).*1e-3;

R_AC_50 = R_ratio(51)*R_DC

X_AC_50 = L_ratio(51)*L_DC*2*pi*f(51)

b.3 tubular conductor

Listing B.3: Matlab code for the resistance caluclation of a tubular conductor

% Script to calculate the current density,

% resistancea and reactance ratio of a

% Tubular Conductor

% Date: 2017-01-10 - 17:56 / Author: Rene Suchantke

% Constants

mu_0 = 4*pi*1E-7 ; % vacuum permability

% Input Parameters

f = 0:1:1000 ; % frequency / Hz

sigma = 58E6 ; % conductivity / S/m

r2 = 0.025; % outer conductor radius / m

r1 = 0.0125; % inner conductor radius / m

A = pi*(r2^2-r1^2); % cross section / m^2

mu_r = 1 ; % permeability

% Calculation of Variables

omega = 2*pi.*f ; % angular frequency / Hz

R_DC = 1/(A*sigma) ; % DC resistance / Ohm/m

% Definition of variables according to AC calculation formula

k = sqrt(2*pi*f*mu_r*mu_0.*sigma);

% Creation of Kelvin function arguments

kr_1 = k*r1;

kr_2 = k*r2;

% Current Density: Import of Comsol Results

r = -r2:2*r2/192:r2 ; % generation of r-coordinate

fileID =fopen( ’Tube50Hz. txt ’, ’ r ’);
formatSpec = ’%f %f ’;
B = fscanf(fileID,formatSpec);

n = 1;

for i=1:2:length(B)-1

J_ratio(n)=B(i+1);

rn(n) =B(i);

n = n+1;

end

% creating the kelvin functions with argument mr_1:

v = 0; % Order of the functions

ber_mr1 = real(besselj(v,kr_1*exp(3*pi*1i/4)));

bei_mr1 = imag(besselj(v,kr_1*exp(3*pi*1i/4)));

ker_mr1 = real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4)));

kei_mr1 = imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4)));

% creating their derivatives - taken from:

v = 1; % Order of the functions

ber_mr1_diff1 = (real(besselj(v,kr_1*1i*sqrt(1i)))+...

imag(besselj(v,kr_1*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2);

bei_mr1_diff1 = (imag(besselj(v,kr_1*1i*sqrt(1i)))-...

real(besselj(v,kr_1*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2);

ker_mr1_diff1 = ( real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4)))

+...
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imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4))))/sqrt

(2);

kei_mr1_diff1 = (-real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4)))

+...

imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_1*exp(pi*1i/4))))/sqrt

(2);

% creating the constant variable

C = (ber_mr1_diff1 + 1i.*bei_mr1_diff1)./...

(ker_mr1_diff1 + 1i.*kei_mr1_diff1);

% creating the kelvin functions with argument mr_2:

v = 0; % Order of the functions

ber_mr2 = real(besselj(v,kr_2*exp(3*pi*1i/4)));

bei_mr2 = imag(besselj(v,kr_2*exp(3*pi*1i/4)));

ker_mr2 = real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4)));

kei_mr2 = imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4)));

% creating their derivatives

v = 1; % Order of the functions

ber_mr2_diff1 = (real(besselj(v,kr_2*1i*sqrt(1i)))+...

imag(besselj(v,kr_2*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2);

bei_mr2_diff1 = (imag(besselj(v,kr_2*1i*sqrt(1i)))-...

real(besselj(v,kr_2*1i*sqrt(1i))))/sqrt(2);

ker_mr2_diff1 = ( real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4)))

+...

imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4))))/sqrt

(2);

kei_mr2_diff1 = (-real(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4)))

+...

imag(exp(-v*pi*1i/2)*besselk(v,kr_2*exp(pi*1i/4))))/sqrt

(2);

% put togehter the single parts of the equation

numerator = ber_mr2 + 1i.*bei_mr2 - C.*(ker_mr2 + 1i.*kei_mr2);

denumerator = ber_mr2_diff1 + 1i.*bei_mr2_diff1 - C.*(ker_mr2_diff1

+...

1i.*kei_mr2_diff1);

part1 = (1i.*k*(r2^2-r1^2))/(2*r2);

part2 = numerator./denumerator;

% put together final equation

R_ratio = real(part1.*part2);

R_ratio(1) = 1;

L_DC = mu_0*mu_r/(2*pi)*(r1^4/(r2^2-r1^2)^2*log(r2/r1)...

-((3*r1^2-r2^2)/(4*(r2^2-r1^2))));

L_ratio = (R_DC./(2*pi.*f*L_DC)).*imag(part1.*part2);

L_ratio(1) = 1;

% Principle of Similitude Parameter

p = sqrt(f/R_DC).*1e-3;
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I have not failed.
I´ve just found 10,000 ways that won´t work.

Thomas A. Edison

In every definition, ν denotes the order of the function.

c.1 bessel functions

Bessel function of the first kind Jν, taken from [Lam13]:

Jν(x) =
∞

∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!Γ(ν + k + 1)

( x
2

)2k+ν
. (C.1)

Bessel function of the second kind Yν, taken from [Lam13]:

Yν(x) =
cosνπ Jν(x)− J−ν(x)

sinνπ
. (C.2)

Bessel function of the third kind Hν (also called Hankel function), taken
from [Liu16]:

Hν(x) = Jν(x) + jYν(x) =
J−ν(x)− e−νπj Jν(x)

j sin(νπ)
. (C.3)

Modified Bessel function of the first kind Iν, taken from [Kre]:

Iν(x) =
( x

2

)ν ∞

∑
k=0

1
Γ(k + 1)Γ(ν + k + 1)

( x
2

)2k
. (C.4)

Modified Bessel function of the second kind Kν, taken from [Kre]:

Kν(x) =
π

2
I−ν(x)− Iν(x)

sin(νπ)
. (C.5)

c.2 kelvin functions

The Kelvin functions, taken from [Wei] are defined as

berν(x) + i beiν(x) = Jν(xe3πi/4) , (C.6)

kerν(x) + i keiν(x) = e−νπi/2Kν(xeπi/4) . (C.7)

According to [Cas16a] and [Cas16b] their derivatives are

ber
′
ν(x) =

berν+1(x) + beiν+1(x)√
2

+
ν

x
berν(x) , (C.8)

bei
′
ν(x) =

beiν+1(x)− berν+1(x)√
2

+
ν

x
beiν(x) , (C.9)

ker
′
ν(x) =

kerν+1(x) + keiν+1(x)√
2

+
ν

x
kerν(x) , (C.10)
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kei
′
ν(x) =

keiν+1(x)− kerν+1(x)√
2

+
ν

x
keiν(x) . (C.11)

c.3 basic operators

The nabla operator is a vector and defined as follows in a Cartesian coordi-
nate system:

∇ = ~∇ =

(
∂

∂x
,

∂

∂y
,

∂

∂z

)>
. (C.12)

Operators rot, div and grad are defined as follows

~a = rot ~x = ∇×~x , (C.13)

a = div ~x = ∇ ·~x , (C.14)

~a = grad b = ∇b . (C.15)

c.4 definition of additional bessel function arguments and
prefactors

Formulas over multiple lines, terminated by a semicolon.

Ξ1 =
rc

r1
G1(kr2) ·

1
(
G1(kr1)G3(kr2)− G1(kr2)G2(kr1)

)2 −
(
G1(kr2)G2(kr1)− G1(kr1)G2(kr2)

)2 ·

[(
G1(kr1)G3(kr2)− G1(kr2)G2(kr1)

)(
ber′0(krc)bei′0(kr1)− bei′0(krc)ber′0(kr1)

)
−

(
G1(kr2)G2(kr1)− G1(kr1)G2(kr2)

)(
ber′0(krc)ber′0(kr1)− bei′0(krc)bei′0(kr1)

)]
; (C.16)

Ξ2 =
rc

r1
G1(kr2)

[
− ber′0(krc)ber′0(kr1)− bei′0(krc)bei′0(kr1)

G1(kr1)G3(kr2)− G1(kr2)G2(kr1)
−

(
G1(kr2)G2(kr1)− G1(kr1)G2(kr2)

)(
ber′0(krc)bei′0(kr1)− bei′0(krc)ber′0(kr1)

)
(
G1(kr1)G3(kr2)− G1(kr2)G2(kr1)

)2
+
(
G1(kr2)G2(kr1)− G1(kr1)G2(kr2)

)2 +

(
G1(kr2)G2(kr1)− G1(kr1)G2(kr2)

)(
ber′0(krc)ber′0(kr1)− bei′0(krc)bei′0(kr1)

)
(
G1(kr1)G3(kr2)− G1(kr2)G2(kr1)

)2

]
;

(C.17)

Ξ3 =
−Ξ1G2(kr2) + Ξ2G3(kr2)

G1(kr2)
; (C.18)

Ξ4 =
−Ξ1G3(kr2)− Ξ2G2(kr2)

G1(kr2)
; (C.19)

where

G1(x) = ber′0
2
(x) + bei′0

2
(x) , (C.20)

G2(x) = ber′0(x)ker′0(x) + bei′0(x)kei′0(x) , (C.21)

G3(x) = bei′0(x)ker′0(x) + ber′0(x)kei′0(x) . (C.22)



DA D D I T I O N A L P H O T O G R A P H S

I do not think you can name many great inventions
that have been made by married men.

Nikola Tesla

d.1 measurement system and laboratory

Figure D.1 shows the recent version of the measurement system used. It
requires the following connections for a measurement: a 230 V power supply,
connection of the voltage loop, connection of the current path and a LAN
cable for connection to the software on a computer.

Figure D.1: Used measurement system including a laptop for the measurement software

Figure D.2: Photograph of the metallic fence in the laboratory
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d.2 milliken conductor measurements

d.2.1 Aluminum Milliken Conductor — AL

The following photographs are related to the investigations presented in
Section 5.1.1.

(a) Window for voltage tap-offs 2 m behind
the current injection

(b) Setting up a coaxial current transition with
2 aluminum half shells

(c) Setting up a coaxial current transition with
copper foil enveloping the half shells

(d) Short sample in the laboratory with the
measurement system in the background

Figure D.3: Measurement setup of aluminum Milliken conductor with a cross section of
2000 mm2 and the setup of coaxial current transition; voltage leads in blue and red

Figure D.4: Welded terminal of the aluminum Milliken conductor
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d.2.2 Copper Milliken Conductor — CU-B

The following photographs are related to the investigations presented in
Section 5.1.2.1.

(a) Symmetric sheath return method, both return conductors are small copper litz wires
spaced 70 cm from the CUT in the center

(b) Lower black corner shows the coaxial current feed line in black, the twisted pair voltage
lead cable and the connection to the temperature sensor in white

Figure D.5: Setup for the NSW cable sample; the pieces of wood are used as spacers for a sec-
ond top configuration with increased dVL (comparing Figure 4.36 with Figure 4.37)
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